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1.1  FOUNDATIONS
Transformation



UTB Mission Statement, Fall 2012





The Campus Today

Casa Bella Student Housing

Main Building

Texas 

Southmost 

College

North

The campus currently supports approximately 8,600 
students in 400,000 gross square feet of academic 
space. The future campus will build upon this existing 
location, ultimately covering an area of 320 acres.
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Master Plan Campus

Jackson St

The master plan campus supports a planned student 
population of 20,000 with 5,800,000 gross square feet of 
mixed use academic, residential and commercial space.
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The University of Texas at Brownsville is embarking on the most 

important transformation in its history. Currently in the midst of 

incredible change, the University has the opportunity to design a 

highly innovative future. Guided by visionary leadership 

and inspired by the hopes and spirit of the people 

it serves, UT Brownsville will become a model 

institution for the 21st century.

Built on unique local cultural heritage and in service of its community, 

UT Brownsville aspires to be a transformational institution and an 

innovative environment that acts as a vehicle for enduring student 

success, the translation of knowledge into global impact and a 

catalyst for human and economic development. UT Brownsville 

will be a university known as...

A University Known As...



A national trendsetter in graduating next 
generation Latino leaders

A national leader in developing models for an 
affordable, accessible, and technology-enhanced 
education that accelerates time-to-graduation

A national trendsetter in producing biliterate 
graduates

Our relentless pursuit of a 100% graduation rate

An epicenter of cultural and artistic creativity

Fostering transformational university experiences

A model for sustainability

A convening voice in resolving issues relevant to the 
borderlands and with impact on the Global South
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Our students are central to all that we do. We 

promise a quality education that is accessible and 

affordable. We innovate, embrace change and 

challenge tradition. We apply all disciplines to finding 

solutions for regional and global challenges. We 

embrace a diversity of ideas and nurture intercultural 

competencies. We nurture a culture of personal 

responsibility, honesty and civility. We develop citizens 

who nurture and sustain our American democracy.

Student Centered

Accessibility

Innovation

Interdisciplinary

Intercultural

Responsibility

Democracy

OUR CORE VALUES 
Beginning with the articulation of the UTB mission statement, seven 
Core Values emerged that would guide the vision and planning process. 
The Core Values became a vehicle for discovery and exchange, forming 
the foundation for the vision of the new UTB. Through the lens of 
the Core Values, senior leadership, academic deans, faculty and staff 
articulated their aspirations for the campus community:
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REGIONALLY FOCUSED, GLOBALLY SIGNIFICANT

OWNING OUR GEOGRAPHY

OUR CAMPUS IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY

Three Guiding Themes

Evident in all aspects of the visioning and planning process, three master plan themes emerged 

from the UT Brownsville Mission and the seven Core Values. Applied as frameworks to guide 

design decision making, they transcend academic initiatives into organizational and spatial 

concepts. The principles, strategies and guidelines put forth within this master plan document 

are directly derived from these three themes. Taken together, the master plan is a multifaceted 

expression that, in service of the UT Brownsville Mission, will not only transform the campus 

physically but ultimately enrich the student experience. 

To bring the campus forward from master plan vision into built form, a multitude of design 

decisions will be made that will involve dialogue amongst University members, regional, city and 

agency representatives as well as design consultants. Questions that have been raised during 

the year long master planning process can serve to focus future dialogue in service of the master 

plan themes:

How can the campus foster greater integration between the local economy and learning 

or research initiatives?

How can the campus celebrate its bicultural heritage while incorporating flexibility, agility 

and efficiency to accommodate evolving educational landscapes?

How can the campus assume greater responsibility as a steward of the environment in the 

Lower Rio Grande Valley?

Throughout the visioning and planning 
process, three distinct and prominent 
themes emerged that would guide all 
aspects of the master plan:

UTB MISSION AND CORE VALUES
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A campus in service of local 
challenges, translating knowledge 
and innovation into global impact.

A compact, urban campus deeply 
rooted in the social and cultural fabric 
of South Texas and the Border region.

A regenerative campus, interweaving 
learning, research and technologies.
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Expansion of the physical campus 
is tied to the development of its 
Mission, a changing enrollment 
demographic, and a commitment 
to net zero.

Examples of a thematically based 

structure in support of the Mission:

 

The development of the academic mission is at the heart of campus expansion. UT 

Brownsville has set a clear vision for an academic environment that is a steward of its 

unique geography, culture, economy and community. Building on existing areas of 

excellence in Physics, Biomedicine, and Coastal Studies, a new, thematic structure will 

create interdisciplinary, service based programs that will produce solutions to regionally 

oriented challenges. As an aspect of this academic innovation, UT Brownsville will move to 

being a high quality research institution with target expenditures of $70 million per year. 

As the University exports its knowledge and expertise, it will experience a shift in its 

demographic makeup. Marketing to new students beyond the Rio Grande Valley, strategic 

enrollment targets will extend to a wider catchment area encompassing greater Texas to 

the north, areas of Mexico and throughout the Global South. This shift in the demographic 

profile will catalyze the demand for housing, for which the University is committed to 

providing for 30% of its students.

Equal to its commitment to housing is UT Brownsville’s commitment to rigorous 

sustainability goals. The University aims to be a net zero campus, meaning it will be 

neutral in resource consumption, producing as much as it uses. The implementation of 

net zero has significant impact on campus wide behavior, infrastructure and technologies. 

Not only will net zero strategies inform how the campus is designed and managed, but 

it will provide significant opportunity in the areas of academic research and student 

employment.

At its essence, the physical development of the campus is the spatial consequence of 

these factors. The physical growth of the campus will continually strive towards the 

ultimate goals of the Mission and Core Values: 

REGIONALLY FOCUSED, GLOBALLY SIGNIFICANT

OWNING OUR GEOGRAPHY

OUR CAMPUS IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY

Implementing the Vision
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REGIONALLY FOCUSED, GLOBALLY SIGNIFICANT

OUR CAMPUS IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY

6,000

5,000

4,000,000

1,800,000

5,800,000

320

$9M
Private

$12M
State

$14M
Local

25% 
National 

15%
Mexico

10%
International

20%
HVAC

10% 
District Energy

14% 
Envelope

STAGE THREE

20
28

$70M Research

20,000 Students

Net Zero Energy

$34M
Federal

50% 
Local

56% 
Renewable

20,000

Residential Beds 930 1,930

Parking 1,520 3,840

Academic GSF 1,700,000 3,000,000

Residential GSF 280,000 580,000

Total Gross Square Feet 1,980,000 3,580,000

Total Acres 80 170

STAGE TWOSTAGE ONE

20
16

20
23

Students (FTE) 8,860* 15,357
* Enrollment target has been met in FY 2014.
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The Campus Experience
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As a Net Zero campus, UT Brownsville will become 
a leader in innovative sustainability initiatives and 
partnerships within the Rio Grande Valley.  
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The University will leverage the unique characteristics of the region, synergize 

partnerships, and create the opportunity for a regenerative future across the entire 

Rio Grande Valley.

The implications of becoming a model for sustainability extend beyond the 

physical boundaries of a regenerative campus and throughout the rich ecology of 

the Rio Grande Valley.

Inherent in a regenerative approach are integrated systems that operate at both 

a local and regional scale, such as hydrology, transit and renewable energy. As 

an environmental steward, UTB will be uniquely poised through its partnership 

with universities throughout South Texas to have a greater impact throughout the 

region. 
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Every student will have the 
opportunity for meaningful campus 
employment.

The campus will be a complete 
academic environment where 
moments of discovery and discourse 
are possible in all settings and 
contexts.

The campus will be a welcoming, easily 
accessible space that serves the entire 
campus, local and regional community.

It will be a vibrant place of activity 
that develops the whole student 
through opportunities to learn, work, 
live and play on campus.

Through translating the vision of the University into actionable design, the master plan is ultimately 
about enriching the student experience. The master plan embodies qualities of the University that 
have been expressed by the community throughout the entire planning process:
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Principles of Campus Design

Compact Urban Campus
A Compact Urban Campus creates a high density, 
pedestrian friendly, walkable community.

Urban Traditions of Latin America

An aerial photograph of San Miguel de Allende reveals the urban design traditions of Latin America 

brought forward in the UT Brownsville master plan: gridded narrow streets responsive to unique site 

features, a street hierarchy converging on a central plaza, and indoor and outdoor environments 

interwoven throughout the fabric of the city. 

Shady and Cool

The hot and humid climate of Brownsville requires that all pedestrian 

spaces be shaded.

Design for Climate

A compact urban campus is an appropriate environmental response to a hot and 

humid climate and a necessity within a city where land is at a premium. Throughout 

the Global South, we find cities and towns that create comfortable, attractive 

environments through the thoughtful layout of the streets, buildings and civic spaces. 

Typically converging on a central plaza or square, gridded narrow streets interweave 

the indoors with the outdoors. Over the entire city, the grid may morph in response 

to natural or cultural features, embracing the unique aspects of place. 

Pedestrian Streets Define the Campus Organization

Pedestrian streets establish a network of pathways, connecting all parts of the 

campus. Varying in scale from Avenida of Las Americas, the main street that unites 

the entire campus, to secondary pedestrian streets between buildings, pedestrian 

promenades are the major organizing element of the UT Brownsville master plan.

A dense and walkable campus will provide the framework to support a diversity 

of activities. It will allow academic and student life to be integrated and foster an 

energetic environment.
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The Social Fabric of Streets

Building arcades provide shade and expand the social space of the street. Activated streets promote community, 

providing a layering of activities and a lively campus environment.

Avenida of Las Americas

An excellent precedent for UT Brownsville, Third Street in Santa Monica demonstrates a pedestrian promenade 

as an organizing element with a strong urban character. Similarly within the master plan, Avenida of Las 

Americas will be the main street of the campus, uniting and organizing all campus activity.
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Principles of Campus Design

Resource Conservation
UT Brownsville will employ a variety of sustainable strategies to achieve net zero 
consumption of water, energy and waste.

Net Zero Approach

Net Zero can be defined as a campus, including all buildings and infrastructure, 

that produces as much clean energy as it consumes. While net zero strategies must 

be calibrated to the humid subtropical South Texas climate, achieving net zero 

requires multiple sustainable strategies: changing behavior, reducing consumption, 

maximizing efficiencies, employing new technologies, streamlining operations, 

creating new partnerships and producing renewable energy. Implementation of net 

zero is a long term goal that begins with the strategies outlined in the UT Brownsville 

master plan. A net zero objective is a catalyst for on campus learning and research 

and a generator of on campus student employment. 

Demonstration Systems

Educational and outreach efforts will be critical in fostering a net zero policy. 

Local, highly visible elements, such as sculptural wind turbines and photovoltaic 

technologies located throughout the campus will serve to educate and make visible 

this ambitious goal. Emerging technologies should be showcased within a beautifully 

landscaped environmental laboratory.

New Building Technology

Solar hot water tubes are a building technology instrumental to 

achieving net zero energy. They harnesses the power of the sun to 

drive the air conditioning system on campus.

Climate, Environment, and Ecology

Achieving net zero requires strategies calibrated to the unique South Texas climate, environment and ecology. 

To capitalize on the unique geography of the region, renewable energy generation may be located both on 

campus and within the region.
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Sculptural Sustainable Features

Highly visible and interactive features, such as sculptural wind turbines, make the campus community aware of 

the net zero infrastructure that is behind the scenes yet powers the entire campus.

More Than A Power Source

The integration of site furnishings with photovoltaics create a new kind of charging station: a study space, a place 

to socialize, a place to relax. These innovative amenities add to the culture of campus life. 
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Principles of Campus Design

Mobility
University partnerships with transit agencies will ensure that the campus will be fully 
connected to the City of Brownsville as well as to the greater Rio Grande Valley.

Regional and City Connection

Public transit enables affordable access to the campus, and a sustainable alternative 

to vehicular transportation. Beyond their intended transportation function, regional 

and local buses have the potential to become productive places of learning. Wifi 

enabled busses can extend the classroom not only beyond the building but beyond 

the campus, generating the possibility for mobile study and collaboration.

Multi Modal Campus

Pedestrian streets and complete streets that integrate all forms of public and 

private transit work together to support a walkable urban environment. Foot traffic 

is augmented by a bike sharing program and campus shuttles that circulate along 

multiple routes. These integrated systems offer any individual the ability to easily 

traverse the entire campus.

Park Once

The master plan proposes a ‘park once’ strategy for vehicular traffic. Once an 

individual has parked their vehicle, they may chose to walk, cycle or take a campus 

shuttle to their intended destination.

Bikeshare

A campus bike sharing program offers any visitor a non-motorized mode of transit 

without the individual burden of ownership or maintenance. Stations strategically 

located near primary campus destinations will ensure the program is well used by the 

campus community. Student run programs can facilitate on campus employment.

Multi Modal Transit

The campus will support multiple modes of transit, layering bike lanes and amenities with campus 

wide shuttles. Ensuring an ease of transition between modes of transit promotes an accessible 

campus.
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La Plaza Transit Center

Campus shuttles connect to city and regional transit via the La Plaza transit center in 

downtown Brownsville.

Wifi Enabled Busses

Especially critical for the portion of the campus population that lives in the Rio Grande Valley and commutes to the university, wifi enabled buses will 

offer extended opportunities for studying or collaboration.
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Principles of Campus Design

Living Laboratory
Learning and research extends beyond the 
classroom, permeating the entire campus. 
Outdoor Learning Environments

The master plan calls for outdoor learning environments to be designed throughout 

the campus fabric. Structures along resaca edges, transects of native ecologies 

and amphitheaters or courtyards that reveal engineered systems are examples of 

a palette of outdoor learning environments. The design of these environments will 

integrate open spaces and natural amenities with pedagogy and enrich the student 

experience. 

Resaca Restoration

A restored and resilient resaca system will be the defining feature of the campus 

environment. Unique to the Lower Rio Grande Valley, the resacas can be a celebrated 

element that make the UT Brownsville campus like none other. Restoration and 

bank stabilization of the resaca edges provides opportunities for research and 

experimentation. Restoration efforts that add wetland areas and increase the flow of 

water through the resacas will greatly increase water quality, restore fish and wildlife 

habitats and ensure that the resacas are engaging centers for campus activity. 

Stewardship of Resaca Ecology

Tamualipan brushland is a unique ecosystem found only in south Texas and northeastern Mexico. 

Transects of this ecology will be preserved on campus to facilitate integrated environmental 

learning and research.

Reveal Engineered Systems

Green infrastructure is fundamental to achieving net zero. Revealing these systems 

will contribute to the richness and placemaking of the campus.
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Outdoor Classrooms

A formal amphitheater embedded within the landscape will function as an exterior classroom and a place for gathering and special 

events. 

The Integration of the Built Environment

Spaces that are not programmed for a particular function can become places of inspiration and student life.
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Principles of Campus Design

Campus as a Destination
Accessible to the greater community of the Rio Grande Valley, the campus 
of UT Brownsville will serve as both park and cultural center for the region.

Accessibility

The university will be an epicenter of cultural and artistic creativity in the Lower 

Rio Grande Valley. Events and activities can be hosted across the university, both 

indoors and outdoors, that fuel the cultural and educational ecology of the region. 

The hierarchy of spaces provided on campus will facilitate individual, regional and 

educational events at a variety of scales.

In order to welcome the greater community, the campus street network is an 

extension of the urban fabric of Brownsville. The campus will be highly accessible with 

clear signage, lighting and wayfinding. These elements will contribute towards a safe 

experience for every visitor to the campus. 

Park Like Setting

The identity of UT Brownsville is fueled by its rich, park-like setting. The experience 

of moving through campus will be strengthened by a unified landscape that builds on 

the native resaca ecology and is interwoven with a variety of civic, formal and informal 

space. Site amenities such as canopies for shading, seating, paving and signage 

further unify the campus, while their design can promote the cultural and artistic 

expression of the region.

Campus as a Park

Both the natural and landscaped elements of campus 

are critical to the campus experience.

Ceremony and Celebration

The campus will build upon its role in the local community as a destination 

for both community and personal gatherings.
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Cultural Celebrations

UT Brownsville is a steward of South Texas culture. From Charro Days to Dia de los Muertos, 

the campus is a destination that can host a broad spectrum of events.

Future Students

Fundamental to its mission to increase access to higher education in the Rio Grande Valley, UT Brownsville hosts events in 

support of the region’s young minds and future students. Chess is a popular activity that directly ties UT Brownsville with 

the K-12 educational ecosystem. 
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Principles of Campus Design

Campus Life
The campus will encompass all aspects of student life 
integrating living, working, playing and learning. 

Multi Functional Development

Integrating campus living with interdisciplinary learning and research will lead to a 

vibrant campus culture that complements the City of Brownsville and the greater 

region. Neighborhood centers that include a mix of residential, learning, amenity and 

retail facilities will enrich student life and promote a strong sense of community.

Active Design

Creating comfortable spaces and a diversity of opportunities for physical activity 

within the campus is an essential step towards a healthier university community. 

Strategies to improve human comfort can include shaded pedestrian routes, safe 

streets for cyclists and pedestrians and building heights that can easily be accessed 

by stairs. 

Integrated Streetscapes

Mixed use buildings with commercial space on the ground level generate active and diverse streetscapes. 

Integrated facilities create dynamic urban environments that support a robust campus life.

Active Design

Incorporating elements of active design across the university 

promotes health and wellness.
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Student Run Businesses

The expanded functions of the campus- such as mobility, recycling of 

waste and student life- provide opportunities for student employment 

and entrepreneurship.

A Residential Campus

Residential facilities augmented with study and lounge spaces provide a place 

for informal social gathering.

Student Life

The campus will be a place that supports the development of the whole student and nurtures 

university pride.
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2.1  FORM
Campus Frameworks
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The Existing Campus
Facilities

The current campus of the University of Texas at Brownsville primarily sits between 

Jackson Street and University Boulevard just south of Ringgold Road. South of the 

resaca are the Main Building, University Library and Sabal Hall. North of the resaca 

are the Biomedical Research, Life and Health Sciences, Student Union and School of 

Public Health Buildings. This concentration of academic space is augmented by Casa 

Bella Student Housing, a student residential complex. The University additionally owns 

land further to the east that currently hosts a soccer field.

University Spaces

As of September 2013, the campus supports an enrollment of 8,600 full and part 

time students with approximately 400,000 gross square feet of academic space and 

429 student residential beds. To accommodate the current strains on the campus, 

600,000 gsf are leased in off campus facilities. Between the owned and leased space, 

the University currently utilizes 123 square feet per student. This is substantially less 

than the current University of Texas System standard of 200 square feet per student.

Existing Campus
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The Land – 320 Acres

Expanding upon its current location, the future campus will encompass 320 acres 

near downtown Brownsville and the international border. The area is characterized 

by natural resacas covering approximately 70 campus acres. These spaces will be a 

primary and celebrated aspect that make the UT Brownsville environment unique.

East & West Campus

The majority of the academic core can be located within the west Campus while 

the east campus can be developed for ports and unique academic programs. by 

concentrating academic activities with a mix of residential and student life within the 

West Campus, the longest walk will be 15 minutes. 

To develop the campus beyond its existing buildings to encompass the total site of 320 acres requires a number of clear 

organizational frameworks that establish order and allow for growth and change. Although there are many factors that inform 

design, six major strategies determine the structure of the Master Plan. From these, the specific details of the campus design 

emerge. The following diagrams illustrate these six strategies.  

Campus Spine – Avenida of Las Americas

The central organizing element of the entire campus is the university main street 

or Avenida of Las Americas. It is a pedestrian, bicycle and campus shuttle route 

that unites the entire campus, passing through an overpass at Interstate 69E and 

influencing every area on campus.

The Land – 320 Acres

The total acreage available for the growth of the UTB campus is 320 acres. The land 

is divided by Interstate 69E, which defines the west campus of 190 acres and the east 

campus of 95 acres. Approximately 35 acres consist of the resacas with their dense 

natural habitat. They are the primary asset and defining feature of the campus.

A series of primary organizing elements establish 
the overall form of the campus master plan:

Foundational Campus Elements

Foundational Campus Elements
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Campus of Neighborhoods

The total campus can be conceived as a grouping of distinct neighborhoods, defined 

by natural and urban edges, such as resacas and major streets. Each neighborhood 

has unique characteristics and will contain a mix of academic and student life 

functions. The ‘neigborhood concept’ offers the opportunity to create variety within 

the overall structure of the Master Plan.

Walkable Campus

A compact, urban campus is primarily a walkable environment. The entire 

University can be traversed by foot in 25 minutes along Avenida of Las Americas. 

Bicycles and the electric shuttle offer options for faster connections. 

Mixed Use Typology

The entire campus embraces a mixed use typology that enable a broader diversity 

of exchange across the entire UT Brownsville community. In addition, each building 

is organized around a courtyard that mitigates the harsh climatic conditions while 

providing a diversity of places for learning and research activities. 

5 minute walking radii 

(1/4 mile)

1. Main

2. Plaza del Algodón

3. Centro de las Culturas

4. Casa Bella Center

5. Ocelot Sanctuary

6. Los Tomates Banco

7. Tamaulipan
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Land Use

The land use plan illustrates the location of campus development in relation to 

streets, pedestrian ways, plazas and open spaces. It does not define prescriptive 

locations for specific functions but rather establishes the overarching structure within 

which the campus can flexibly develop over time.

As the central spine of the entire campus community, Avenida of Las Americas 

organized the major campus land use. While embracing a mixed use typology 

across the entire campus, student life functions are concentrated in close proximity 

to Avenida of Las Americas. This density of residential and student amenity spaces 

alongside retail and academic functions activates the central campus spine.

A mixed use campus enables a rich integration between various campus functions– 

student housing above retail spaces, sports programs next to research facilities and 

classrooms adjacent to offices. Adjacent to the residential neighborhood to the north 

of campus, plots within Los Tomates Banco have been identified as an ideal location 

for graduate or faculty housing. At the junction of University Boulevard and Jackson 

Street at the heart of the west campus, a concentration of commercial spaces on the 

ground level serve both the campus and city community.

A centralized Energy Center at the southern terminus of Avenida of Las Americas as 

well as a supplemental center within Los Tomates Banco serve the campus energy 

needs with sustainable technologies. The campus logistics center is located in close 

proximity to the access routes of Interstate 69E and University Boulevard.

Avenida of Las Americas is the public promenade and main street of the campus. It 
accommodates pedestrian, bicycle and transit functions as the major link between east 
and west campus.

While primarily focused on academic uses, these spaces include secondary residential 
and retail functions that fuel the mixed use nature of the campus. 

Spaces that accommodate residential, student services, recreation, retail and student 
amenities are organized in close proximity to Avenida of Las Americas. Student 
functions in a mixed use context will provide activation of the campus spine.

Jackson Street will be the central core of commercial and retail activity on campus.

Mixed Use - Academically Oriented

Campus Logistics

Campus Energy/ 
Thermal Plant

Mixed Use - Student Life Oriented

Parking

Mixed Use - Commercial Oriented

Avenida of Las Americas

Existing Residential

Existing Academic

Primarily focused on providing residential amenities (e.g. graduate housing, faculty 
housing, etc.) in proximity to the neighboring residential area, these spaces may still 
integrate academic and student life functions.

Mixed Use - Residentially Oriented

The master plan supports 
the interdisciplinary nature of 
learning in the 21st century.

Primary Uses
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Mixed Use - Residentially Oriented
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Parking

Existing Residential
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Natural Ecology

The edges of the campus resacas and the native species of the Tamaulipan 

neighborhood are natural environments intended for academic, research 

and passive recreation. The restored, meandering resaca in the southern 

portion of campus serves the University as a zone for experimentation, 

extending the realm of learning and research.

Recreation

The main campus sports facilities are primarily in Los Tomates Banco with 

smaller sports fields at the end of the Ocelot Sanctuary neighborhood. 

The spaces at Los Tomates Banco can be built as needed throughout the 

development of the campus. Furthermore, the northern resacas provide 

an opportunity for active recreational use such as kayaking or paddle 

boarding.

Fitness Trail

Integrated throughout the entire campus, a running trail traverses through 

a variety of University spaces, offering a scenic path to encourage health 

and wellness. Demarcated from a traditional path by a different surface 

material, the trail network includes several secondary trails that bisect 

campus and enable an individual to customize their experience.

Landscape Uses

Pedestrian Paths and Trails

Beyond campus streets that engage with campus buildings, 

secondary bike paths and pedestrian trails with a more natural 

surface enable reflection or wellness activities.

Resaca Edge

The edges of the resacas are areas for research, experimentation, 

learning and wellness.

The campus landscape 
promotes both active and 
passive recreation while 
enhancing the natural ecology.

Primary Uses
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Environmental Use

Secondary Running Trail

Running Trail

Water Use - Active Recreational

Water Use - Ecological/Research

Active Use

Landscape Use Plan
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Living Laboratory

Preserving the natural ecology and restoring campus resacas 
will establish a powerful campus identity while facilitating 
environmental learning and research.
Tamaulipan brushland is a unique ecosystem found only in southern Texas and 

northeastern Mexico. An approach to development that respectfully integrates both 

the built and natural environments will allow naturalists, biologists, environmental 

scientists and others to undertake integrated learning and research directly on 

campus.

Expanding the native vegetation along the resacas will create more interface 

between land and water, enabling the native ecosystem to become an active 

laboratory and classroom. GIS species mapping for conservation purposes, biomass 

assessments, invasive species management, bank stabilization and wetland filtration 

represent some of the important areas of study that will be enhanced by the campus 

environment.

There are currently several issues facing the resacas including decreased dissolved oxygen 

levels, sedimentation, increased temperatures and increased salinity. Restoration efforts 

Tamaulipan Thornscrub

that add wetlands areas and increase the flow of water through the resacas will greatly 

increase water quality, restore fish and wildlife habitats and ensure that the resacas are 

engaging centers for campus activity. Restoration and bank restabilization will allow the 

edges of the resacas to host a broad spectrum of campus activities– both programmed and 

unprogrammed, academic and recreational.

With both outflow and inflow connections to the Rio Grande River, the southern resacas on 

campus will be tied to the larger ecological system and regulated through valves at junction 

points. This control will enable part of the restored resaca to take on a meandering profile 

where the natural habitat will thrive and host research and experimentation.

The northern resacas are part of the Brownsville drainage system, connecting an aqueduct 

underneath the interstate overpasses to an eventual return to the Rio Grande River. A 

channel flowing along Avenida of Las Americas from the northern resacas to the southern 

resacas brings an interactive, living element to the campus spine. The connection provided 

by this acequia will unite the resacas into a single system, thereby enhancing water quality 

for the area.

A unique partnership with the Brownsville Wastewater Treatment Center directly to the east 

of campus will enable the University to send wastewater to the center and have it returned 

for non-potable use. Further details on the partnership and strategies for achieving a 

campus with net zero water use are outlined on the upcoming spread about Water.

Mesquite
Prosopis Glandulosa

Huisache
Acacia Farnesiana

Sabal Palm
Sabal Palmetto

Texas Ebony
Pithocellobium 

Flexicaule

Mesquite
Prosopis Glandulosa

Guinea Grass
Megathyrsus Maximus

INVASIVE

Primary Uses
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Brownsville urban drainage

Resaca urban drainage

Three pipe connection, 
no valve, installed by UTB

Connection back 
to the Rio Grande

IBWC, culvert connection 
with flood control structure 
for overflow wetland

Experimental resaca with 
restored meandering profile

Gate valve, City of 
Brownsville Department of 
Public Works jurisdiction

Avenida acequia channel

Connection from Rio Grande, 
during surplus water supply, 
permit to pump for 14 days

Connection 
to Brownsville 
Wastewater 
Treatment Plant

Resaca Edge

Tamaulipan Ecology

Tamaulipan 

Thornscrub

The following agencies are partners in Rio 
Grande and Resaca water use, management, 
permitting and potential sources of project 
funding:

City of Brownsville
Coastal Conservation Association
International Boundary and Water 
Commission
Sierra Club
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
US Army Core of Engineers
US Environmental Protection Agency
US Fish and Wildlife Service

Living Laboratory Plan
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Pedestrian Movement

Drawing inspiration from traditional Hispanic cities, the compact campus will be 

developed along pedestrian streets aligned to the grid of Brownsville. The entire 

campus can be traversed within 15 minutes. Given the climactic conditions of the 

region, pedestrian spaces must employ shading strategies to ensure human comfort, 

such as tree lined paths, arcades, trellis and fabric canopies. To aid in air movement, 

the majority of pedestrian streets are oriented southeast toward the prevailing winds 

from the Gulf.

As the University strives towards a net zero future, encouraging and giving priority to 

pedestrian movement will be critical in limiting the carbon footprint of the campus 

community. The master plan creates a hierarchy of paths through campus with the 

majority of streets designed as 40 foot wide pedestrian ways. These streets are 

supplemented with meandering paths along the edges of the resacas.  The campus 

spine, the 80 foot wide Avenida, is the primary pedestrian thoroughfare. Furthermore 

it supports bicycle and shuttle mobility.

All vehicular access on campus occurs on complete streets that accommodate all 

modes of transit equally. These spaces are often designed with landscaping between 

pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular lanes. Further insight into campus streetscapes can 

be found within the Civic Realm section of this document.

A compact urban campus encourages and supports 
pedestrians as the primary mode of transit.

Movement Networks
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Bicycle Movement
A complete bicycle network offers affordable accessibility to the entire 

campus and surrounding community. By coordinating with the recent citywide 

initiatives of the Brownsville Hike and Bike Master Plan, the University will 

become further embedded within the fabric of the city.

Bicycle lanes on both pedestrian streets and complete streets will provide 

a campus that is entirely permeable. On complete streets, bicycle lanes are 

sufficiently separated from other modes of transit to ensure safety.

Implementation of a bike share program on campus will provide access to an 

efficient, non-motorized mode of transportation without requiring individual 

ownership or maintenance. Strategically distributing docking stations near 

primary University buildings, plazas and thoroughfares will ensure that the 

program is accessible for the entire campus community.

An extensive bicycle network 
provides a sustainable 
and affordable mode of 
transportation for the campus 
community.

Movement Networks
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Transit Network

Local and Regional Connections

As a critical player in the cultural ecology of the Rio Grande Valley and a member 

of the UT South Texas constellation of campuses, UTB must be highly accessible to 

its city and region. Maintaining and building upon the existing relationships with 

Brownsville Metro and Valley Metro, the campus will be connected to the greater 

region via the La Plaza Multimodal Terminal. 

Transit Interface

In order to encourage the use of transit, it is essential to bring the city bus network 

not only to the door of the campus, but to circulate within the campus itself. 

Brownsville Metro will serve the campus with overlapping bus loops that circulate on 

ten minute intervals. Connecting with regional routes at the transit hub on Jackson 

Street will serve both the campus community and the commercial spaces of the 

Centro de las Culturas.

Through partnerships with Brownsville Metro and Valley Metro, 
UTB will be fully connected with the City of Brownsville as well 
as the greater Rio Grande Valley.

Matamoros

Nuevo Progreso

Rio Bravo

Reynosa

Ciudad 
Camargo

Gustavo Diaz
Ordaz

La Rosita
Ramirez

El Control

Ciudad Mier

Ciudad Miguel
Aleman

77

48

100

83

Cameron

Willacy

KenedyBrooks

Hidalgo

Starr

Jim HoggZapata

26.3 Miles
40.8 Miles

39.1 Miles

27.4 Miles

Regional Academic 
Health Center UT Brownsville

Port Isabel

UT Pan American
Regional Academic
Health Center

UT Brownsville

MEXICO

Three bus routes will serve the campus: the West Campus Circulator connects six 

of the campus neighborhoods directly with the Plaza del Algodón and Jackson 

Street transit hubs. The East Campus Circulator provides service through the entire 

campus as well as the adjacent residential neighborhoods. The La Plaza Connector 

will provide a direct transfer option between the campus transit systems and regional 

connectivity. These routes will stop at primary campus buildings, civic spaces and 

parking areas.

An electric powered shuttle with rooftop solar panels will traverse along the length 

of Avenida of Las Americas. These partially enclosed 8-12 passenger shuttles will 

augment efficient movement across campus for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Multimodal Campus

In support of a multimodal campus, locations where transportation systems overlap 

should include amenities that ensure seamless transitions. This includes shading, 

seating and bicycle parking. Additionally, buses should be outfitted with bike racks.

Movement Networks
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Vehicular Network

While pedestrian, bicycle and transit are the primary modes of transportation within 

campus, vehicular access to and through the campus remains a critical consideration. 

Personal vehicles may often be the mode of access to campus for a visitor, guest or 

individual from outside of the campus community.

Interstate 69E is a primary highway that divides the campus but does not directly 

connect to the University. Rather primary access to the campus will occur along 

University Boulevard. Currently a four lane divided highway, University Boulevard is 

the primary means of vehicular access into the campus as well as a primary artery 

between downtown Brownsville and the Interstate. As such, this major roadway must 

remain but the implementation of traffic calming features within the University zone 

will mitigate between the speeds of vehicular and pedestrian movement.

As a necessary but not primary mode of transportation, 
vehicular streets traverse the campus while minimally interfering 
with pedestrian and bicycle circulation.

Jackson Street, Tyler Street and Polk Street are existing Brownsville streets that will 

provide direct connection between the city and campus. For circulation internal to 

the campus, the current FJRM Avenue will extend further east while a new Ring Road 

will loop through the southern portions of the future campus, along the international 

border fence.

Strategically located along the primary access routes and near campus gateways will 

be parking facilities for 5,000 vehicles. At each parking area, bicycle share stations 

and transit connections will provide access to the entire campus. While personal 

automobile traffic is limited to only campus vehicular streets, service and emergency 

vehicles can directly access every campus building via the pedestrian streets. 

Further detail on campus parking as well as service accessibility can be found on the 

following pages, Parking and Logistic Strategy.

University Boulevard

Movement Networks
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Parking and Logistics Strategy

The campus has been designed as a “park once” location that is easily traversed 

by foot, bicycle or transit once a student has arrived. This has the dual benefit of 

reducing the amount of University land devoted to parking and promoting healthier, 

more sustainable lifestyles. By embracing an integrated public transit system, 

extensive areas of on grade parking will be minimized and the land retained for more 

productive academic uses.

Presently the campus has one parking space for every four students. At this 25% ratio, 

the future 20,000 students would need 5,000 spaces covering about 35 acres. For 

comparison, universities across the country have parking ratios between 20% and 

40%. While parking will never be completely eliminated, the staged implementation 

of the master plan allows the University to continually assess demand and reduce the 

space dedicated towards parking whenever possible.

Parking areas are easily accessible from the major vehicular routes of Interstate 69 

and University Boulevard. Tyler Street, with its connection to University Boulevard, 

adjacency to the residential neighborhood and central location within the campus, 

hosts many of the parking areas.

It is highly recommended that structured parking be considered to mitigate the 

amount of land dedicated to parking. While this may not be immediately feasible, as 

the University expands and the value of land increase the viability of this option will 

improve. Two large lots at the core of the campus, in close proximity to the Centro de 

las Culturas commercial hub and transit connections along Avenida of Las Americas 

and Tyler Street, are recommended for structured parking.

Parking Demand Reduction

Without incentives to use public transportation or other modes and as long as the 

cost of parking is relatively inexpensive, students, faculty and staff will continue to 

drive alone. Encouragement is needed to shift to other modes. Currently the cost of a 

parking permit at UTB is $60 per year, well below the normal campus parking pass fee 

as compared with other schools. Ranging in cost between evening only and parking 

garage passes, UT San Antonio charges $165-$785, UT Austin $36-$743 and Texas 

A&M $88-$700.

As a model for the 21st Century City, the University will 
encourage a diversity of transit options thereby reducing the 
amount of valuable land dedicated to parking.

Increasing the cost to park on campus alongside incentivizing carpools, bicycles and 

transit use will reduce vehicle trips and campus parking demand. In the 1990s, the 

University of Washington started the U-Pass Program to manage increased student 

enrollment without adding parking. The program provided cardholders with a range 

of transportation options and incentives including unlimited transit rides, reduced 

carpool fees, discounted occasional parking, ride-matching services, local merchant 

discounts and emergency ride home service.

The U-Pass Program was available for $41 dollars and parking passes were increased 

to $211. The U-Pass Program reduced single occupant drivers from 33 percent to 23 

percent, increased public transit ridership from 21 percent to 38 percent and reduced 

parking utilization rate from 87 percent to 72 percent while the campus population 

increased from 45,000 to 61,000. Source: Federal Transit Administration, TCRP Report 95, Employer 

and Institutional TDM Strategies, Chapter 19

Alternative Parking Space Design

Surface and structure parking areas cover expansive areas that can be utilized for 

water and solar collection. It is recommended that parking areas be built with solar 

collectors and permeable paving materials that allow for the collection and filtration 

of rainwater.

Campus Service and Logistics

The campus logistics system for delivery and distribution must reinforce the walkable, 

urban context of the future campus. A fundamental strategy to achieve a walkable 

urban campus is the introduction of a central logistics area, situated at Taylor Street 

and University Boulevard, close to intersection of US 69. This main facility will be 

responsible for the collection and redistribution of all materials. All delivery and 

collection trucks will arrive to this central office, therefore eliminating the need 

to pass through the campus. From this central material handling and service hub, 

electric service and delivery vehicles will access the entire campus. They will run on 

the same right-of- way as the bicycles in the pedestrian streets. These paths of travel 

will also have sufficient clearance to host service and emergency vehicles. 

Details of Campus Experience
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Urban Form

Avenida of Las Americas

Avenida of Las Americas is an intensely urban, pedestrian thoroughfare that spans 

the length of University, linking every campus neighborhood. It is the main street of 

campus, hosting the majority of student life functions as well as pedestrian, bicycle 

and shuttle transit. The public realm of this campus spine is defined and enclosed 

by a continuous building edge with no building setbacks. At the pedestrian level, 

all building facades include arcades to provide for human comfort while defining a 

unified character for the entire length of the campus spine.

Jackson Street

At the heart of the commercially focused neighborhood of Centro de las Culturas, 

Jackson Street hosts a high level of activity for both the campus and the city. While 

buildings across campus remain at approximately three stories, structures within 

Centro de las Culturas may expand to a maximum height of five stories to encourage 

a higher density of development or alternative building typologies. Coupled with a 

zero lot line setback for every building, larger sidewalk spaces and shading canopies 

or trees, Jackson Street is designed as a comfortable, walkable and highly trafficked 

commercial corridor. 

University Boulevard

As a primary artery between downtown Brownsville and the Interstate, University 

Boulevard will be the defining UTB experience for many members of the greater 

community. Campus buildings that address the street edge as well as civic spaces 

and pedestrian crossings transform the street into a true university boulevard. A 

series of traffic calming features ensure that vehicular, foot and bicycle traffic can 

coexist. The boulevard right-of-way varies from 120’-130’. All buildings should be 

setback five feet and include arcades to enhance the pedestrian experience.

Pedestrian Streets

 The majority of the walkable urban campus is served by pedestrian streets that 

connect the campus with spaces that cater to the human scale. While these spaces 

are primarily designed for pedestrian and bicycle circulation, they do accommodate 

fire and service vehicle access to all building parcels. Buildings along pedestrian 

streets may be between zero and five feet from the parcel boundary. Arcades are 

optional.

Resaca Edge

The resacas define organic, curvilinear spaces that flow throughout campus. Buildings 

along the edges of the resacas should be highly permeable with variable edges 

as well as courtyards opening to the resaca that pull the natural ecology into the 

building spaces. There are no setback or arcade requirements along the resacas.

Primary campus arteries define the overall urban form 
while influencing the unique character and spatial qualities 
of each built environment.

Details of Campus Experience
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Landmarks and Events

Campus Gateways

Due to the urban nature of the University, the campus is highly permeable from 

multiple directions, encouraging integration between the city and community. Every 

entry point is an opportunity to announce the physical space of the campus, but 

there are four primary elements that act as the campus gateways:

1. The direct vehicular access and unique programmatic elements of Los Tomates 

Banco define Los Tomates Promenade as a common entry point for outside visitors to 

the campus. This linear gateway element leads visitors to parking gardens, Avenida 

of Las Americas, campus sports fields and the recommended location of the campus 

performing arts center.

2. Plaza del Algodón is the location of a major campus transit hub and sits in close 

proximity to the city core and residential neighborhoods. Oriented around the 

restored cotton compress, it is a center for activities welcoming the entire community.

3. A roundabout at the junction of the primary vehicular access routes of University 

Boulevard and Jackson Street is a portal that welcomes visitors to the campus. With 

the ability to stop traffic from all directions for unencumbered pedestrian crossing, it 

will be a grand pedestrian space surrounded by arcades.

4. The Glorieta will maintain its current role as the image of the University and the 

formal front door of the campus. The existing space will evolve into a pedestrian 

friendly piazza that can welcome all modes of transportation and a variety of 

activities. 

Distributed across the campus are a diversity of nodes where 
members of the campus community can live, work, learn and play.

Primary Landmark Buildings

While the entire campus embraces flexible and multifunctional land use, the master 

plan recommends a location for several core campus facilities. These locations will 

serve as centers for the cultural activity of the campus:

A. The performing arts center requires accommodation for a large influx of visitors 

when hosting events. Its location at the central plaza of Los Tomates Banco is easily 

accessible via large parking gardens and the shuttle along Avenida of Las Americas. 

Its adjacency to this campus spine, the central plaza and the resaca edge offers 

access to the campus’ amenities.

B. At the junction of the Centro de las Culturas commercial core and the vehicular 

access of University Boulevard, a hotel and conference center will bring visitors into 

the core of the campus.

C. The library is a crucial component of student life, academia and research on 

campus as well as an opportunity for community engagement. These roles are well 

suited to a location at the junction of Avenida of Las Americas, the academic core in 

Plaza del Algodón and the adjacent residential neighborhood.

D. The location of the student union engages with the resaca edge as well as the 

commercial activity of Centro de las Culturas.

E. Located at the junction of Avenida of Las Americas and University Boulevard, the 

primary campus fitness facility will be easily accessible to residential spaces along 

Avenida of Las Americas, the campus running trails and the greater community.

F. The existing location of student service functions in the Main Building remains.

Signature Event Spaces

Including restored resaca edges, indigenous ecologies, civic squares and courtyard 

typologies, the campus offers a diversity of gathering opportunities. While spaces of 

a variety of scales and contexts exist across the entire campus, five open and flexible 

spaces have been designated for hosting signature campus events:

a. With its pedestrian oriented design and extensive integration throughout the 

entire campus, Avenida of Las Americas is a prime location for linear events such as 

parades, street festivals or markets.

b. Designed to accommodate the peak need of convocation, a large gathering space 

is positioned between the existing University Library and the edge of the resaca. 

This location is in proximity to the campus front door of the Glorieta, accessible from 

the city as well as the campus and provides a setting for large events that is entirely 

unique to UTB.

c. Surrounded by the demonstration systems of the campus Energy Center, the area 

at the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas can host environmental and learning 

events.

d. The core of the Ocelot Sanctuary neighborhood is an open area for hosting events 

for the University community as well as convocation related activities on the college 

or department scale.

e. The plaza at the core of Los Tomates Banco is a more formal procession serving 

visitors from beyond the University community. It can host temporal activities that are 

integrated with events at the performing arts center or sports fields.

Details of Campus Experience
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Utilities Infrastructure

Integrating sustainable 
systems on campus will 
contribute to a net zero future 
while enhancing learning and 
research initiatives.
Highly efficient energy, water and waste infrastructure are major contributors 

toward a net zero campus.

The campus energy infrastructure will be anchored by the central Energy Center 

at the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas. Supplemented by a secondary 

energy center within Los Tomates Banco, the Energy Center will serve the entire 

campus. Just as the Avenida of Las Americas serves as the campus circulation 

spine, it will also host the primary distribution trunks for campus utilities systems.

The land resting just south of the Energy Center, between the international 

border fence and the Rio Grande River, is recommended as an ideal location 

for wind turbines. This system would utilize the land area without disturbing 

the existing natural preserve. Additionally, parking areas on campus have been 

identified as ideal locations for solar generation, providing shading for the 

parking below the photovoltaic panels and a visual reminder of the net zero 

campus. While not all systems will have such a directly visual implication on the 

campus, elements such as sculptural wind turbines should be included to make 

the campus community aware of the University’s energy sources and systems.

A unique partnership with the Brownsville South Wastewater Treatment Plant 

will provide for the treatment and recycling of the University’s grey water for 

non-potable purposes. The primary distribution line for the reclaimed water 

will run along University Boulevard, servicing the campus as well as downtown 

destinations.

Above: Examples of demonstration systems- sculptural wind turbines in a park like 

setting and photovoltaic panels shading a parking area.

Infrastructure and Systems
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In alignment with the University’s role as ecological steward, the campus integrates 

a series of green infrastructure systems that mitigate the impact of the built 

environment on the surrounding ecology. Highly visible and integrated throughout 

the landscape, these systems offer opportunities for learning and research.

Reclaiming rainwater is a crucial consideration for the University as the average rainfall 

in Brownsville is relatively low at 27 inches per year. Each new structure on campus 

should consider utilizing a green roof to temper the climatic effect on building 

interiors while channeling rainwater to cisterns.

Areas of bioswales, rain gardens and wetlands provide a filtering, vegetated 

separation between the built and natural environments. With a campus that is a total 

academic environment, these areas play host to a variety of educational and research 

pursuits.

The vegetated separation of a riparian buffer or bioswale will protect the resacas from 

the affects of activity in the adjacent areas. The protection of the resaca offered by 

these systems will limit the amount of runoff, therefore better ensuring water quality. 

Restoration of the resaca edge is a critical component to the future campus that will 

provide a setting for experimental endeavors.

A vast diversity of strategies serve to facilitate a more natural movement of 

stormwater on campus, including rain gardens, permeable paving and wetlands 

areas. The majority of the campus’ exterior surfaces should be permeable to limit 

the degree to which the runoff of stormwater is impeded. The assembly of resilient 

systems will mitigate the short term impact of a major storm and ensure the long term 

health of the campus’ natural environment.

Green Infrastructure

A complete green infrastructure system mitigates the 
ecological impact of the built environment and offers 
opportunities for academic engagement.

slow water

aerate water

increase infiltration

pocket rain gardens

retention areas

curb cut

bioswales

daylight pipes

vegetate creek

cisterns

collect rain

and condensate
permeable

surfaces

BUILDINGS AND STREETS

(before storm drain)

OPEN SPACE RIPARIAN

(stormwater

outfall zone)

RESACA
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Parking Area with 
Underground Retention

Pedestrian Pathway 
with Bioswale

Permeable 
Vehicular Path

Underground Detention

Rain Garden

Bioswales

Permeable Pavement

Green Roof, RWH CisternsLandscape Infiltration Area

Permeable Paving Lot

Wetlands/ Detention Area

Riparian Buffer

Street Planters

Green Infrastructure Plan
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Water

discharges Type II effluent, additional treatment can be implemented in order to 

achieve Type I effluent.

A study by the South WWTP in Brownsville, Texas, conducted in 1999, examined 

the feasibility of expanding to accommodate wastewater reuse. Four scenarios were 

considered, ranging from supplying the current effluent for limited irrigation use to 

additional treatment and full distribution.

The study recommended expansion of the plant to achieve Type 1 effluent, compared 

to the Type II effluent capabilities of the existing plant. This expansion would include 

upgrades to the treatment facility, and deliver non-potable effluent water to a 

distribution system. This water would then be available for commercial and industrial 

uses, and irrigation of crops. The University of Texas Brownsville would be one of 

several potential customers of this recycled water, reducing the campus’s potable 

water demand.

Through the design and management of the campus as well as 
unique learning and research endeavors, the University will be 
a living water laboratory that leads the Rio Grande Valley in the 
responsible use of precious water resources.
Over the course of several workshops in Brownsville involving representatives 

from the University, local utility companies and local engineers, discussions lead 

towards the University’s role in the stewardship of the area’s water resources through 

responsible water management. Several key subjects were discussed in these 

workshops such as resaca restoration, water scarcity, stakeholder collaboration, 

funding and water quality. These key phrases have been used to form the basis of a 

comprehensive water strategy created with a net zero water objective.

To evaluate the feasibility of achieving a net zero water campus supported by 

green infrastructure, the design strategies need to be selected based on the local 

climate, existing hydrology, ground conditions, and topography for this site. Four 

main principles guide the design of a sustainable water system: minimizing water 

consumption, maximizing the efficiency of the water supply system, having a closed 

loop of resources within the site and reducing energy and resource costs of providing 

centralised water and wastewater treatment.

The best way to achieve a net zero water (and therefore operationally water neutral 

or self-sufficient water use) campus is through an integrated approach. Reducing 

water demand as much as possible is augmented with water reuse systems that are 

designed to utilize recycled water for non-potable purposes.

Wastewater Treatment Plant Expansion

Water reuse is a major component of reducing campus potable water demand. 

A unique partnership with the South Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) that is 

adjacent to campus will enable the University to recycle its blackwater. The WWTP 

will need to discharge Type I effluent to meet water quality standards for water reuse 

that meets the potential reuse demands of the University. While the plant currently 

Water Demand
The total campus estimated water demand 

is 1,788 ML/yr. 39% of this need is for 

potable water, 61% for non-potable uses. It 

is estimated the campus, as designed, can 

supply 13% of the demand from rainwater, 

23% from reclaimed water. The remainder 

must come from the public water supply.

2%

14%

21%

9%

14%

40%

Conservation

Water Efficient Buildings

Water Efficient Landscaping

Rainwater Harvesting

Public Water Supply

Reclaimed Water
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Several strategies should be considered in parallel to achieve the total water 

demand of the future campus:

Recycled Water Scheme

Water resources within the region are scarce. In an effort to reduce the impact to the 

environment and match the quality of the source with the required quality of demand, 

recycling water through a centralized approach is an option to consider throughout 

the Brownsville campus.

The city’s wastewater generated from all uses is piped to the Robindale Wastewater 

Treatment Plant or the Southside WWTP, where pollutants are removed and treated 

effluent is infiltrated or discharged into a body of water. Instead, the treated 

effluent can be used as a resource, and can be treated to the level sufficient for the 

application. Recycled water is wastewater treated to tertiary level, then distributed 

separately from potable water for non-potable uses (usually via purple pipe to 

distinguish from other pipes). 

Implementing a recycled water scheme (rainwater harvesting, greywater recycling or 

blackwater recycling) would result in the following benefits:

Decreased potable water demand

Reduced stormwater runoff from the site

Decreased infrastructure requirements for stormwater management and water 

and sewer utilities, as the peak flows are decreased

Greater resilience to water shortages and climate change by storing water for 

reuse

Some constraints to consider are:

A non-potable water supply system needs to be provided separately from the 

potable water supply network

Treatment equipment may be required which will require some maintenance

Both traditional water sources and recycled water can be further sub-divided 

into Low-Impact and Moderate-Impact in terms of intensity of treatment, energy 

demand, capital cost and operational maintenance.

Water Demand Reductions

When implementing a sustainable water strategy for a new building, the first key step 

is to apply conservation techniques and utilize an efficient design. Conservation and 

efficiency are the most cost and performance effective strategies in reducing water 

demand, which include the following:

Installation of efficient water fixtures, appliances and HVAC systems 

Recovery of HVAC condensate and other process water for reuse 

Selection of appropriate landscape plantings and use of xeriscaping principles, 

including a grading plan to allow for optimal usage of rainfall

If irrigation is necessary, provide high efficiency systems with appropriate leak 

detection and climate-responsiveness, coupled with best practices

Water use restrictions for uses that do not require potable water.

Integration of best practices for water use on a building level, such as running full 

dishwasher loads, minimizing water used for cleaning, etc.

Universal building-level metering with real-time display of water usage

Rainwater Harvesting

There is an opportunity to use rooftops and other areas to collect rainwater, which 

can be stored in tanks and treated for use in irrigation, flushing toilets, cooling 

systems, fire demand and other non-potable uses. A form of treatment will be 

required based on the final end-use and expected exposure to human contact. The 

design of rainwater collection systems will be especially critical as the average rainfall 

rates in Brownsville are relatively low (27 inches/yr) while the impact of climate change 

increases the frequency of intensive, high precipitation events.

Recycled Blackwater

Blackwater is wastewater that contains sewage from toilet flushing and water from 

kitchen sinks. Because of the level of contamination in blackwater, the treatment 

required to safely discharge and/or reuse is intensive. Depending on the end use of 

treated effluent and the type of treatment system, a recycled blackwater treatment 

system can have a high impact in terms of treatment process and energy process. 

However, there are moderate impact strategies with blackwater treatment. The 

partnership with the City of Brownsville WWTP offers an economical and practical 

alternative.
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14%

20%

10%

28%

28%

Envelope Upgrades

HVAC upgrades

District Energy Efficiencies

Renewable Energy (PV)

Renewable Energy (Wind)

Energy Demand
The total campus estimated energy demand 

is 82,000,000 kBtu/yr (ASHRAE 90.1-2010 - 

code baseline).
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Energy Source Strategies:

The University can minimize energy use and achieve net zero 
through passive design and regenerative energy systems 
tailored to the south Texas climate. 
In order to achieve a net zero campus in energy use, a series of metrics and 

prescriptive measures will be required to serve as standards against which all 

University development can be considered. It is encouraged that these standards 

evolve with time as technologies change.

UT System Standards

Per University of Texas System energy policies, any new capital or major renovation 

project on campus should meet the minimum energy efficiency design and 

construction principles of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-

Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 90.1-2010. The UT system wide policy 

also mandates that each institution strive to achieve a high performance building 

comparable to a U.S. Green Building Council Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED) certified rating or higher whenever possible.

However, UTB aims to exceed the UTS energy goals by planning for a net-zero energy 

campus. To evaluate the feasibility of achieving a net-zero energy campus, contextual 

planning, energy conservation and generation measures need to be selected.

The Impact of Climate

Climatic conditions and built environment have a complex layered relationship. 

Climate and weather induce fluctuations in building energy use throughout the year. 

The building should not just be resilient to exterior conditions but be able to adapt 

and provide thermal comfort to its occupants while conserving energy. Local weather 

conditions also dictate energy efficient strategies that work in a specific climate.

Based on a psychrometric analysis, it is evident that mechanical conditioning is 

required throughout the year. Only 5.4% of the year is passively ‘comfortable’. 

While natural ventilation, night cooling and evaporative cooling are not big areas 

of opportunity within the region, there are some passive design strategies that can 

be employed. Sun shading of windows is one such opportunity. Reducing the peak 

cooling demand of the campus, sun shading is particularly effective in reducing direct 

solar heat gain which in turn helps the indoor dry bulb temperature from exceeding 

the ambient outdoor temperature.

Energy

Southeastern winds dominate summer and spring while north and southeastern winds 

dominate autumn and winter seasons. With an average wind speed of 11 mph, wind 

energy is a potential generation strategy.

Passive Design Strategies

Orienting towards prevailing winds plays a critical role when designing to maintain 

comfortable ambient conditions. Forcing prevailing winds down to street level can 

increase outdoor air circulation and provide relief from high ambient temperatures. 

Clustered courtyard buildings should be designed to allow for airflow through the 

courtyard; blocking off the courtyard on all sides would result in built up heat and 

thermally uncomfortable outdoor spaces. 

Within the context of campus massing, it is recommended that block heights vary 

slightly in order to force wind down to street level. Varying block heights can also 

increase shading of building and street surfaces.

Optimizing orientation impacts solar loading profile as well as thermal load 

and associated energy consumption. Additionally, if daylighting strategies are 

implemented, it may impact artificial lighting energy consumption. All spaces on 

campus should be situated to minimize solar heat gain and take advantage of 

prevailing winds.

Central Plant & District Efficiencies

The University currently has a centralized chilled water loop that is fed from two 

central chilling plants. The larger of the two is owned by TSC and is located on their 

campus. The second is located on the south side of the resaca just east of Main. This 

centralized strategy is more efficient than building by building strategies, improves 

campus environmental performance, simplifies maintenance, increases energy 

resilience and offers substantial cost savings. 

As the campus develops, this system will be expanded and will potentially 

incorporate tri-generation and renewable energy. In order to maximize UT 

Brownsville’s existing assets, the existing plant will be expanded to meet any short 

Infrastructure and Systems
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term expansion and transition the existing buildings currently served by TSC’s 

plant. The current equipment has a maximum capacity of 1400 tons of cooling while 

the plant has the infrastructure to handle 3000 tons of cooling with appropriate 

equipment upgrades.

Over the course of UT Brownsville’s Stage One expansion, the campus will exceed 

the existing plant’s 3000 tons of cooling capacity and additional capacity will be 

needed. At that time, a new central chilling plan will be built at the southern end of 

Avenida of Las Americas (see Utilities Infrastructure pages) and the existing plant will 

be decommissioned. Any new or existing equipment from the existing plant in good 

condition will be relocated and reused in the new plant. The new plant will serve the 

entire expansion of the West Campus. In Stage Three, due to the remote location 

of the Los Tomates Banco area, a secondary plant will be needed (see Utilities 

Infrastructure pages for exact location). 

In the immediate future, the most viable fuel source to power these plants is natural 

gas. When appropriate, it will be supplemented with electricity from the grid and 

from renewable sources. Natural gas is a well developed technology that is efficient 

and abundant. However, as the energy landscape progresses, natural gas costs are 

expected to rise and renewable technologies such as wind, photovoltaics and solar 

powered chillers are expected to become increasingly mature and cost competitive. 

As that shift occurs, the plants will be transitioned over to these renewable sources to 

take advantage of their economics and their environmental benefits. 

Renewables

Brownsville climate lends itself well to on-site energy generation through renewable 

means due to abundant sunshine and winds that are conducive to wind energy 

generation. An array of renewable systems will be utilized at the campus Energy 

Centers at the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas and within Los Tomates Banco as 

well as throughout campus spaces:

Photovoltaics

On-site solar energy generation is critical to meeting the energy demands of the 

campus. Rooftop, building and canopy integrated photovoltaic panels can be 

incorporated into the design of the campus so as to maximize energy generation. 

Building integrated photovoltaics can be incorporated into building roofs, skylights, 

canopies, vertical walls and windows. 

Photovoltaic cells are classified as either crystalline or thin film. Crystalline cells are 

further classified as monocrystalline silicon (mono-Si) or polycrystalline silicon (p-Si). 

In general, mono-Si PV cells have the highest efficiency (15-20%) and long life (25 

year warranty) but are also the most expensive; p-Si PV cells cost less than mono-Si 

but are also less efficient (13-16%). Mono-Si based cells are recommended for rooftop 

applications such as building rooftops, parking/ shading canopies.

Careful consideration should be given to size, tilt, orientation and location of PV 

arrays. Shading of cells causes the array to lose efficiency. Tilt and orientation affect 

PV output capacity. Generally, PV tilted at latitude (25.9o for Brownsville) facing south 

produces the maximum output but also demands a larger roof area to account for 

row spacing between PV panels. However, the entire PV array can be tilted instead 

of tilting individual rows of PV. To meet 10% of the campus energy needs in the first 

phase of campus development, an estimated 1,650 kW power array spread over 

2.7 acres would be needed. This array would generate an estimated 2,420 MWh of 

electricity annually.

Solar Thermal

Solar thermal or solar hot water heating systems use energy from the sun to heat 

water, most commonly for domestic needs such as washing and cleaning. The systems 

use a heat collector that is usually mounted on a roof in which a fluid is heated by 

the sun. The fluid is, in turn, used to heat water that is stored in either a separate hot 

water cylinder or in a twin-coil hot water cylinder.

Solar hot water is a great solution to address the hot water demands of dormitories. A 

domestic installation comprising 40 square feet collection area can provide between 

50-70% of the hot water requirements for a typical residence. To meet 50% of the 

total annual hot water demand of the first phase of development on campus, a 140 

kW capacity system is required. This occupies about 2,300 square feet of roof area.

Wind Generation

Wind turbines can be large, moderate or small in size. Large turbines provide the 

lowest cost of electricity while mid and small scale wind turbines are not as imposing 

but tend to experience more irregular winds therefore generating intermittent 

energy. Wind turbines are economically feasible when wind speeds are > 6 m/s 

average and are characterized by laminar flow. The average ground wind speed in 

Brownsville is 4.8 m/s. Wind energy may be feasible in areas surrounding Brownsville 

and an array of mid-scale and few large scale wind turbines could power 15% -30% of 

the energy demands of the campus.

Photovoltaic cells can be integrated within 
architectural elements such as canopies.

Turbines are available at various scales 
with the largest generating the most 
consistent energy.

Solar hot water tubes are a system that 
is envisioned to possibly provide a 
translucent canopy over the plaza space at 
the campus Energy Center.
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Waste
The Waste Management Opportunity

Currently, the University of Texas at Brownsville has a limited campus recycling 

program and does not have a comprehensive waste management plan. The existing 

recycling program consists of collecting plastic bottles from bins located throughout 

campus as well as collecting paper and cardboard from administrative offices. 

Beyond these measures, there is no source separation of recyclables. In addition 

to the existing recycling program, UTB instituted the ‘Skip Clean Program’ in the 

spring of 2011 to reduce waste generation by decreasing the frequency of cleaning in 

certain areas of campus. These existing waste management and recycling programs 

do not fully align with the requirements established by the University of Texas 

System’s Sustainability Practices Policy. This policy requires all UTS institutions “to 

record and monitor annual waste and recycling quantities, implement procedures to 

reduce campus waste, and set a goal to increase campus recycling each year.”

Project Waste Increase

Based on the gross square footage of existing UTB buildings, the estimated annual 

waste generation for the entire campus is over 630 tons per year. This value is 

expected to nearly triple to 18,300 tons per year once the full build-out of the 

UTB campus is complete. The projected composition of the University’s waste is 

represented to the left. The limited scope of recycling at UTB and the lack of a 

comprehensive waste management plan, coupled with the future expansion of the 

campus, creates significant opportunities to reduce waste generation and increase 

landfill diversion at the University.

City of Brownsville Waste Management

Similar to UTB, the City of Brownsville provides minimal recycling services and does 

not offer curbside recycling. However, the city did establish a ban on single-use 

plastic bags to reduce waste generation and minimize the amount of plastic bags 

that end up littering the landscape. Both the City of Brownsville and UTB have the 

potential to significantly improve their waste management and recycling programs, 

with further improvements possible through a strategic partnership between the 

University and the city. The city appears supportive of such a partnership based on 

the ‘Brownsville Comprehensive Plan,’ which highlights partnerships with UTB as a 

key component in several of the city’s strategic environmental initiatives. 

Estimated campus waste composition
Estimate based on waste composition study 
for Central Piedmont Community College

A campus approach to waste 
management through a 
variety of strategies can divert 
the majority of waste away 
from a landfill.

Waste Generation
The total campus estimated waste 

generation is 18,300 tons/yr. It is estimated 

the campus can divert all but 2% of the 

waste generation from landfill.
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Waste Reduction and 

Diversion Strategies:

Existing Diversion Rate

Education and Outreach

Generation Reduction

Source Separation

Reuse and Pick-up

Materials Recovery Facility

Anaerobic Digestion / 

Composting

Landfill Waste

5%
5%
5%

40%

4%

25%

12%

2%

Organics - 29.8%

Plastics - 19.1%

Electronics - 0.1%

Construction and 
Demolition - 2.4%

Household 
Hazardous - 0.3%

Textiles - 2.0%

Paper - 41.7%

Glass 2.9%
Metals 1.7%

Infrastructure and Systems
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At the campus level, there are several recommended strategies for reducing the 

amount of waste that is generated by the University community:

Waste Audit

Prior to implementing any waste reduction strategies, a campus-wide waste audit 

should be completed to better understand existing trends and performance. The 

audit is an excellent opportunity to engage students and initiate awareness while 

results from the waste audit can be used to inform the development of a concrete 

action plan.

Education and Outreach

Foremost of these strategies is establishing an education and outreach program for 

new and existing students and staff. Potential initiatives could include producing 

marketing materials such as a website and logo to give the recycling and composting 

program an identity while hosting information in a central and easily accessible 

location. Expanding the use of bin labels and flyers to inform people how to 

appropriately discard their waste and recyclables can also play an important role. 

Furthermore, “Recycling Champions” at both the staff and student levels can lead the 

recycling education effort and ensure that the community is involved in the process. 

These efforts result in an average of 5% waste reductions but often more.

Generation Reduction

Waste generation reduction strategies include providing reusable bottles to students 

and staff as well as filtered water stations to minimize the amount of single-use plastic 

water bottles consumed on campus. Similarly, offering reusable dishware, cutlery, 

bags and to-go containers at dining halls and cafes can decrease the amount of waste 

generated by campus eateries. Internal and external recycling competitions, such 

as the national RecycleMania tournament, can be used to raise awareness, increase 

participation, and promote friendly competition within the campus. Waste audits 

have also shown these efforts to result in a 5% reduction of waste.

Source Separation

The existing campus-wide collection system should be expanded into a four bin 

system where there is a separate bin for organics (food waste), paper and cardboard, 

glass metal and plastics as well as landfill waste. Providing separate collection bins 

offers greater potential for recyclables and organics to be diverted from the landfill 

and reduces the potential for organics and non-recyclables to contaminate recyclable 

items. Solar-powered trash compactors can also be included as part of the four bin 

collection system to reduce pick-up frequency and save costs. A successful source 

separation system is dependent on the effectiveness of educational programs 

and marketing that limits misunderstanding of the four bin system. If successfully 

implemented this strategy alone can result in a 40% reduction from landfill.

On Campus Reuse and Pickup Center

Providing a center for bulky goods and electronics will help reduce the amount of 

usable goods that are sent to the landfill and lessen the need for purchasing new 

goods if used items are available at low or no cost to the end user. Holding exchange 

and donation events during residence hall move-in and move-out can discourage 

students from disposing usable goods and deter them from purchasing completely 

new items. Bulk pick can result in a 4% waste diversion.

Materials Recovery Facility

A materials recovery facility (MRF) is a heavily customizable option that uses a 

combination of manual and mechanical sorting processes to separate recyclables 

from the waste stream. MRFs that process source separated waste streams are able to 

recover up to 90% of recyclables that enter the facility while MRFs that process mixed 

waste (non-source separated) are generally capable of recovery 5-45% of recyclables. 

Middlebury College in Vermont owns and operates its own MRF with a student 

population of 2,500. The facility helps the University achieve a 60% recycling rate.

Constructing an on-campus MRF can help UTB increase its recycling rate and forgo 

the need to send recyclables to an external facility. Potential efficiency gains and cost 

savings could be realized if the University and city built an MRF in partnership.

Anaerobic Digestion and Composting

By source separating the organic waste stream on campus, UTB can utilize food 

waste as a resource by processing it with an anaerobic digestion or composting 

facility. Anaerobic digestion is a process in which organic waste is converted to 

biogas and fertilizer within an oxygen-free environment. The biogas created by 

anaerobic digestion can be used to produce liquid fuel, electricity or heat. Clarkson 

University operates a shipping container-sized anaerobic digester that processes 650 

lbs of food per day, generates 3kW of electric power, 10kw of heat and fertilizes the 

campus greenhouse and landscaping. Based on the future UTB campus build-out, 

the University will produce about 550 tons of food waste per year. This food waste 

can be used in an anaerobic digester to generate approximately 110,000 kwh of 

electricity per year, which is equivalent to 1/5 of the UTB Sabal Hall’s annual electricity 

consumption. Similar to a MRF, efficiency gains and cost savings could be realized if 

the University partnered with the city of Brownsville.

Composting involves the use of naturally occurring aerobic processes which break 

down organic matter to produce a material suitable for use as a soil conditioner and 

a source of nutrients in agriculture and horticulture. Appalachian State University 

operates its own 275 ton per year on-campus composting facility. The facility allows 

the University to compost food waste from kitchens as well as post-consumer food 

waste collected at dining halls. The facility also provides students and faculty with 

research and hands-on learning opportunities.

MRF Process

Anaerobic Process
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By focusing a lens at the scale of the neighborhood, the extensive details embedded 

within the master plan emerge in the context of a localized experience.

Individual Neighborhoods

Due to a diversity of natural features, surroundings, geography and role within the 

master plan, each neighborhood is presented with a unique set of opportunities. 

The academic vision and core values are overlaid upon these contextual realities 

in defining a neighborhood that fuels a people-focused and community-centered 

campus culture.

A thematically organized educational structure lends a definition to each 

neighborhood that is not tied to a specific academic department, area of study 

or group of individuals. With a methodology of mixed use and flexible spaces, 

neighborhoods will be invigorating contexts for learning and research that will be well 

suited to respond to shifts in the educational landscape or evolving pursuits of the 

student body and faculty. Each neighborhood is a vibrant center facilitating discourse 

at all scales and in all environments.

Neighborhoods are organized around a central green space that reflects the role of 

that neighborhood within the campus culture. The community gateway of Main is 

organized around a formalized piazza while the student life character of Casa Bella 

Center comes together around a less formalized community green.

Campus as City

The campus is a city of individually bold neighborhoods. The assembly of seven 

unique yet mission oriented neighborhoods will generate a richly diverse future 

campus that supports our students’ success. A sense of unity and cohesion between 

the various neighborhoods must be fostered throughout the entire development 

period to ensure the overall unity of the campus. 

Organizationally, the University is structured around an east and west campus that 

are connected via Avenida of Las Americas. The west campus hosts the core of 

academic activity anchored by the mixed use, commercial hub of Centro de las 

Culturas. Including six of the seven neighborhoods on campus, the west campus is a 

dense layering of experiences. The east campus, the neighborhood of Los Tomates 

Banco, enables a variety of activities that augment the academic density of the west 

campus.
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1. Main

2. Plaza del Algodón

3. Centro de las Culturas

4. Casa Bella Center

5. Ocelot Sanctuary

6. Los Tomates Banco

7. Tamaulipan

The compact, urban campus is enriched by an array of local 
experiences within seven unique neighborhoods.
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Located at the convergence point– the highly 

accessible 100% corner of the campus– Centro 

de las Culturas is the hub for commercial and 

mixed uses that serve both the campus and 

the city. It is the nexus of daily activity for the 

extended UTB community.

The Campus Neighborhoods

West Village UC Davis

Plaza del AlgodónMain
As the formal gateway to campus, the Glorieta 

evolves into a pedestrian friendly piazza that 

is an active part of both campus and city 

life. Hosting family centric events, including 

convocation, Main embraces its role as the 

visual identity of the University.

Building upon existing UTB structures and 

organized along the grid of the city, Plaza del 

Algodón is purest expression of a compact 

urban campus. The restored cotton compress 

anchors a community plaza at the heart of this 

neighborhood.

Oxford Circus London

Centro de las Culturas
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Ocelot Sanctuary

Tamaulipan

Casa Bella Center
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Northwest Vista College San AntonioPlaza Lindaverde San Diego State University

Polytechnic Campus Arizona State University

As the connection between east campus, 

west campus and the residential community, 

Casa Bella Center acts as a path for student 

success. Oriented along Avenida of Las 

Americas, it is the campus’ main street for 

informal student and community life.

As a neighborhood hosting half of the campus’ 

central Energy Center and defined by its 

extensive edges along a restored resaca, the 

border fence and the rich ecology beyond, 

Ocelot Sanctuary is a center for transnational 

and energy centric engagement.

The rich ecology of the Tamaulipan embeds 

the campus within its geography. As the last 

development within the master plan, the ultimate 

structure of this neighborhood will be defined 

by the existing ecology and the resultant 

opportunities for learning and research.

Los Tomates Banco
Los Tomates Banco is a district surrounded 

by resacas yet connected to the west campus 

via Avenida of Las Americas. It offers a unique 

opportunity for innovative learning, research, 

student life and wellness activities that augment 

the academic density of the west campus.

Solar Hot Water System

Centre Georges Pompidou Paris
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As the formal gateway to campus, the Glorieta evolves into a pedestrian friendly piazza that is an 
active part of both campus and city life. Hosting family centric events, including convocation, Main 
embraces its role as the visual identity of the University.

Main
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A University Gateway

Main is the identity of the University, the place for family 

gatherings, the image found in many wedding and 

quinceanera photographs. The neighborhood embraces this 

role as a welcoming gateway for members of the extended 

UTB community and is established as a public space that 

belongs to the campus, the city and the region.

With University Boulevard as a crucial vehicular link to 

downtown and the region, the Glorieta will maintain 

vehicular access while also transforming into a pedestrian friendly place. With the ability to 

temporarily stop the flow of traffic, the space will have the ability to transition into a grand, 

civic piazza.

Across the neighborhood there is a transition from the formality of the Glorieta space 

towards the restored natural edge of the resaca. North of the current University Library 

and overlooking the resaca edge will be a space for large university gatherings, including 

convocation.

The primary campus Energy Center will be sited at the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas 

with structures on both the Main and Ocelot Sanctuary neighborhood sides. The visibility of 

the facility offers opportunities for integrated, engaging and innovative learning and research.

Downtown
Core

Glorieta
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Main

.96 Acres41,650 SF
1.14 Acres49,550  SF 1.10 Acres47,900 SF

1.15 Acres49,950 SF

1.31 Acres
57,200 SF 

2.03 Acres88,600  SF

1.43 Acres62,450 SF 0.69 Acres30,105 SF

Plots & Plot Areas

Urban Form

Building Massing

 Avenida of Las Americas
 University Boulevard
 Pedestrian Streets

Urban Form

As the Glorieta is the primary front door of campus, all buildings facing the space 

will have a very formal character. Beyond this space, the thoroughfare of University 

Boulevard will be a critical driver of building form as that space will define the 

University experience for many members of the extended community. Lastly Avenida 

of Las Americas brings a pedestrian, student life orientation to the eastern portion of 

the neighborhood. See Urban Form within the Campus Frameworks section for more 

information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. See the Architectural 

Design and Building Systems section for more information. 

The massing is formally arranged to frame the Glorieta plaza. While the density of 

each plot may vary, the neighborhood overall should target a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR 

includes the buildable plot only and excludes roads, right-of-ways and easements.  

Given a Total Plot Area of 8.30 Acres, this neighborhood has a development potential 

of 720,000 gross square feet (including walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 8.30 Acres
360,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 720,000 gsf
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Parking

Regional Connection

With local bus routes linked directly to downtown Brownsville via University 

Boulevard, the Glorieta is a city landmark that is directly accessible from 

the downtown core. University Boulevard traverses the formal front door 

of the Glorieta while a parallel vehicular path to the south enables service 

accessibility and connection directly through the Ocelot Sanctuary and 

Tamaulipan neighborhoods. Parking areas can be found south of the 

neighborhood along the border fence.

Local Circulation

The existing pedestrian bridge crossing the resaca to the north will be 

augmented by a pedestrian crossing aligned with 24th Street. The Glorieta is 

the central piazza through which the majority of pedestrian traffic traverses.

The restored edge of the resaca is a primary pedestrian route, connecting 

directly with the campus neighborhoods of Ocelot Sanctuary, Plaza del 

Algodón and Tamaulipan along a less formalized pathway. Avenida of Las 

Americas runs along the southern end of the neighborhood, acting as 

connector throughout the entire campus as well as an optimum location for 

residential and student life.
 Automobile Access

 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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Reimagining the existing Glorieta space provides an environment that caters to the 

pedestrian, mitigating the speed of vehicular traffic along University Boulevard. It is 

the most formalized of campus civic spaces, providing an ideal location for University 

events.

Character

The Glorieta is primarily of the Agricultural landscape typology, broadly defined 

by drought tolerant gardens of ordered geometries and patterns interwoven with 

signature gathering space.

Form

The Glorieta occupies a grand area that is bounded by existing and new campus 

development. The central, more formalized area is surrounded by supporting greens 

and gathering areas.

Programming

Gathering, learning, ceremony, festival

Special Site Features

Formal fountains, arbors, vendor kiosks, shaded seating areas

Material Palette

Concrete, stone and brick - pathways and gathering areas

Decomposed granite - smallr gathering areas

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

Vegetation

Palms, aloes and other regionally and historically rooted plants supporting the local 

economy. Mass plantings of native and ornamental plants that reinterpret agricultural 

planting patterns and irrigation systems.

The Glorieta

Main
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Plaza del Algodón
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Structured on a grid of pedestrian 

streets that align with the urban fabric 

of the city, the neighborhood is a 

dense academic quad. It is the purest 

expression of the walkable block 

structure set forth in the Master Plan.

At the center of the neighborhood 

is the historic cotton compress. This 

structure will be restored and become 

the heart of a new campus quad. As 

a gathering place for the campus and 

city communities, the plaza can play host to an individual study session, a 

gathering of chess masters or an expansive community market.

Restoring the axis of 24th Street will be a crucial element in tying Plaza del 

Algodón to the greater community. As one of the few roads running under 

the interstate overpasses to the north, this linear organizing element will 

continue alongside the cotton compress before crossing the resaca to the 

Main neighborhood.

Resaca
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East Jackson Street

Ringgold Road

An Urban Quad

Building upon existing UTB structures and organized along the grid of the city, Plaza del 
Algodón is purest expression of a compact urban campus. The restored cotton compress 
anchors a community plaza at the heart of this neighborhood.
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1.20 Acres
52,200 SF

1.17 Acres
51,000 SF

0.95 Acres
41,500 SF

1.12 Acres
48,750 SF

1.22 Acres
53,000 SF

1.21 Acres
52,750 SF

0.59 Acres
25,550 SF

1.21 Acres52,750 SF

1.21 Acres
52,750 SF

Plaza del Algodón

Plots & Plot Area

Urban Form

Building Massing

Urban Form

The urban form of the Plaza del Algodón neighborhood is driven by its relationship to 

the restored cotton compress and the surrounding plaza. Aside from a transit access 

drive, all circulation internal to the neighborhood occurs on pedestrian streets. Along 

the edges of the neighborhood, Ringgold Road and Jackson Street provide vehicular 

access while the resaca edge and Avenida of Las Americas connect to the rest of the 

campus. See Urban Form within the Campus Frameworks section of this document 

for further information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. See the Architectural 

Design and Building Systems section for more information. 

The massing is evenly distributed in the neighborhood and while the density of each 

plot may vary, the neighborhood overall should target a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR 

includes the buildable plot only and excludes roads, right-of-ways and easements. 

Given a Total Plot Area of 9.88 Acres, this neighborhood has a development potential 

of 860,000 gross square feet (including walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  

 Avenida of Las Americas
 Jackson Street
 Pedestrian Street

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 9.88 Acres
430,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 860,000 gsf
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PLAZA DELALGODÓN

TRANSIT HUB

Regional Connection

Plaza del Algodón hosts a transit hub that provides direct connectivity to the Brownsville 

multimodal facility. As a stop for additional routes that traverse across the campus and city, 

this will be a crucial transfer point for transit throughout the Rio Grande Valley. Vehicular 

access occurs along the periphery of the neighborhood at Ringgold Road and Jackson 

Street. The existing parking lots along Jackson Street that separate the campus from the 

community will become active learning and research environments that directly interface 

with the adjacent residential neighborhood.

Local Circulation

The adjacency of Plaza del Algodón to the city, community, Avenida of Las Americas and 

other campus neighborhoods enables entirely pedestrian circulation. Aside from transit 

access for the regional transfer hub, all pathways within Plaza del Algodón are pedestrian 

ways aligned to the Brownsville street grid. A pedestrian bridge over the resaca along the 

restored 24th Street axis connects Plaza del Algodón to the Main and Ocelot Sanctuary 

neighborhoods. The edge of the resaca is a primary route for pedestrian access throughout 

the neighborhood as well as a connection to the city, Texas Southmost College and 

the rest of the UTB campus. The pedestrian, bicycle and shuttle accessibility offered by 

Avenida of Las Americas skirts the southern edge of the neighborhood. An entry plaza in 

the commercial hub of the Centro de las Culturas neighborhood to the south will welcome 

guests into the academic quad of Compress Plaza.

 Automobile Access

 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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The plaza is anchored by the restored cotton compress structure. All buildings 

surrounding the Plaza del Algodón directly address the central civic space. Due to its 

close proximity to City neighborhoods, the space is an ideal setting for market days 

and other gatherings that welcome the entire community. The plaza also supports the 

plaza hub located directly to the northeast.

Character

A blend of agricultural and urban typologies: mass plantings of native, ornamental 

and historical economic plants that reinterpret agricultural planting patterns and 

irrigation systems while shaded groves for seating areas and tree line streets provide 

comfort.

Form

This area is defined by the existing historic compress structure, urban framework and 

campus buildings. The compact urban structure of campus is especially prominent 

here.

Programming

Gathering, learning, food production and markets 

Special Site Features

Children’s fountain, arbors, vendor kiosks, shaded seating areas

Material Palette

Concrete, stone and brick - pathways and gathering areas

Decomposed granite - smaller gathering areas

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

Vegetation

Palms, aloes and other regionally and historically rooted plants supporting the local 

economy. Mass plantings of native and ornamental plants that reinterpret agricultural 

planting patterns and irrigation systems.

Plaza del Algodón

Plaza del Algodón
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Located at the convergence point– the highly accessible 100% corner of the campus– Centro 
de las Culturas is the hub for commercial and mixed uses that serve both the campus and the 
city. It is the nexus of daily activity for the extended UTB community.

Centro de las Culturas
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The Campus Convergence

Sitting on a 100% corner at the convergence of major linear connectors 

and campus neighborhoods, Centro de las Culturas will be the heart 

of UTB’s west campus. As the nexus between campus and community 

neighborhoods, it has the opportunity to serve all members of the 

extended community. Due to the high degree of accessibility offered by 

its location, it will be a thriving mixed use neighborhood anchored by 

ground level commercial spaces. These buildings will have the capability 

to be as tall as five stories and will include canopy shading and outdoor 

seating space on the street.

Due to the publicly engaging nature of the neighborhood, a location at 

the intersection of Jackson Street and University Boulevard has potential 

as a hotel and conference center development. This location provides 

ease of access for an outside visitor while being fully embedded into the 

fabric of the University.

As the neighborhood with a high daily volume of activity and visitors 

from outside of the University, a welcoming entry plaza sits at the heart 

of Centro de las Culturas. This plaza hosts a transit hub while acting as a 

gateway towards the academic quad of Plaza del Algodón to the west.
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Centro de las Culturas

Plots & Plot Areas

Urban Form

Building Massing

 Avenida of Las Americas
 Jackson Street
 University Boulevard
 Pedestrian StreetsUrban Form

The urban form of the Centro de las Culturas neighborhood is heavily driven by the 

commercially frontage along Jackson Street. Pedestrian streets connect this densely 

activated street to the resaca while the western edge of the neighborhood fronts the 

pedestrian spine of Avenida of Las Americas. See Urban Form within the Campus 

Frameworks section of this document for more information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. Ground floor retail is 

assumed throughout this neighborhood. See the Architectural Design and Building 

Systems section of this document for more information. 

While the density of each plot may vary, the neighborhood overall should target 

a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR considers the buildable plot area only and excludes 

roads, right-of-ways and easements. Given a Total Plot Area of 2.49 Acres, this 

neighborhood has a development potential of 216,000 gross square feet (including 

walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 2.49 Acres
108,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 216,000 gsf
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Pedestrian Gateway

Regional Connection

Direct vehicular access to downtown Brownsville and to points even 

beyond the city are available via Jackson Street and University Boulevard. 

An expressed portal at the intersection of Jackson Street and University 

Boulevard creates clear wayfinding into the neighborhood. An extensive 

parking facility along FJRM Avenue enables outside visitors to efficiently 

access the commercial district. Due to its proximity to many campus functions, 

this location is highly recommended for structured parking in the future.

A transit connection alongside the entry plaza welcomes guests to campus, 

whether for commercial, recreational, academic or research pursuits.

Local Circulation

The primary commercial corridor along Jackson Street invites pedestrian 

access with wide walkways, shade elements and commercial activity along 

the entirety of the sidewalk. The entry plaza enables transition into the 

neighborhood of Plaza del Algodón as well as crossing and gathering for the 

entire neighborhood.

Extensive neighborhood frontage along Avenida of Las Americas offers a 

direct pedestrian, bicycle and shuttle link throughout the entire campus to the 

north and south. The restored resaca edge is a primary pedestrian link that 

connects to Plaza del Algodón and Tamaulipan as well as the neighborhoods 

to the south.
 Automobile Access

 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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Jackson Roundabout

Centro de las Culturas

At the crossroads between the commercial heart of Centro de las Culturas, the 

living laboratory at the resacas edge and the natural ecology of the Tamaulipan 

neighborhood, a grand civic plaza declares the heart of campus to the greater 

community. The vehicular roundabout between University Boulevard and Jackson 

Street is signalled to allow all vehicular traffic to be stopped and pedestrian crossing 

in all directions. 

Character

An urban typology that accommodates intensive pedestrian and vehicular movement. 

The entire area is paved with a permeable surface at the same plane across 

pedestrian and vehicular areas. The ordered aesthetic of this urban realm interfaces 

and overlooks the more naturalistic settings of the adjacent Resaca and Tamaulipan 

landscape typologies.

Form

The grand circular space is enclosed by arcaded building fronts but opens up to the 

south, overlooking one of the campus’ resacas.

Programming

Gathering, learning, ceremony 

Special Site Features

Trellis overlooking the resaca, central hydrological element or flags display, shaded 

seating areas

Material Palette

Concrete, stone and brick - pathways, roadway and gathering areas

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

Vegetation

Native trees and plants are more formally arranged both along the vehicular way and 

in mass planting areas. Brightly flowering vines climb arbors and arcades.
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Hosting a primary regional transit hub, Jackson Plaza is a primary point of 

campus entry for visitors from throughout the region. It is a respite amongst the 

neighborhood’s commercial activity and serves as a gateway to Avenida of las 

Americas and the more academically oriented aspects of campus.

Character

A blend of agricultural and urban typologies: mass plantings of native and historical 

plants that reinterpret agricultural planting patterns and irrigation systems while 

shaded seating areas provide an area of respite for visitors to the commercial area 

and transit hub.

Form

The plaza is surrounded by active commercial street frontage and bounded on one 

side by a gateway building that leads to the academic quad of Plaza del Algodón.

Programming

Gathering, learning, wayfinding, markets

Special Site Features

Interactive hydrological element, arbors, vendor kiosks, shaded seating areas near 

transit hub

Material Palette

Concrete, stone and brick - pathways and gathering areas

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

Vegetation

Palms, aloes and other regionally and historically rooted plants supporting the local 

economy. Mass plantings of native and ornamental plants that are more formally 

arranged.

Jackson Plaza

Centro de las Culturas
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As the connection between east campus, west campus and the residential community, 
Casa Bella Center acts as a path for student success. Oriented along Avenida of Las 
Americas, it is the campus’ main street for informal student and community life.

Casa Bella Center
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Heart of Student Life

Oriented along the length of Avenida of Las Americas between 

the east and west campus, Casa Bella Center is a key connection 

in the daily activity of the University. With the four existing student 

residence buildings at its core, the neighborhood will take on a 

large role in support of student and community life.

The neighborhood is the pathway to student success, connecting 

the commercial, mixed use and academic density of the west 

campus with the sports fields and innovative opportunities 

possible in the east campus. It acts as the campus Main Street for 

informal community gathering, student amenities and commercial 

functions.

Three nodes along Avenida of Las Americas are the primary 

organizational features of the neighborhood. A community green 

at the center of the neighborhood fosters informal gatherings 

and individual activities. This community center is flanked by two 

transit plazas- one for Avenida of Las Americas shuttle and the 

other for local and regional transit as well as individual vehicular 

drop off.

The urban grid of the adjacent residential community permeates 

the campus neighborhood as pedestrian streets. These pathways 

link the broad boulevard of Avenida of Las Americas with the 

adjacent residential district.
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0.71 Acres31,000 SF

0.75 Acres32,800 SF

1.65 Acres
71,800 SF
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15,200 SF

Casa Bella Center

Plots & Plot Areas

Urban Form

Building Massing

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 11.65 Acres
506,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 1,012,000 gsf

Urban Form

The urban form of this neighborhood is broadly defined by its relationship to Avenida 

of Las Americas as well as the existing Casa Bella Student Housing. The proximity to 

the commercial spaces on Jackson Street additionally influence the urban form. See 

Urban Form within the Campus Frameworks section for more information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. See the Architectural 

Design and Building Systems section of this document for more information. 

The massing is arranged to create the formal edge of Avenida of Las Americas while 

also integrating Casa Bella Student Housing. While the density of each plot may 

vary, the neighborhood overall should target a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR considers 

the buildable plot area only and excludes roads, right-of-ways and easements. Given 

a Total Plot Area of 11.65 Acres, this neighborhood has a development potential of 

1,012,000 gross square feet (including walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  

 Avenida of Las Americas
 Jackson Street
 University Boulevard
 Pedestrian Streets
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Regional Connection

Vehicular streets around the fringes of the neighborhood enable access 

while maintaining a pedestrian and bicycle oriented core along Avenida 

of Las Americas. The neighborhood is served by several parking areas, 

including a parcel on FJRM Avenue that is recommended for structured 

parking due to its central location and access to a diversity of university 

functions.

The intersection of Avenida of Las Americas between Tyler Street 

and Polk Street is an additional gateway to the campus, hosting both 

vehicular drop off and transit stops for local and regional routes. 

Furthermore, local and regional routes along 24th Street are easily 

accessible.

Local Circulation

Oriented along the length of Avenida of Las Americas, pedestrian, 

bicycle and campus shuttle access run through the core of the 

neighborhood. A plaza along Avenida of Las Americas hosts both 

shuttle access and an additional plaza for gathering. The urban grid 

shifts at Avenida of Las Americas in order to fully integrate the existing 

Casa Bella Student Housing into the future campus. A community green, 

surrounded by student housing, is an informal gathering point for the 

greater UTB community.
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 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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As a neighborhood hosting half of the campus’ central Energy Center and 
defined by its extensive edges along a restored resaca, the border fence 
and the rich ecology beyond, Ocelot Sanctuary is a center for transnational 
and energy centric engagement.

Ocelot Sanctuary
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Bridging Boundaries

As a district broadly defined by its edges along a resaca and the 

international border fence, Ocelot Sanctuary embraces a role that is 

regionally focused yet globally significant. The neighborhood is at 

the intersection of cultures and will thrive as a center for studying and 

resolving issues facing the borderlands and the Global South.

The district is poised to maximize the potential of the de facto nature 

preserve that has been created between the border fence and the Rio 

Grande River. This land is considered as an ideal location for wind energy 

systems, a regenerative approach that will not intrude on the naturally 

developing ecology.

The terminus of Avenida of Las Americas hosts the campus Energy 

Center. The wind turbines beyond the border fence are just one element 

of the generation systems that are part of the center. As an open and 

visible structure revealing the systems within, the center will generate not 

only the energy to sustain the campus but also opportunities for energy 

focused learning and research.

The northern boundary of Ocelot Sanctuary along the experimental 

resaca suggests opportunities for direct engagement with the region’s 

ecological systems as well as with the activity of the Tamaulipan 

neighborhood across the resaca. Parallel to the resaca and the 

international border, the core of the neighborhood is a green pedestrian 

boulevard.
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0.92 Acres
39,950 SF

1.04 Acres
45,350 SF

0.72 Acres
31,350 SF

0.98 Acres
42,800 SF

0.63 Acres
27,300 SF

0.98 Acres
42,700 SF

1.06 Acres
46,000 SF

1.00 Acres
43,350 SF

1.43 Acres
62,400 SF

Ocelot Sanctuary

Plots & Plot Areas

Urban Form

Building Massing

 Avenida of Las Americas

 University Boulevard
 Pedestrian Streets

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 8.76 Acres
380,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 760,000 gsf

Urban Form

Anchored along the central pedestrian boulevard, the urban form of the Ocelot 

Sanctuary neighborhood is primarily pedestrian. The northern end of the 

neighborhood opens up to the Energy Plaza on Avenida of Las Americas as well as 

University Boulevard. See Urban Form within the Campus Frameworks section for 

more information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. See the Architectural 

Design and Building Systems section for more information. 

While the density of each plot may vary, the neighborhood overall should target 

a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR considers the buildable plot area only and excludes 

roads, right-of-ways and easements. Given a Total Plot Area of 8.76 Acres, this 

neighborhood has a development potential of 760,000 gross square feet (including 

walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  
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Parking

Transit Hub

Sports and Fitness

Energy P
laza

Regional Connection

A regional transit route through the southern edge of the neighborhood 

circulates around the campus and out to surrounding residential 

neighborhoods. A primary transit hub between the neighborhood and the 

sports fields offers connection for both academic and fitness activities.

Vehicular access along the service ring road enables close access to all 

neighborhood buildings. Surface parking gardens are located along the 

length of the neighborhood, bounded by the international border fence.

Local Circulation

A central green boulevard is the core of neighborhood activity. It leads to 

Avenida of Las Americas and connects to the Tamaulipan via a pedestrian 

bridge across the resaca.

 Automobile Access

 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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Los Tomates Banco is a district surrounded by resacas yet connected to the west campus via 
Avenida of Las Americas. It offers a unique opportunity for innovative learning, research, student 
life and wellness activities that augment the academic density of the west campus.

Los Tomates Banco
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The Water District

Separated from the west campus yet connected via Avenida of Las 

Americas, Los Tomates Banco sits on what is effectively an island, fully 

surrounded by resacas. This constant interface with is an opportunity for 

learning, research and recreation.

To compliment the Energy Center at the terminus of Avenida of Las 

Americas on the west campus, Avenida of Las Americas will complete its 

arc on east campus with a civic space celebrating water. The harvesting, 

cleansing and recycling of water may be demonstrated here.

The Southmost neighborhood across the northern resaca offers 

opportunities for housing to accommodate students, families and 

faculty. A proposed city bike route will connect this district to Los 

Tomates Banco and the future city park across University Boulevard.

The east campus offers a home for a diversity of activities that augment 

the academic density of the west campus. Hosting the majority of the 

campus’ sports fields as well as extensive parking, the neighborhood 

offers the space and flexibility to host innovative partnerships or 

endeavors that will drive the future potential of the University.

UTB Resaca

Resaca - urban drainage

Fitness Trails

University Boulevard

Inersta
te 69E
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1.93 Acres
84,000 SF0.41 Acres

17,700 SF
0.42 Acres

18,250 SF

0.47 Acres

20,700 SF

1.27 Acres
55,500 SF

1.19 Acres
51,850 SF

0.56 Acres24,500 SF

0.46 Acres

19,800 SF

0.45 Acres

19,700 SF

0.44 Acres
19,200 SF

0.67 Acres29,350 SF

0.52 Acres22,700 SF

1.11 Acres

48,400 SF

1.29 Acres

56,400 SF

1.57 Acres
68,200 SF

0.29 Acres12,600 SF 2.18 Acres
94,800 SF

0.90 Acres
39,250 SF

1.43 Acres
62,300 SF

0.66 Acres28,900 SF

 Avenida of Las Americas
 Pedestrian Streets

Ocelot Sanctuary

Plots & Plot Areas

Urban Form

Building Massing

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 18.22 Acres
790,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 1,580,000 gsf

Urban Form

The urban form of this neighborhood is different from that of the western campus. 

It is generally influenced by Avenida of Las Americas with additional drivers from 

pedestrian ways, resaca frontage and the sports fields. See Urban Form within the 

Campus Frameworks section of this document for more information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. See the Architectural 

Design and Building Systems section for more information. 

The massing is arranged to create the formal edge of Avenida of Las Americas while 

also addressing the resaca and the sports fields. While the density of each plot may 

vary, the neighborhood overall should target a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR considers 

the buildable plot area only and excludes roads, right-of-ways and easements. Given 

a Total Plot Area of 18.22 Acres, this neighborhood has a development potential of 

1,580,000 gross square feet (including walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  
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Parking

Sports Fields
Sports Fields

Water Court

Entry Plaza

Regional Connection

Los Tomates Banco is directly accessible from the major vehicular 

thoroughfares of Interstate 69 and University Boulevard. Extensive on grade 

parking along the edge of the neighborhood will accommodate visitors for 

campus events. These parking gardens will harvest water through permeable 

paving and bioswales. A transit connection across the northern resaca to 

Avenida del Oro in the Southmost neighborhood is an important connection 

integrating the campus and the city.

Local Circulation

Due to its distance from the west campus, shuttle as well as pedestrian 

and bicycle connections along Avenida of Las Americas are necessary 

to unify the campus. A campus fitness trail circulates around the entire 

neighborhood, in support of healthy student living. Proximity with the 

Southmost neighborhood welcomes walkability and opportunities for 

student or faculty housing off campus. A central pedestrian plaza welcomes 

visitors into the neighborhood to activities at the campus sports fields. The 

plaza offers potential for commercial opportunities, either permanent or 

temporal in nature.

 Automobile Access

 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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The rich ecology of the Tamaulipan embeds the campus within its geography. As the last 
development within the master plan, the ultimate structure of this neighborhood will be defined 
by the existing ecology and the resultant opportunities for learning and research.

Tamaulipan
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A Natural Ecology

Evolving naturally since a life as an orchard 50 years ago, the land has reasserted itself 

as a rich Tamaulipan Thornscrub ecology. The rich landscape suggests restoration and 

preservation while also offering opportunities for learning and research spaces that are fully 

integrated within the environment. While other neighborhoods may rest at the nexus of 

the natural and the built environments, Tamaulipan will embed the campus into a thriving 

natural habitat. The integration of the campus into the environment demonstrates the 

ultimate embodiment of a living laboratory. It is the regenerative campus across both the 

human and natural spheres.

With the restoration of the resaca essential to the future vision of UTB, Tamaulipan will 

border the campus’ experimental resaca. This feature is central to owning the geography 

while offering an incredible resource for learning and research that are entirely unique to 

the Rio Grande Valley.

As the last area of the campus to be implemented, the development outlined in this Master 

Plan is highly suggestive. A greater analysis of the existing ecology will enable broader 

insight into the possibilities to infuse living, working, learning and playing into the natural 

environment.

Away from the most ecologically rich areas to the south and near the high traffic zones 

of University Boulevard and Interstate 69 will be the campus’ logistical and facilities 

management spaces. Trucks can access this location without crossing through the campus. 

From this central location, small electric carts will service the entire campus.
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1.84 Acres

80,000 SF

1.22 Acres

53,000 SF

1.20 Acres

45,500 SF

1.23 Acres

53,700 SF

Tamaulipan

Plots & Plot Areas

Urban Form

Building Massing

 University Boulevard
 Pedestrian Streets

TOTAL PLOT AREA: 5.49 Acres
232,000 sf

TARGET F.A.R.: 2.0

DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY: 464,000 gsf

Urban Form

The urban form of the Tamaulipan neighborhood is driven by its need to address 

University Boulevard while respecting the native ecology of the site. See Urban Form 

within the Campus Frameworks section for more information.

Building Massing & Plot Area

The building massing assumes a typical 3 story academic building and a typical 4 

story residential building for a target building height of 50’. See the Architectural 

Design and Building Systems section for more information. 

The massing is concentrated along University Boulevard with select, individual 

buildings carefully located with this native landscape. While the density of each plot 

may vary, the neighborhood overall should target a Net FAR of 2.0. Net FAR considers 

the buildable plot area only and excludes roads, right-of-ways and easements. Given 

a Total Plot Area of 5.49 Acres, this neighborhood has a development potential of 

464,000 gross square feet (including walls, mechanical spaces, etc.).  
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Preserved Tamaulipan 

Thorn Brush Ecology

Parking

Transit H
ub

Portal

Campus Facilities and Logistics

Preserved Tamaulipan 

Thorn Brush Ecology

Regional Connection

A parking garden is accessible from the Interstate and University Boulevard. 

A local transit route runs along the neighborhood’s ring road, connecting 

parking and neighborhood activities with the rest of the campus and the city. A 

pedestrian portal at the University Boulevard crossing marks an entry for both 

Centro de las Culturas and Tamaulipan to traffic traveling on the boulevard. 

The campus logistical and facilities management spaces will be located near 

the intersection of University Boulevard and Tyler Street, creating ease of 

accessibility.

Local Circulation

The experimental resaca will include a meandering pedestrian boardwalk that will 

offer intimate observation of the natural ecology of the resaca. Primary circulation 

routes along the resacas as well as the portal at University Boulevard provide 

connectivity to Avenida of Las Americas and the rest of campus. The restored 

and preserved thornscrub ecology will be permeable to pedestrian interaction, 

enabling moments of learning and research for the entire campus and city 

community.
 Automobile Access

 Regional Transit

 Pedestrian Access

 Avenida Shuttle
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NEIGHBORHOOD PLOT AREA
(ACRES)

PLOT AREA
(SF)

TARGET NET FAR
NEW DEVELOPMENT 

CAPACITY

Plaza del Algodón 9.88 430,000 2.0 860,000

Main 8.3 360,000 2.0 720,000

Centro de las Culturas 2.49 108,000 2.0 216,000

Casa Bella Center 12.97 566,000 2.0 1,132,000

Ocelot Sanctuary 8.76 380,000 2.0 760,000

Los Tomates Banco 18.22 790,000 2.0 1,580,000

Tamaulipan 5.49 232,000 2.0 464,000

DEVELOPMENT TOTAL 66.11 2,866,000 2.0 5,612,000

Campus Development Summary

Existing Campus 400,000

TOTAL CAMPUS CAPACITY: 6,012,000
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2.3  FORM
Civic Realm



Composed of both landscapes and 
streetscapes, the campus civic realm is a 
framework that weaves together human 
and natural ecologies, enables the open 
exchange of ideas and creates a distinct 
University identity.
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The University plays a significant role in the community by training the next 

generation of leaders. In addition to the traditional subjects, the University is teaching 

the next generation of leaders to be responsible and engaged citizens. This process 

unfolds in the social interactions and cultural exchanges that happen in between 

classes on campus. These exchanges build cultural value and help foster a democracy 

that is the foundation of our society. The civic realm is the facilitator and enabler 

of those interactions. By providing a safe and engaging public realm, the campus 

empowers each student to make their contribution to the greater community.

Informed by Tradition

Latino traditions manifest in outdoor plazas, courtyards and pedestrian streets that 

become gathering spaces and marketplaces for students as well as residents of the 

greater Brownsville community. 

The region’s rich agricultural heritage is also reinterpreted throughout the civic realm 

as a productive urban landscape that is an educational and economic asset.

Promoting Economic Viability 

Spaces for vendors, markets and crafts provide selling and buying opportunities and 

imbue the University with a sense of economic viability reminiscent of Brownsville’s 

history as a leading trade center. 

Placemaking

Clear, defined, memorable and enjoyable outdoor spaces with ample amenities for a 

range of activities support academic pursuits by providing a diversity of contexts for 

learning and research.

Access & Connection

Universal accessibility, safety, wayfinding and campus connections are paramount 

to any campus design and play an integral role in creating the social and cultural 

linkages between students and communities.

Through the campus’ civic realm, lessons from the region’s history play a crucial role 

in shaping the vision of the future. Multicultural and biodiverse, the campus becomes 

a nexus of education, community and environmental health while serving as a model 

for economic and ecological sustainability.
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Ocean
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Primary Dune
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Secondary Dune

Back Dune

Coastal Prairie Riparian Woodlands Tamaulipan Thornscrub Lower Coast Riverine Wetlands Dunes Tidal Fringe Wetlands Beaches Barrier Island

Respect Ecological Transect of the Lower Rio Grande Valley
Ecological transects describe the distinct changes in habitats for a geographical 

region and define symbiotic relationships across different habitats where certain flora 

and fauna thrive. The Lower Rio Grande Valley has a unique ecological transect within 

the continental United States, transitioning from coastal prairies to barrier islands 

which help mitigate the effects of the storm surges within the region. UT Brownsville 

campus landscape, developed according to the ecology of these habitats, will help 

in restoring the flora and fauna of the region which are fast disappearing due to land 

development pressures.

Lower Rio Grande Valley Ecological Transect

Typical Ecological Transect 

Ecological Design Principles

A series of overarching 
ecological design principles 
define the context within 
which the campus landscape 
is designed.

Landscapes
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With impending temperature and seal level rise, the effects of climate change will 

be much more pronounced in the future. Heavy rainfall anywhere along the Rio 

Grande River threatens the campus with flooding and the frequency of hurricanes 

coming off the Gulf of Mexico is only increasing. Rising temperatures are also causing 

increasing desertification of landscapes while increasing energy demands. Future 

development on campus will mitigate these effects of climate change at the campus 

level by planning for resilience and restoring native ecology. The campus master plan 

will establish the University as a leader in the region for promoting best development 

practices and climate change preparedness.

Hurricane Ready Sea Temperature

Hurricane Dolly, 2008

Climate Change and Resiliency
The Lower Rio Grande Valley, with its unique location, climate and environment, is 

a sanctuary for some of the endangered species of the regional biome. This region 

is also along the migratory flight paths for several important bird species unique to 

North America. With a regenerative approach, campus development shall promote 

native habitat preservation within campus lands so as to further enhance biodiversity. 

Furthermore, campus landscape shall foster conservation of native species, flora and 

fauna to sustain the fragile ecosystem of this region.

Preserve Flora and Fauna
For centuries, mankind has adapted to the existing climate and environment within 

this region. Both agriculture and the preservation of resacas are interventions 

that balance the need for human sustenance as well as preservation of water as a 

resource. These human ecologies have also become ingrained in the culture of the 

region. This reinforces the cultural identity of the campus and promotes the University 

as a leader in sustainability. The campus will be a laboratory that develops best 

practices for developing environments that balance human interventions with the 

natural landscape. 

Follow Existing Human Ecologies

Migratory Flight Paths
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Blended Cultural Heritage

Brownsville is situated in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, a semi-tropical area adjacent to 

the Rio Grande which defines the U.S.-Mexico Border. This geographical heritage has 

long served peoples on both sides of the river, positioning Brownsville-Matamoros 

as an important trade center and agricultural hub. Rich alluvial soils, temperate 

weather, and an abundance of water support a long tradition of cotton, aloe, citrus, 

and sugarcane farming. Historic farms that have survived for over a century and a half 

reflect the endurance and resilience of the Lower Rio Grande Valley landscape and 

peoples.

The campus landscape responds to regional and local typologies as well 
as cultural traditions stemming from a rich Mexican-American heritage.

Tamaulipan Thornscrub Ecology

Agricultural productivity has also led to the clearance of over 95% of native 

Tamaulipan Thornscrub Forest, an extremely diverse ecosystem that once thrived 

within the states of Texas, Tamaulipas, Coahuila and Nuevo León. Home to a 

documented 1,200 plants, 300 butterflies, 700 vertebrates and 520 bird species, 

the forest now thrives only in isolated pockets within South Texas. The Southmost 

Preserve, 8.5 miles southeast of UTB, and the Lower Rio Grande Valley National 

Wildlife Refuge, 40 miles northwest of UTB,  protect some of the largest and highest 

quality Tamaulipan Thornscrub and Sabal Palm Forests that remain. These protected 

areas offer habitat for the native and endangered black spotted newt, southern 

yellow bat, sheep frog, speckled racer snake, jaguarondi, Rio Grande lesser siren and 

UTB’s beloved mascot, the endangered ocelot, of which only between 50 and 90 are 

estimated to remain.

Spanish Architectural Traditions

Courtyards, plazas, portals, arcades, and acequias (runnels/irrigation channels) are 

the legacy of Spanish architecture exemplified by several important South Texas 

institutions, including historic Fort Brown and UTB itself. These architectural features 

welcome gatherings, markets and festivals that characterize the vibrancy of South 

Texas culture.

Landscape Master Plan
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The master plan defines environments that vary in scale and character to 

accommodate the civic activities of the university community while upholding the 

rich traditions of UT Brownsville and the Lower Rio Grande Valley. With Stage One 

development of the master plan, a variety of components are defined that begin to 

shape the experience of the future campus:

Civic Spaces

The Glorieta, Plaza del Algodón and Jackson Street Plaza become ceremonial civic 

spaces. Smaller courtyards and nodes invite informal gatherings while offering 

potential outdoor classroom venues. Likewise, proposed athletic fields host both 

formal and informal sports and recreation events.

Points of Entry

Bridges and building entries are thresholds between UT Brownsville and the greater 

Brownsville community. They additionally mark the transition between various 

academic and landscape zones.

Spaces for Movement

Trails, Avenida of Las Americas, promenades, and secondary paths provide a diversity 

of pedestrian experiences on campus, ranging from solitary to gregarious, wild to 

Beginning with the first stage 
of development, the landscape 
will be an integral and defining 
characteristic of the unique UT 
Brownsville identity.

Landscape Master Plan

Stage One Civic Space:

Plaza del Algodón
East Jackson Street
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Landscape Plan: Southwest Area
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Resacas Tamaulipan Forest
Resacas are a compelling and unique feature of South Texas 

that reveal the story of a landscape forged by the waters 

of the Rio Grande. Once restored, the resacas become a 

central and essential aspect of the campus story.

The former Fish and Wildlife Parcel is central to efforts for 

preserving and restoring native Tamaulipan Thornscrub 

Forest, a habitat for many endangered species endemic to 

the region.  

Landscape Typologies

Landscape Typologies 

Told through the juxtaposition and synthesis of five primary landscape typologies, 

the campus landscape celebrates the geography and robust culture of South 

Texas. Development of these interconnected landscape typologies helps to define 

diverse programmatic spaces, provide varied experience, and bind the campus to 

its unique place. Resacas and pedestrian streets become the connective tissue of 

the campus, intersecting and influencing each typology. 

Typology Definition

Landscape typologies are used to define basic characteristics of space and place, 

establishing a common language and starting point for design and implementation 

of the landscape master plan. Each typology is defined by:

•	 overall character & aesthetic quality

•	 program & special events

•	 materiality & form

•	 site furnishings & other supporting elements

•	 plant palattes and habitat creation

The campus landscape is 
composed of five landscape 
typologies inspired by the 
region, making legible the living 
layers that tell the ecological 
story of the Rio Grande Valley.
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Sensory CourtyardsUrban Ecology Agricultural Gardens
In contrast to the more wild Resaca and Tamaulipan 

Thornscrub preservation areas, UTB’s urban landscape is an 

ecology of ordered native and near-native high-performance 

plants and green infrastructure that emerges in pedestrian 

streets and civic spaces throughout campus.  

Sensory Courtyards lie at the heart of every academic 

complex within the UTB campus. Inspired by the campus’s 

existing architectural language of tropical plants and 

textural hardscapes, courtyards are designed to amplify 

color, air movement and the sound of water.

Ornamental and agricultural gardens of ordered geometries 

and patterns are interwoven with signature open gathering 

spaces, including plazas, pedestrian streets, promenades, 

and nodes to promote economic viability while celebrating 

the local tradition of growing food.
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Once restored, campus resacas become central to the story of the University itself. 

Resacas provide habitat for species native to the region. However, levees, dams, 

drought, and invasive plants such as Guinea Grass (Panicum maximum), Johnson 

Grass (Sorghum halepense), Giant Reed (Arundo donax) and Brazilian Pepper now 

threaten this unique riparian ecosystem. Still and stagnant water typical of resacas 

only worsen conditions for wildlife.

As in all hot climates, the presence of water is precious and should be celebrated. 

Increased infiltration of stormwater, aeration of resaca water, the introduction 

of riparian phytoremediating plants and dredging of accumulated silt form the 

foundation of a management strategy to restore ecological and hydrological function 

to campus resacas. Restoration initiatives may be informed by recent efforts at Resaca 

de la Palma State Park. 

Character

Resaca restoration zones have a less manicured, more natural aesthetic with low 

maintenance strategies that minimize disturbance to wildlife. Resaca zones follow the 

banks of the existing and restored resacas, linked throughout campus by nature trails.

Resaca zones are made accessible with sensitively-sited trails, boardwalks, bridges, 

and discrete seating elements. Amphitheaters, bird blinds and outdoor classroom 

spaces transform this restored riparian buffer into a living laboratory integral to 

sustainability and academic programs. Resacas become a place where scientists and 

students are invited to manage water laboratories and research a range of topics:

Resaca Ecology – inventories, monthly monitoring

Botany – native plant communities, restoration

Zoology – urban wildlife, entomology

Hydrology – water quality, stormwater management

Sustainability – green infrastructure, ecosystem services

Form

This typology will follow the banks of the existing and restored resacas, serving as a 

riparian buffer and interface between the main campus landscapes and these natural 

systems.

Programming

Trails, outlooks, amphitheaters and outdoor classroom spaces will facilitate ecological 

studies, while campus buildings collect and recirculate rainwater to the resacas. In this 

way resacas take center stage as both a landscape feature and learning opportunity, 

defining an entirely unique campus experience.

Special Site Features

Bridges and boardwalks are envisioned as a defining feature of the resaca ecology, 

providing access to these hidden ecologies while enabling cross campus connections.

Material Palette

Decomposed granite - trails and gathering spaces

Weathered steel - bridges, overlook structures, and runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - elevated boardwalks and benches

Salvaged material such as concrete - benches or paving at gathering areas

Rammed earth - site walls and seating elements

An earthy material palette characterizes the resaca typology. Trails and gathering 

areas within the Resaca zone will be paved with decomposed granite and limited 

hardscapes will be paved in salvaged material such as concrete. Elevated boardwalks 

and benches use sustainably harvested wood while site walls and seating elements 

will be made of rammed earth. Weathered steel is used to form runnels, overlooks 

and a series of bridges.

A palette of native Tamaulipan lowland marsh plants further distinguishes the Resaca 

zone and also features upland species that transition into the Tamaulipan Forest zone. 

Plants such as the Montezuma Cypress, the rare Bailey’s Ball Moss, and Runyon’s 

Water Willow are among the Tamaulipan upland and marsh species of the restored 

Resaca ecotone.

Vegetation

Native resaca edge plantings including mesic lowland marsh plantings, and upland 

species that transition into the Tamaulipan Forest ecology.

Resaca Typology

Resacas are a compelling and unique feature of South Texas that reveal 
the story of a landscape forged by the waters of the Rio Grande.

Landscape Typologies
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Resaca Typology
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Resaca Typology

By activating the resaca 
edges in a variety of ways, UT 
Brownsville is embracing and 
enhancing the unique value of 
the local ecology.

Landscape Typologies

Transitioning Landscape Beyond the Resaca
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Permeable Relationship between Building and Resaca

Integrated Outdoor Classroom Space
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An extremely diverse ecosystem endemic to the region, Tamaulipan Thornscrub 

Forest now survives only in a few isolated parcels. The former U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Parcel presents a precious opportunity to regenerate one of the last remaining stands 

of forest and balance it with integrated development as the campus expands.

Invasive plant species will be removed and replaced with native species, providing 

refuge to endangered Tamaulipan wildlife. In addition to providing habitat, 

regenerated Tamaulipan zones will mitigate stormwater runoff and pollution by 

slowing, filtering, and absorbing water from the inner campus before it reaches 

resacas and waterways beyond.

Character

Similar to the Resaca zones, Tamaulipan zones have a less manicured, more natural 

aesthetic and link to campus by a network of nature trails. Although stands of 

Tamaulipan trees will be dispersed throughout campus, this typology will be focused 

around the former U.S. Fish and Wildlife Parcel. Low impact trails and boardwalks 

wind through Tamaulipan Forest and invite individuals to explore and connect with 

this nearly extinct ecotone. Wildlife zones will be established to give threatened 

species a stronghold while providing the opportunity to observe often elusive 

Tamaulipan birds and mammals. These zones become living laboratories, complete 

with research stations, bird blinds, amphitheaters, and outdoor classrooms. Potential 

research topics are diverse: 

Tamaulipan Ecology – relationship between terrestrial forests and aquatic resaca 

ecology

Zoology – ocelot study, ornithology

Land Management – restoration, forest response to drought/moisture conditions

Cultural Studies – educating children about their landscape heritage

Psychology – restorative health benefits

The opportunity for students to learn about and experience Tamaulipan Forest on 

their own campus generates a sense of stewardship and interest in other South Texas 

restoration projects.

Form

While focused around the former U.S. Fish and Wildlife Parcel, an interface between 

the main campus landscapes and this natural habitat will be established.

Programming

Trails, outdoor classrooms and botany research zones will be integrated into the 

landscape with care taken to mitigate impact. Wildlife zones will be established, 

giving threatened species a stronghold while providing students with the opportunity 

to cultivate appreciation and knowledge of this precious regional and campus 

landscape. 

Special Site Features

Gateways at major trail heads and entrances into the Tamaulipan Forest will give the 

zone a presence within the greater campus context.

Material Palette

Decomposed granite & fiber mulch - trails and gathering spaces

Weathered steel - gateways, bridges, and overlook structures

Sustainably harvested wood  - elevated boardwalks and benches

Vegetation

The Tamaulipan typology is subtly distinguished by mesic plant species, including 

upland trees such as Honey Mesquite, Anacua, Acacias, Sabal Palms and Texas Ebony, 

and shrubs and vines such as Turk’s Cap, Chile Pequin, Pigeonberry, Salvias, Queen’s 

Wreath. These trees and shrub species will be used elsewhere in other Tamaulipan 

restoration zones strategically dispersed throughout campus.

Tamaulipan Typology

The UT Brownsville campus is central to efforts for preserving and restoring the 
Tamaulipan Thornscrub Forest, a threatened ecosystem and invaluable regional amenity.

Landscape Typologies
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A sensory-rich ecology permeates the urban campus, a place where low impact 

development practices are highlighted as a new way to build urban environments.

Tree-lined pedestrian promenades take the place of traditional vehicular streets, 

thereby reducing emissions while encouraging sociability and physical activity. 

Stormwater and condensate are harvested from building and hardscapes to irrigate 

urban vegetation, providing habitat for wildlife and enhancing the urban experience. 

Stormwater runnels and bioswales filled with masses of native phytoremediating 

grasses carry water to nearby resacas. Lush courtyards and plazas invite students and 

visitors to meet, study, and relax outdoors.

Character

The Urban Ecology zone is designed to accommodate more intensive pedestrian and 

vehicular traffic while providing ecosystem services and habitat.

In contrast to the naturalistic Resaca and Tamaulipan restoration zones, the urban 

ecology zone has a more ordered aesthetic characterized by linear street trees, 

runnels, acequias and bioswales. Rainwater harvesting runnels link buildings and 

the landscape of ordered, native vegetation that helps to clean the air and water. 

Tree-lined promenades and arbors provide shade and highlight points of entry. 

Gathering areas as well as promenades are replete with seating elements that allow 

exchange and relaxation. These areas not only facilitate circulation but also serve as 

outdoor classrooms that transform the inner campus into an urban design laboratory 

highlighting several subjects of study:

Urban ecology – urban habitat and wildlife

Hydrology – permeability of hardscape, stormwater filtration though bioswales 

Urban Design & Engineering 

Psychology of spaces – pleasant walkways impacting health and recreation

Photovoltaics

Form

The Urban Ecology is found in areas defined by the urban framework of buildings, 

streets, and path networks.

Programming

This typology is defined by a more dynamic program with active spaces for 

movement as well as flexible spaces such as plazas for gatherings and special events

Special Site Features

Plazas, Arbors, Rainwater collection runnels and troughs

Material Palette

Concrete, stone, and brick - streets, sidewalks, and plazas

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises, and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

A more urban material palette as well as the presence of plazas, arbors, and water 

channels delineates the Urban Ecology zone. Permeable stone, brick and concrete 

paved promenades, plazas and streets help absorb and move water through 

campus. Varied paving materials are used to suggest the separation of vehicular and 

pedestrian traffic and delineate crosswalks and intersections. Weathered steel is 

used to form arbors, trellises and runnels, while sustainably harvested wood is used 

for benches and other furnishings. Brightly flowering native and adapted vines climb 

arbors and arcades, while native trees and plants are used in more ordered, formal 

arrangements.

Vegetation

Native trees and plants are more formally arranged both along streets and in mass 

planting areas. Brightly flowering vines clime arbors and arcades.

Urban Ecology

UT Brownsville’s Urban Ecology is an ordered, high-performance 
landscape that shapes pedestrian streets and plazas throughout campus. 

Landscape Typologies
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Sheltered by building walls, existing UTB courtyards are surprising delights to be 

discovered on campus. Courtyards provide mystery, beauty, shade and a retreat from 

the blazing South Texas sun. Color from beautiful handmade tiles, fragrance from 

tropical blooms, the sound of water, the stir of a cool breeze and shade combine to 

make these courts restorative spaces for students, staff and the community. Essential 

qualities for all courtyards are air movement either by fan or natural wind movement, 

shade, seating, lush gardens, textural paving and connection to water.

All courtyards can serve as outdoor classrooms and learning laboratories with:

Fountains fed by the water produced by adjacent buildings 

Simple tables for study built into the space with wifi connections 

Gardens to study the effect of building’s gray water on plants  

Shading devices 

Gardens of medicinal plants 

Urban wildlife habitat study 

Small amphitheaters

Character

Courtyards are characterized by finer grained hardscapes and design details 

punctuated by colorful tropical vegetation.

Form

Areas are defined by the framework of buildings providing external space for 

circulation and gathering.

Programming

Sensory courtyards stimulate learning and contemplation, serving as an outdoor 

extension of enclosing academic buildings.

Special Site Features

Arbors, Water Features, Seating Elements

 

Material Palette

Concrete, stone, and brick - sidewalks, small pathways and courtyard gathering 
areas

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises, and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

Vegetation

Sensory Courtyards are planted with native species selected for their tropical 

character and dynamic form. Brightly flowering vines are utilized at arbors and 

arcades.

Sensory Courtyards

Sensory Courtyards lie at the heart of every academic building and 
feature a tropical plant palette with textural hardscapes that are designed 
to maximize color and amplify the experience of water.

Landscape Typologies
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The UTB campus celebrates its agricultural culture with ornamental, drought 

tolerant gardens of ordered geometries and patterns interwoven with signature 

gathering spaces. The Agricultural zone will also be characterized by real agricultural 

crops including garden plots for urban farming and citrus orchards. The contrast 

with adjacent Resaca restoration and Tamaulipan forest will create an interesting 

juxtaposition and dialogue regarding the historic and future landscape typologies of 

South Texas.

Ideas for study in the agriculture zone can be:

Urban agriculture

Artistic color and pattern display gardens

Low water agriculture

Soil science

Pollinators of south Texas

The study of bees

Character

Mass plantings of native, ornamental, and historical economic plants that reinterpret 

agricultural planting patterns and irrigation systems.

Form

Areas are defined by the urban framework, agricultural plantings are emphasized at 

campus gateways, gardens and parking gardens, and the open spaces along Avenida 

of Las Americas.

Programming

Wayfinding, gathering, learning, food production, and markets 

Special Site Features

Arbors, runnels

Material Palette

Concrete, stone, and brick - major pathways, 

Decomposed granite - pedestrian paths and trails

Weathered steel - arbors, trellises, and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood - benches

Vegetation

Palms, aloes, and other regionally and historically rooted plants supporting the local 

economy. Mass plantings of native and ornamental plants that reinterpret agricultural 

planting patterns and irrigation systems.

Agricultural Typology

Ornamental and agricultural gardens of ordered geometries and patterns are 
woven into signature gathering spaces, including plazas, promenades, and nodes.

Landscape Typologies
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is part of a grand circular plaza. There is no distinction in material surface between 

vehicular and pedestrian space. Similar to the Oxford Circus in London, all traffic can 

be stopped at once to enable pedestrian crossing in all directions.

4. Neighborhood Streets

Currently both Harrison and Van Buren Streets dead end at the Casa Bella Student 

Housing, breaking the urban fabric of the city. These two streets will be extended as 

pedestrian and bicycle ways connected to Avenida of Las Americas, integrating the 

University and the city within the compact urban campus. Redirecting vehicular traffic 

to Jackson or Tyler Streets will create a porous edge with the neighborhood allowing 

students and residents to easily cross into and out of campus. 

5. Truck Traffic Along East University Boulevard

The Port of Brownsville generates a significant amount of traffic to and from the 

border crossing just to the east of campus. Currently traffic flows on Interstate 69E 

creating congestion that can last for hours. To help ease congestion Texas DOT has 

begun a project to widen University Avenue east of 69E, diverting traffic to the Port 

directly along East University Boulevard. As University Avenue is the major vehicular 

route through campus and a major connection to Los Tomates Banco, UT Brownsville 

must coordinate any traffic changes related to Port traffic with the appropriate 

authorities.  

6. Los Tomates Banco Circulation 

The resacas that surround Los Tomates Banco currently isolate it from the surrounding 

urban fabric. By making a few key connections, the University can fully capitalize 

Framework of Streets

on the potential this land presents. A north-south connector to Avenida del Oro 

connects the parking areas, sports fields and campus to the residential neighborhood 

directly north. The existing extension of East Ringgold Street that currently enters 

the west end of Los Tomates Banco just west of US 69 will be upgraded to provide 

secondary access should East University Boulevard be too congested. The pedestrian 

connection just east of US 69 at Lincoln Street will also be upgraded to enhance 

connectivity to the adjacent neighborhood.

7. Roundabout at Tyler Street & University

As the UT Brownsville campus grows and develops, University Avenue will handle a 

significant amount of vehicular traffic. The intersection of University Boulevard and 

Tyler Street will be a critical vehicular juncture. In addition to the normal traffic along 

University Boulevard this intersection will handle traffic from US 69, all deliveries to 

the logistics center directly south of the intersection and neighborhood traffic coming 

south along Tyler. Handling this variety and volume of traffic with a properly designed 

roundabout will ensure a consistent flow of traffic moving through the intersection 

and avoid any backups. It will also act as a gateway entrance to campus.  

8. FJRM Avenue and Polk Street

Currently FJRM Avenue connects Jackson Street to Tyler Street while Polk Street exits 

US 69 and connects to Tyler Street. This disconnected condition is reorganized in the 

new campus to ensure a smooth flow of traffic off US 69, past the parking lots and 

Casa Bella Center and into the Centro de las Culturas commercial district.

Campus streets will host a variety of events ranging from the casual meeting of 

friends to commencement ceremonies. The public space of the streets plays a critical 

role in forging a civic pride and identity in the University community.  

Campus Considerations

As a compact urban campus, it is vital to extend the existing urban grid of Brownsville 

into the campus, fully connecting the University to the city. Through the integration of 

this underlying a grid, a variety of campus elements must be considered that impact 

the design of campus streets:

1. The Glorieta

As the University grows, the Glorieta will be strengthened as the campus front 

door, transforming it into a pedestrian oriented plaza. Unified paving patterns and 

materials as well as traffic calming techniques along University Boulevard will enhance 

pedestrian safety while unifying the experience on both side of the boulevard.

2. Jackson Street

As one of the north borders of campus, Jackson Street directly connects to the 

adjacent residential neighborhoods and ultimately downtown Brownsville. As the 

campus develops, the street will become a campus and city asset with retail and 

commercial oriented spaces. Ground floor retail and cafes will line both sides of 

Jackson Street creating a vibrant and active street life that will draw the community 

into the campus.

3. Jackson Roundabout

A vehicular roundabout at the intersection of Jackson Street and University Boulevard 

A diverse network of streets form an underlying framework to the 
campus and provide public spaces for interaction and exchange.

Streetscapes
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University Boulevard is the main gateway into the campus and will be transformed 

with landscaping, bicycle ways and pedestrian amenities as the University grows. 

These amenities will have the dual effect of announcing the identity of the University 

and calming vehicular traffic to provide a safer and more pleasant pedestrian 

experience. 

At Ringgold Road

From the west, the intersection at Ringgold Road and University Boulevard is the 

gateway into the UT Brownsville campus. The beginning of the University experience 

is announced through gateway signage surrounded by landscaping on both sides 

of University Boulevard. Enhanced paving and generous crosswalks also create the 

impression of crossing into a unique environment.

At The Glorieta

The Glorieta acts as the front door to the campus and is the main civic space. The 

pavement is raised to create the effect of one continuous plaza that spans across 

University Boulevard. Paving patterns and landscaping reinforce the effect. This also 

has the benefit of slowing down traffic and safer pedestrian experience. 

At Avenida of Las Americas

As the unifying spine of the campus, the formal quality of Avenida of Las Americas 

needs to be maintained as it crosses University Avenue. A raised surface is used to 

calm vehicular traffic as the University community crosses back and forth. Due to the 

intense traffic along Avenida of Las Americas, signalling needs to be designed to 

maintain the formal character of Avenida of Las Americas while ensuring the utmost 

safety.  

At Jackson Street 

The Jackson Street Retail district ends at the grand pedestrian oriented roundabout 

on University Boulevard. Bridging between the highest density area of the campus 

and the natural ecology of the Tamaulipan forest, the space is a formal, man-made 

space that directly engages its surrounding natural features. The space is paved with 

a single material and framed with arcaded building facades.

At Tyler Street 

As the first gateway entering the campus from the east, the roundabout at Tyler 

Street provides a gateway and ensures smooth, continuous flow of vehicular traffic 

through the intersection. As with all roundabouts, the pedestrian crossings must be 

carefully designed.

University Boulevard

As the major vehicular route 
through campus, University 
Avenue is a critical interface 
between UT Brownsville and the 
city. University Boulevard can be 
improved as a civic space that 
engages the community as it 
winds through the campus. 

Streetscapes
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Avenida of Las Americas is the campus main street linking all campus 

neighborhoods with a pedestrian oriented thoroughfare. It combines circulation 

areas for pedestrian, bicycles and a small scaled electric shuttle. In support of a 

truly urban experience, all buildings along this spine directly address Avenida of Las 

Americas with arcaded facades and front entries.

Running along the core of Avenida of Las Americas and connecting from the 

northern to southern resacas, an acequia channel brings an active natural feature 

to the entire space. Throughout the length of the street, fountains, arbors, shaded 

seating areas and potentially vendor kiosks will expand the functionality of the 

space. A concentration of student life activities along the length of Avenida of Las 

Americas will ensure that it is a vibrant center of campus life. 

Landscape Character

A blend of Agricultural and Urban Landscape Typologies, plantings of native, 

ornamental, and historical economic plants that reinterpret agricultural patterns 

and irrigation systems, while shaded groves for seating areas and tree line streets 

provide comfort for pedestrians. 

Material Palette

Concrete, stone, and brick - pathways and gathering areas

Decomposed granite - smaller gathering areas

Weathered steel  - arbors, trellises, and rainwater runnels

Sustainably harvested wood  - benches

Vegetation

Palms, aloes, and other regionally and historically rooted plants supporting the 

local economy. Mass plantings of native and ornamental plants that reinterpret 

agricultural planting patterns and irrigation systems.

Avenida of Las Americas

As the connective spine of the 
entire campus, Avenida of Las 
Americas facilitates community 
interaction and exchange.

Streetscapes
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Zones 

As illustrated in the street section on the facing page, Avenida of Las Americas will 

be comprised of three distinct areas- landscape, bike/electric cart lanes, and walkway 

zones.

The landscape zone forms the primary pedestrian circulation area along Avenida of 

Las Americas with wide walkways designed in the midst of lush landscaping and tree 

plantings. It will incorporate street furniture, lighting, tree and shrub plantings to 

provide primarily shade as well as dedicated walking paths.

Two 14’ wide lanes each way will accommodate bikes as well as an intra campus 

transit shuttle and electric service carts. These lanes will be adjacent and level with 

the walkway zone with a clear texture change that differentiates yet provides flexibility 

as a walkway when there is little traffic.

Along building edges, walkways with distinct pavement patterns will be free of any 

street furniture.

Avenida of Las Americas

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  80’

Bike/Electric Cart Lane One Each way - 14’ Width Each 

Walkway width  Total-  12’

Landscape Zone  Total - 40’

Third Street, Santa Monica

Streetscapes
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Pedestrian Streets

The campus pedestrian streets are inspired by the narrow streets of Latin American 

tradition. The compression of these spaces enhances an intimate and human scale 

throughout campus while providing greater protection from the South Texas climate. 

These spaces are comprised of three zones- walkway, bikeway and landscape.

The walkway zone will be entirely free of street furniture and paved with a distinct 

material or pattern so as to differentiate it from the adjacent bikeway. Tree planting 

will provide necessary shading. 

The bikeway zone ensures that the entire campus is permeable by bike. It will be 

clearly marked and free of any encumbrances. When necessary, the adjacency of the 

bikeway and walkway enables service and emergency access to all campus buildings.

The landscape zone provides additional shading beyond that offered by the adjacent 

buildings. It incorporates tree and shrub plantings as well as street furniture, lighting 

and bike racks.

A primary foundation of the walkable, urban campus, 
pedestrian streets are the connective tissue of the civic realm.

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  40’

Traffic Lanes  None (Service Vehicles during off peak hours)

Bike Lane  Two way - 10’ 

Walkway width  16’ Total

Landscape Zone  10’ Total

Streetscapes
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Jackson Street

Within the campus, Jackson Street is an active commercial 
district that serves both the campus and city community.

Jackson Street hosts the commercial core of campus with active retail frontage and 

wide pedestrian paths. At its core is the Jackson Street Transit Hub providing direct 

accessibility for individuals from beyond the immediate area. Whereas Avenida of Las 

Americas is the campus main street hosting student life activity, Jackson Street is a 

retail main street that is accessible by personal vehicle.

Zones 

When understood in section, the Jackson Street corridor is comprised of four zones- 

walkway, bike lane, thoroughfare and landscape.

With a distinct pavement pattern, the walkway zone will be wide enough to 

accommodate cafe seating, plants and other elements that activate street life. These 

street features as well as shading canopies are encouraged.

Bike lanes will be adjacent to the walkway zone but with a clear difference in surface 

texture. The interface of the bike lanes with pedestrian and vehicular areas will be 

mitigated through landscape zones.

The thoroughfare zone provides clearly marked vehicular lanes, one in each direction. 

Parallel parking lanes on both sides of the street will provide separation between 

traffic and pedestrian areas.

The landscape zone shall incorporate street furniture, lighting, tree and shrub 

plantings to provide shade as well as protection between various modes of transit.

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  88’

Traffic Lanes  One Each way - 12’ Width Each

Parking   One Each way -  8’ Width Each

Bike Lane  One Each way - 5’ Width Each 

Walkway zone width Total-  30’

Landscape Zone  Total - 8’

Streetscapes
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FJRM Avenue

Realignment and extension of FJRM Avenue provides vehicular accessibility between 
the Interstate, Centro de las Culturas commercial corridor and Casa Bella Center.

The existing FJRM Avenue and the branch of Polk Street that connects to Interstate 

69E will be realigned to provide a continuous connection from the Interstate to the 

core of campus. Accessible from the pedestrian oriented Jackson Street commercial 

corridor, it provides access to extensive parking areas.

Zones 

This street is comprised of three distinct zones- thoroughfare, walkway and 

landscape.

The thoroughfare zone will have vehicular drive lanes as well as 8’ parking on both the 

sides for short term visitors. The lanes in the thoroughfare will enable shared bicycle 

movement.

The walkway zone will be free of any street furniture and have distinct pavement 

patterns. This zone comprises two 8’ wide walkways on both sides of the roadway. 

Where buildings are planned alongside the road, they should be built to the plot or 

ROW edge.

The landscape zone shall incorporate street furniture, lighting, tree and shrub 

plantings to provide shade as well as protection from vehicles.

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  66’

Traffic Lanes  One Each way - 12’ Width Each

Parking   One Each way -  8’ Width Each 

Bike Lane  Shared Use Lane with Vehicles

Walkway zone width Total-  16’

Landscape Zone  Total - 10’

Streetscapes
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Ring Road

This street forms the primary vehicular and service access 
through the neighborhoods south of University Boulevard.

This street provides service access to the southern portions of campus, a 

thoroughfare for campus bus routes and vehicular access to parking areas along the 

border fence. As one of the only vehicular streets that serves the districts south of the 

University Boulevard, it has particular significance with respect to the visual identity of 

these areas.

Zones 

Providing primary vehicular access within the southern portion of campus, this 

perimeter road shall be comprised of thoroughfare, bike lanes, walkway zones and 

landscape.

With clearly marked lanes, one in each direction, the thoroughfare provides for 

vehicular and bus access.

The 5’ wide bike lanes will be adjacent to the walkway zones in both directions. 

While the southern lane will not have a landscaped separation from the pedestrian 

circulation zone, a difference in paving pattern will differentiate the components of 

the pathway.

The walkway zone will be free of any street furniture. Along the perimeter road, the 

walkway zone is divided into two segments of 10’ and 7’ each.

The landscape zone incorporates street furniture, lighting, trees and shrub plantings 

to provide primarily shade as well as protection from the vehicles.

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  60’

Traffic Lanes  One Each way - 12’ Width Each

Bike Lane  One Each way - 5’ Width Each 

Walkway width  17’ Total

Landscape Zone  10’ Total

Streetscapes
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Los Tomates Banco Residential Street

This street provides access to the mixed use residential area of Los Tomates Banco
as well as connection across the resaca to the adjacent residential neighborhood. 

Los Tomates Banco Residential Street is a primarily bicycle and vehicular road that 

connects between Avenida of Las Americas and the adjacent residential areas. WIth 

mixed use residential buildings to the west and sports facilities to the east, it will 

accommodate a variety of traffic movements. Additionally, it enables connection via 

the East Campus Circulator bus route to both the campus and the city.

Zones 

Los Tomates Banco Residential Street shall comprise of four distinct area - 

thoroughfare, bike lanes, walkway zones and landscape.

The thoroughfare zone shall have vehicular drive lanes marked clearly, one in each 

direction. 

A 10’ wide two-way bike lane adjacent to the walkway near the residential buildings 

and segregated from vehicular traffic via a landscape area.

The walkway zones will be free of any street furniture. The side of the road along 

which the buildings are planned will have a building setback zone to effectively 

increase the width of the walkway zone.

The landscape zone incorporates street furniture, lighting, trees and shrub plantings 

to provide shade as well as protection from the vehicles.

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  60’

Traffic Lanes  One Each way - 12’ Width Each

Bike Lane  Two way - 10’ Width 

Walkway zone width Total-  16’

Landscape Zone  Total - 10’

Streetscapes
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Tyler Street

A primary connector between University Boulevard and the city, Tyler Street 
will be a critical vehicular access and drop-off point for the campus.

Carrying a high degree of vehicular and transit traffic, Tyler Street joins University 

Boulevard as a vehicular-oriented thoroughfare. Where Tyler Street branches with 

Polk Street, a transit stop and vehicular drop-off point will enable transfer to one of 

the modes of transit along Avenida of Las Americas.

Zones 

Tyler Street shall comprise four distinct areas - thoroughfare, bike lanes, walkway 

zones and landscape. 

The thoroughfare zone shall have two vehicular drive lanes in each direction. 

5’ wide bike lanes will be adjacent to the walkway zone with a distinct paving texture 

and protected by landscape.

The walkway zone will be free of any street furniture. This zone comprises a walkway 

on either side of the road.

The landscape zone provided on one side shall incorporate street furniture, lighting, 

trees and shrub plantings to provide shade as well as protection from the vehicles.

Dimensional Parameters

Suggested ROW  84’

Traffic Lanes  Two Each way - 12’ Width Each

Bike Lane  One Each way - 5’ Width Each

Walkway zone width Total-  16’ 

Landscape Zone  8’ Total

Streetscapes
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3.1  IMPLEMENTATION
Architectural Design & Building Systems



Guiding Implementation
Guidelines Areas

The Architectural Design and Building Systems section provides a series of design 

guidelines for implementing the master plan across every development on campus. 

Four aspects of design are addressed through these guidelines: passive design, 

active design, formal response and performance criteria.

Passive design is one of the most important aspects to consider when developing 

buildings on campus. Buildings that respond to climate and site factors contribute 

positively to human comfort and environmental concerns.

Active design, an approach that is based on health and wellness outcomes, creates 

buildings and environments that encourage physical activity and movement. 

Walkable places are identifiable and memorable, relate to human scale and promote 

wellness through accessibility.

Formal response of a building refers to the building’s aesthetic and three dimensional 

qualities such as materiality, massing, proportion and color. As the traditional 

language of architecture, the formal response has a profound impact on overall 

campus character.

Performance criteria refer to the technical systems necessary to achieve net zero 

energy, water and waste. Performance criteria layout the discrete implementable 

strategies for building systems, operations and maintenance.

Evolution of the Guidelines

While the design guidelines are provided as standards for campus development, 

every undertaking may require unique adaptations. Thus this should be seen as a 

living document that evolves over time, informed by each campus development.

It is highly recommended that the University establish an architectural commission 

that can guide the particular aspects of each development on campus. Due to the 

high degree of new development within the near future, the commission will be 

critical in ensuring that all elements on campus effectively contribute to the larger 

mission of the University.

Establishing an Architectural Commission

“The University of Washington Board of Regents established an architectural 

commission in December 1957 to advise the board and president on matters 

concerning the design, function, performance and environmental integrity of the 

University’s buildings, landscapes, infrastructure and urban amenities.” Influencing 

three unique yet connected campus locations, the commission has been highly active 

in ensuring design decisions that are contextual as well as relevant to the larger 

University vision.

The organization is an assembly of approximately ten, non-voting faculty and facility 

representatives from the University as well as four voting design professionals from 

beyond the University community. The commission meets approximately every three 

months in an intensive, all day meeting to interview design teams for upcoming 

projects, approve work in progress and address various University initiatives that 

impact comprehensive plans. These concentrated sessions may be supplemented by 

video and teleconferencing when necessary for a project’s progress.

It is recommended that UTB implement a similar commission of design professionals 

from throughout the nation with expertise involving landscape design, architecture, 

urban planning and social impact/ public interest design. As trusted advisors and 

partners, these individuals will contribute greatly to ensuring an effective and mission 

focused campus progression. As UT Brownsville becomes part of UT South Texas, 

this commission can effectively guide the future of the Brownsville campus within the 

greater network of campuses.

For further insight on the University of Washington commission, all organizational 

information, presentation materials and meeting minutes are available on the UW 

Office of Planning and Budgeting website.
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Fort Brown
The US Army began constructing Fort Texas on the north side of the Rio Grande to 

establish the border with Mexico in 1845. Soon thereafter the fort was renamed as 

Fort Brown and the City of Brownsville was established not far from the grounds. The 

masonry and wood buildings of the Fort and the City grew together, taking cues from 

classic orders and recreating them with modern materials and construction methods. 

Many of the remaining buildings are excellent examples of aesthetically appropriate 

and environmentally functional buildings. 

Height and Scale

The buildings are one or two stories in height and often have an arcade or 

shading that protects the glazing from direct solar gain, creates a cooler walkway 

zone immediately around the exterior wall and maintains a comfortable scale for 

pedestrians. The use of these shading elements allows for much larger windows, 

and, consequently, better views than would otherwise be comfortable. The existing 

buildings share a carefully considered relationship with their surrounding open 

spaces, the proportions of which are also almost classical in nature. 

Materials

Most of the remaining buildings are masonry with a sienna color that is derived from 

the local clay and echoes the soil and other buildings in the city. These buildings 

take their cues from classical orders. String courses mark ordered horizontal lines 

which reduce the scale of larger walls. Stone lintels or brick arches are used in lieu of 

steel lintels. Brick entablatures are placed on brick pilasters while architraves, cornice 

details, pedestals, column capitals and dentil patterns have been recreated in brick 

based on classical orders.

Most of the roofs are dark grey shingles, although they are not prominent design 

features. On Gorgas Hall the roof is concealed behind a brick gable and in most cases 

the wall extends above the roof form. The roofs on the residential scale buildings 

overhang the walls and have hips and gables.

Windows

The windows in these buildings are predominantly double hung and tend to have 

muntins which break the window into four, six or eight smaller lites. Where larger 

windows are desired, two or more windows are spaced closely. Most windows are 

proportioned 2:1 or 3:1 vertically.Gorgas Hall Commissary Building

Fort Brown
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The City of Brownsville has more than seventy preserved historic buildings 

showcasing a variety of styles, influences and historic periods. There are examples of 

well cared for public buildings including Market Square- which once served as City 

Hall- courthouses, schools and churches- such as Immaculate Conception Cathedral 

and the Church of the Advent. But there are also many commonplace buildings 

including residences, commercial buildings, theaters and the Old Gas Station that are 

also an integral part of the fabric of the city. These buildings are sprinkled throughout 

the Fort Brown area, the historic downtown core and west to Palm Boulevard. Rarely 

in the city do you find a place where at least one of these tangible connections to the 

past is not prominently visible.

Historic Styles

A wide variety of building styles exist in Brownsville and many thoughtfully borrow 

details or materials from various styles. The Gem/La Joya, built in 1848, is an example 

of Spanish Colonial style architecture while the San Roman Building, built just two 

years later, is a style called Border Brick. The Stillman House, built in 1851, is Greek 

Revival. This mix of styles, even from the very beginning, indicates that the city 

has always been a collection of differing cultures, histories and tastes. Other styles 

that are displayed include Italian Renaissance (the US Federal Building), Art Deco 

(the Majestic Theater), Spanish Mediterranean, Folk Victorian, Neoclassical (Bollack 

House and Celaya/Creager House) and Gothic Revival (Sacred Heart Church and First 

Presbyterian Church). 

Perhaps some of the most interesting examples are buildings like the La Nueva 

Libertad/Cueto Building and the Webb/Martinez House which mix a variety of styles. 

The Cueto Building- which now houses office space for UT Brownsville, but began life 

as a general merchandize store and bakery with upstairs living quarters for the Andres 

Cueto family- brings together Spanish and Mexican influences and also railings and 

details that echo the French Creole style of New Orleans. The Webb/Martinez House, 

built in 1906, is a mixture of regional styles including Greek Revival and French 

Creole.

Brownsville

Alonsa Complex

Cueto Building Cueto Building
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Most of the remaining buildings in the historic core of Brownsville are 1950’s, 60’s 

and 70’s era commercial buildings, typically with large glass storefronts showcasing 

merchandise or dining patrons. Echoing the precedent of early buildings, most newer 

construction is nestled close to the narrow sidewalks, where their overhangs and 

signage offer some shading of the windows and sidewalk. Almost all of the buildings 

are two and three stories with a few prominent landmarks, such as the US Federal 

Building and the El Jardin tower which are taller.

Many of the streets in the historic core remain narrow with two lanes traveling in one 

direction and metered parking on either side. Outside of the core, many streets are 

wider and therefore less pleasant for walking or relaxing

The Contemporary City

Historic Hotel El Jardin Hotel El Jardin

United States Courthouse United States Courthouse
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The existing academic buildings of UTB, which are the foundation from which the new 

campus will extend, show a constant progression of styles, materials and settings. 

The Life and Health Sciences Building, the Regional Academic Health Center and 

the Student Union Building sit along Ringgold Road and face the campus of Texas 

Southmost College. They represent some of the oldest buildings on campus and 

the beginning of the architectural timeline. Small in footprint and low in scale, 

these buildings are arranged around two courtyards- one opening north towards 

Ringgold and the other facing the resaca to the south. The Life and Health Science 

Biology Wing forms the Eastern boundary of the southern courtyard and the 

western boundary of the next courtyard along the resaca. The newest building 

and most recent on the north side of the resaca is the Biomedical Research and 

Health Professions Building. South across the pedestrian bridge over the resaca, the 

Education and Business Complex and the University Boulevard Library and Classroom 

Buildings face the Glorieta on University Boulevard. 

These buildings show a progression toward a human scale with an increasing number 

of rooms facing outdoor corridors and courtyards. Many of them have internal, 

shaded courtyards that capture the movement of air to create cooler internal 

climates. They are largely two stories in scale and typically include overhangs as well 

as architectural details that further reduce the visual scale of the buildings from the 

exterior. 

Architectural Style and Materials

The academic buildings are comprised almost entirely of brick with tile and stucco 

accents. The detailing of the buildings is largely Spanish Colonial with thoughtful 

introduction of other regional styles. Colorful and intricate tilework adorn prominent 

visual elements- such as the cupola of the Education and Business Complex and the 

stairways of the Student Union Building- as well as more hidden elements like the 

Tree of Life space in the Life and Health Science building.

Cotton Compress

The Cotton Compress is a reminder of the city’s early industry and has served a 

number of uses since it was decommissioned. Its two metal-clad towers are taller than 

its neighbors and offer a visual landmark to this entrance of the campus. It is in need 

of renovation but has good potential to be used for mixed uses, as a transit node or a 

gathering place.

Campus

Cotton Compress

The Glorieta and Main BuildingLife and Health Sciences Building

Biomedical Research Building
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Blocks
Block design draws from the Hispanic planning traditions of the Americas where a 

dense urban fabric is formed by gridded narrow streets which converge on a central 

square. Walkable, rectangular blocks retain their orthogonal nature but morph in 

response to topographical change and natural features. The campus street and block 

networks are designed to maximize pedestrian walkability while maintaining a dense 

urban character.

As illustrated to the left, the proportion of the ideal block size is 200’ by 

250’. Providing for a courtyard typology, blocks of this scale allow a variety of 

configurations for classrooms, labs and other university spaces. When parcels are 

not typical, perimeter length should range between 800’ and 1000’. Developing 

the block pattern in accordance with the master plan street network is required for 

optimal pedestrian mobility within the campus while promoting connection to the 

greater city and region.

X

X

X

200 ’

X

X

X

2 0 0 ’ - 2 5 0 ’

Downtown Brownsville Grid Structure

Foundational Block Configuration
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Massing
Buildings will be organized to facilitate pedestrian circulation, mixed uses and central 

courtyards offering respite from the climatic conditions in South Texas.

It is critical that the buildings be designed to reduce their visual scale, remaining 

approachable to occupants and maintaining a pedestrian oriented experience across 

the campus fabric. Arcades and other means to cover walkways at grade also afford 

cooler pedestrian zones while creating a human scale at grade level.

Massing is important to the overall character of the campus. As such, the existing 

academic buildings are the foundation or precedent from which the new campus 

will extend. To honor the existing campus massing and create a compact urban 

campus, buildings should maintain a height of approximately 50 feet. Due to the 

difference in floor-to-floor heights, this equates to academic buildings of three 

stories and residential buildings of four or five. Buildings may be taller for landmark 

developments as determined by the University and in the denser area around the 

Jackson Street commercial corridor, however the maximum building height is limited 

to 5 stories above grade. Across the entire campus, the average Floor Area Ratio 

should be approximately 2.0. It should be noted that this number does not reflect a 

campus that is two stories in height as the ratio accommodates plot area dedicated 

for courtyards and other exterior spaces.

Overhangs and architectural details should further reduce the visual scale of the 

built form. Prominent buildings bordering civic spaces may include elements such as 

gables and towers as significant markers to the area. Mechanical penthouses should 

be setback from the building perimeter and be appropriately clad in materials that 

are in line with the overall design and character of the building.

16’
10’

10’

10’

16’

16’16’
16’ Ground
on all buildings

Residential Academic

Mechanical

Multi-Use Multi-Use

width varies by street type

Architectural Design
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Solar Orientation

Prevailing Winds

Assuming a continuous building height of 50’ and considering the high sun angles 

found in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, buildings on campus provide limited shading 

to outdoor areas. Additional measures for shading in courtyards will especially be 

needed to maintain a comfortable outdoor environment. Buildings along streets 

may provide partial shading, however arcades, shade trees and awnings should be 

considered where appropriate to sufficiently shade pedestrians at grade.

Southwest facing courtyard surfaces will receive the highest direct radiation when 

not shielded by adjacent buildings. Solar protection can be provided with external or 

internal shading devices such as louvers or perforated screens as well as shade trees 

and other plantings. Building rooftops should incorporate vegetation or other high 

albedo roofing materials to reflect solar energy and reduce stored heat.

Throughout the campus, windows are required to be 100% shaded from solar gain, 

which can be achieved with punched window depth, arcades, screens or other 

overhangs. Please refer to the upcoming section on Glazing for further detail.

In Brownsville’s humid subtropical climate, orienting buildings to maximize wind flow 

is critical to creating a comfortable environment. Measures have been taken where 

possible to orient the master plan and building parcels in order to channel prevailing 

winds along pedestrians streets and open space.

Through passive design strategies, maximizing the impact of prevailing winds is the 

most efficient way to provide thermal comfort. As wind in Brownsville blows primarily 

from the southeast to the northwest, aligning openings between buildings to this 

orientation is crucial to capture and funnel breezes through courtyards.

Building form is fundamental to wind-driven natural ventilation as anything that 

diverts or changes the path of the air will impede its flow. In order to fully capture 

prevailing winds and maximize human comfort, open spaces and courtyards are 

expected to have at minimum two openings in line with prevailing winds but may 

require additional mechanical systems for year round cooling. Wind analysis is 

required for all building or parcel developments. Both digital model testing and 

physical wind tunnel testing is recommended.

EAST

WEST

Brownsville Wind Rose
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Circulation
Circulation across campus occurs along streets and through campus buildings. As a 

walkable campus that promotes pedestrian and bicycle transportation, permeability 

enables connection through and between spaces both internally and externally. 

When there are multiple paths through the center of the building site, the primary 

axis should align to prevailing winds unless an alternative orientation is suggested by 

wind modeling analysis.

Bicycles play an important role in circulation across campus. Both bike racks and bike 

share facilities should be convenient and near entrances to campus and buildings as 

well as near transit stops. They should be highly visible to encourage use and provide 

safety for users and stored bikes. They should be placed frequently so as to avoid 

extensive walking distances.

Classrooms and laboratory buildings are limited to three stories above grade in 

accordance with active design principles to encourage student circulation through 

feature stairs. Designs should limit unnecessary elevator circulation.

Residential buildings are free to extend up to 5 stories above grade and as such may 

be dependent on elevators, however care must be given to promote circulation via 

active and welcoming stairwells.

Whether through street level arcades, bridge elements or courtyard balconies, 

exterior circulation plays an important role in the mitigation of solar gain by shading 

facades, providing connectivity or linkage and identifying wayfinding routes for 

students and visitors alike. Enhancing and activating courtyard spaces, exterior 

circulation also encourages use, reveals program and provides a canvas for expressive 

design opportunities.

40’ Passageways

Architectural Design
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Permeability
Permeability at the ground level of all buildings generates a campus that enables the 

entire community to indirectly experience the full diversity of university activities. 

The notion of permeability includes continuously shaded pedestrian routes alongside 

buildings, active programmatic elements within the ground level of buildings and 

easily identifiable building entrances that open directly on grade. The prevalence of 

these engaging elements at ground level will maintain a human scale throughout the 

entire campus.

Ground floor conditions on all buildings must directly address pedestrians along 

major roads as well as pedestrian ways and every effort should be exerted to diminish 

blank or otherwise inaccessible facades at grade.

Arcades
Arcades represent a culture and style that links campus buildings, both new and 

old, to the greater Latin American building tradition. They provide the campus with 

shaded and protected circulation areas as well as transition zones that interface with 

internal and external spaces.

In order to maintain street level usability and provide appropriate shading for ground 

level facades, arcades on campus are to be 10-15 feet in width and a minimum of 14 

feet in height. Arcades should be elevated above grade at a minimum of 6 inches 

to define and separate arcade circulation from the street. Regardless of material 

selection and location, arcades should not be purely cosmetic but are to be designed 

as structurally load bearing brick or masonry walls.

Arcaded spaces display the University’s most important aspect: its students and 

faculty as they move through their day. This movement reinforces the message 

that the campus is an active, lively space and invites the community into the 

campus. Whenever possible, places for informal study and gathering should also be 

incorporated into arcades and courtyards to further reinforce this message.

Arcades may be incorporated in any exterior facade at the discretion of the design 

team. However arcades are required in certain prominent locations, such as along 

Avenida of Las Americas and University Boulevard. Further details and sections of 

those streets are located within the Civic Realm section of this document.

ARCADES

14’ min.

10’ to 15’

Potential Fan

6” curb at arcade

Transparency

Prim
ary Pedestri
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Secondary Pedestria
n Spine
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Courtyards
As the fundamental structure of the urban fabric, courtyards mediate between 

exterior condition and interior spaces, providing access to intimate and protected 

outdoor environments. They serve as learning extensions, provide amenity, reduce 

building depth to support naturally lit interiors and link buildings to the greater 

pedestrian network.

All buildings on campus should embrace a courtyard typology that provides 

ventilation and daylighting as well as protected open spaces that expand the learning 

environment beyond the building. With a minimum of two points of entry, these 

courtyards will provide alternative circulation routes facilitating movement and 

accessibility through the entire campus as well as encouraging incidental contact and 

knowledge transfer between the entire campus community.

Courtyards reduce the need for air conditioning and lighting in interior corridors 

and provide cooler microclimates around the perimeter of classrooms. Both natural 

and mechanical shading elements within the courtyard are required to ensure user 

comfort. In order to properly function as habitable spaces, courtyards should be 

oriented to capture prevailing winds and will have a minimum of two openings in line 

with these winds.

These outdoor rooms should each vary in character as well as function and may utilize 

water elements, tropical plants and textural hardscapes to further enhance and define 

them. Spaces in between buildings should also be treated as external courtyards, 

with all the care and attention that is paid to internal spaces.

Regardless of orientation, shading and mechanical air movement strategies, there will 

be times when there is insufficient air movement to provide comfort. It is of utmost 

importance to provide a variety of experiences within the courtyard: tactile and visual 

elements as well as seating within the courtyard or along arcades adjacent to the 

courtyard. 

COURTYARDS

50’
typ.

Exterior
Circulation

Fans

Shading Device

Scrim / Planting / Screen

A variety of strategies can 

be utilized to maximize 

human comfort in courtyards

X

X
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Building Setbacks
Whether along pedestrians streets, the Paseo, multimodal streets or the natural 

resaca edges, buildings are responsible for directly responding to and supporting 

the complete urban fabric. Wherever possible, buildings should be closely spaced 

to reduce the amount of unshaded, open areas and increase the comfort level and 

walkability of the campus. Buildings may be required to have zero setback from lot 

line, set back zero to five feet, or free form and open. This definition will depend on 

their orientation and relation to one of the major urban elements.

Further detail on campus street sections and their associated building setback 

requirements are outlined in the Civic Realm section of this document.

Bridging
When program spaces are designed to occupy two or more adjacent plots due to 

required programmatic adjacencies, sites may be bridged to facilitate movement and 

connectivity. Bridge elements should not obstruct pedestrian movement at grade 

and no changes are to be made to the urban grid.

To maintain street cadence, bridging elements should not be placed directly in line 

with facades. To limit coverage over the street below, elements should be 15 feet in 

width at most. Larger widths may be considered on a case by case basis if used for a 

learning or research space that is visible and engaging from the street below.

Bridging elements may be open or closed, constructed of any material appropriate 

to the overall context or palate and may connect on multiple levels if appropriate to 

programmatic needs.
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Enclosure
Keeping with regional context and climactic necessity, all design on campus should 

be based on a parti of solid and opaque surfaces. Designs are encouraged to explore 

texture, shadow, depth and accent materials to create interest and character. 

Building facades should respect the existing campus buildings to the extent that 

they are sensitive and responsive to the historic qualities exhibited without superficial 

emulation. While there is a wide range of materials available to treat facades, brick is 

expected for all primary facades and facades that face major circulation routes.

Above all, building enclosures at each individual plot must adhere to the 

recommended performance metrics in order to meet or exceed the overall 

performance goals of the campus. This includes 100% shading of all glazing elements 

as well as orientation to capture and enhance prevailing winds. Digital modeling is 

required to demonstrate and optimize building performance.

Internal courtyard facades are given more design latitude and are encouraged to 

be developed in a variety of building materials that express and connect to the 

functional uses of these spaces.

Entrances
Building entrances act as wayfinding tools at the neighborhood scale. They may 

incorporate expressive details that are easily identifiable and readily signify entry. 

Primary entries should open onto major pedestrian streets, plazas or other significant 

site features to support placemaking. When located along Avenida of Las Americas, 

primary entries are to open directly on to the arcades flanking this spine of the 

campus.

All primary entries should be organized to support pedestrian accessibility as the 

primary means for arrival, with all vehicular drop-off and access shared amongst 

adjacent buildings and civic spaces. Orientation is dictated equally by site features 

and solar and wind orientation.

FACADE SHADING

Shading Screen / Louvers / Planting

Deep Recessed Punched Openning

Protected Shading Device

Arcades
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Brick
Brick should be locally sourced, providing regional employment as well as reducing 

the impact to the environment through lowered transportation costs.

Brick detailing may take cues from classical orders such as string courses that mark 

ordered horizontal lines or entablatures placed on brick pilasters where appropriate. 

However a rigorous adherence to traditional brick usage is not required nor is it 

expected. In keeping with regional material availability, physical context and cultural 

traditions, the primary color palette of buildings on campus should be bound to 

earthen tones- siennas that are in line with regional availability and matched to 

existing development on campus.

Materiality
Drawing on the historic styles of Fort Brown, the City of Brownsville and the traditions 

of Latin America, the existing buildings on campus are comprised almost entirely 

of brick with tile and stucco accents. The detailing is largely Spanish Colonial with 

thoughtful introduction of other regional styles. Colorful and intricate tile work adorn 

prominent visual elements such as the cupola of Main or the stairways of the Student 

Union Building as well as more hidden elements such as the Tree of Life in the Life 

and Health Sciences building.

Preservation of campus character will be accomplished through the use of brick as 

primary material with stone, tile, wood and stucco as accents. Architectural character 

should evoke a contemporary expression that simultaneously honors the materiality, 

color, volumes and proportion of historical precedent and existing campus buildings.
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Tile
Glazed and unglazed tile can serve as accents and decorative elements, effectively 

adding character and interest to pedestrian areas and to otherwise larger surfaces. 

Tile provides opportunity for expressive detailing that celebrates the vibrancy of 

Hispanic culture. Tile should be reserved as an accent on primary building facades. It 

may be employed more extensively on secondary facades or within courtyards.

Stone
Natural stone should be used thoughtfully as bases, lintels and other details in 

support of and highlighting primary brick facades. The selection of the stone must 

first and foremost be guided by regional availability, durability and longevity.

Aesthetically, the stone should complement and blend in with the color of the local 

brick or else selectively contrast with it in order to highlight and frame the brick walls.

Architectural Design
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Wood
Wood is a good material for details that are physically touched. It offers flexibility 

and a finer grain of detail than is available in stone and brick while providing warmth 

and human scale. Throughout campus wood may be finished in a variety of ways, 

in accordance with design intent and context. Finishes range from stained wood to 

brightly painted frames and details. 

Caution should be taken when using wood to appropriately mitigate issues arising 

from direct moisture contact. When utilized, wood should be certified through the 

Forest Stewardship Council to ensure sustainable management of forests.

Stucco
Stucco is appropriate for accents and non primary facades of buildings that echo the 

residential scale of buildings remaining at Fort Brown and in the region. Care must 

be taken to ensure that it is as durable and maintenance free as possible. It is not 

recommended adjacent to walkways or other highly trafficked areas and the edges of 

stucco surfaces should be framed with more durable materials.

All use of stucco should be backed on concrete or block wall to ensure structural and 

aesthetic integrity.
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Metal
Metals may be used in a variety of ways in the development of buildings on campus 

though care should be given to minimize large expanses on exterior facades. 

Naturally finished stainless steel, aluminum, bronze, and wrought iron detailing 

may be used in appropriate conditions that might include railings, balustrades and 

balcony structural elements. Care should be given to minimize extensive use on street 

facing facades.

Roofs
When exposed to view from a pedestrian level, roofs should be of materials such 

as terra cotta tile or standing seam metal panels that break down the scale with 

repetitive units and seaming. Roofs may be treated in a number of ways that aid in 

the reduction of energy usage for buildings and contribute to the regenerative goals 

campus wide. Roofs may be shaded through pergolas or other secondary shade 

structures. 

When oriented appropriately, roofs may be used to capture solar energy through 

photovoltaics or solar hot water systems. Roofs may be planted with self-supporting 

vegetative coverings that reduce thermal loads while collecting rain water. They 

may also be designed as ‘blue roofs’ that capture rainwater and discharge slowly 

to irrigation systems over time. Regardless of location or orientation, standard roof 

assemblies are to be high albedo to mitigate the heat island affect and thermal gain 

on campus. All mechanical penthouses should be pulled back from the perimeter and 

screened to reduce visual impact.

Architectural Design
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Vestibules
All building entry points– whether primary, secondary or service– shall connect 

tempered and untempered spaces through the use of vestibules. Whether through 

the use of swing door sets or revolving doors, vestibules should not protrude beyond 

the exterior facade but should rather be placed within the internal space of the 

building.

Glazing
All windows shall be oriented or protected to provide 100% shading throughout the 

year. Windows should optimize views into and out of the buildings and maximize 

interior daylighting while minimizing direct solar exposure. 

Deeply punched window openings in line with existing development should be 

considered as a simple method for providing solar shading. Shading elements also 

allow for much larger windows and consequently better views than would otherwise 

be comfortable. Campus performance criteria dictate the judicious use of glazing and 

require high performance glazing. Proper detailing of all fenestration is required to 

prohibit thermal bridging.

Glazing, given that it is to be screened from the sun by external shading strategies, 

can be either clear or of a neutral grey tint in color. Highly reflective glazing is not 

permitted.
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Programming
Neighborhoods and buildings are envisioned to include a mix of uses in support 

of a complete development that provides for student, faculty, and staff needs. 

Furthermore, buildings must be designed for flexibility to allow the campus to 

respond to growing and changing expectations. A universal grid assists in achieving 

this necessary flexibility. It is a structural grid that can accommodate multiple 

functions, from learning spaces to dormitories. A 31 foot 6 inch column grid often 

enables the most flexibility.

Building programs should embrace vertical mixed use with the ground level providing 

interchangeable spaces to support learning, retail, service amenities and support. 

Additionally learning environments should be considered as dynamic, multi functional 

spaces that provide for a variety of pedagogical approaches beyond a traditional 

classroom. Special consideration should be paid to the opportunities for facilitation of 

learning in courtyards and spaces adjacent to buildings. 

Classrooms and laboratories may be located interchangeably on all floors within 

a single building. Ground level may include multiuse, retail, academic or amenity 

spaces. Residential buildings may utilize both ground and mezzanine levels for mixed 

use, retail, academic or amenity spaces. Programmatic mix should be limited above 

the mezzanine level in residential developments.

Learning Environments 
The campus is envisioned as an environmental laboratory where site and building 

design enable innovative learning environments. Physical landscapes integrate 

learning and research to support a student-centered, fully-accessible and lifelong 

approach to education. 

Buildings and their site contexts should integrate a full spectrum of delivery from 

online (both intimate and large scale, i.e. MOOC) to blended (in-class and online) 

and real life learning methodologies. Space should be multidisciplinary in nature 

incorporating a wide variety of scales while integrating social and digital collaborative 

learning experiences. Flexible environments that allow for a maximum efficiency of 

use should be in locations that are highly accessible throughout the day and evening. 

The campus should have the capability to facilitate unexpected and unprogrammed 

learning or research opportunities extending beyond the traditional walls of a 

classroom.

Architectural Design
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Interior Quality
A high quality interior environment promotes the wellbeing, creativity and comfort 

of students, faculty and staff. There are many factors that contribute to a positive 

environment: air quality, thermal comfort, acoustics, daylighting, access to views, 

artificial lighting, ergonomics and healthy materials. Good design should consider the 

interaction of these systems, how they influence occupants and how they synergize 

with net zero energy, water and waste goals.

Healthy Products Criteria
The University of Texas Brownsville envisions a campus where site and building 

materials do not have a negative impact on the health of humans and the 

ecosystem. Human health applies not only to building occupants but also installers, 

manufacturers and raw material extractors. In order to select the best products and 

achieve full transparency, Health Product Declarations (HPDs) and Environmental 

Product Declarations (EPDs) shall be requested from all product manufacturers 

considered for a project. HPDs and EPDs will be used to determine the presence of 

chemicals of concern, environmental impacts and embodied energy. Preference will 

be given to products that: 1) provide full transparency (100% disclosure of product 

contents), 2) eliminate the use of Red List materials and 3) demonstrate the reduction 

of negative health and environmental impacts (i.e. minimize ozone depletion, 

embodied energy, eutrophication, etc.). Red list materials or chemicals include 

asbestos, cadmium, chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), chloroprene (Neoprene), added formaldehyde, 

halogenated flame retardants, hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), lead, mercury, 

petrochemical fertilizers and pesticides, phthalates, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and 

wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol.
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Net Zero Guidelines 
and Standards: Water

The overall goal for the University of Brownsville is to strive towards being a Net Zero 

Campus- operationally water neutral or self-sufficient in water use.

The water cycle for the Brownsville campus can be advanced into a sustainable 

balance by implementing a total water design that incorporates sound water 

management principles and appropriate technologies, considering together all 

aspects of the natural and anthropogenic hydrologic cycles. The main principles 

guiding this design include minimizing water consumption, maximizing the efficiency 

of the water supply system, having a closed loop of resources within the site, 

and reducing the energy and resource costs of providing centralized water and 

wastewater treatment. 

The best way to achieve a net zero campus is through a “step-approach” where the 

first priority is reducing water demand as much as possible, and designing water 

reuse systems to utilize recycled water for non-potable purposes. 

To achieve the net zero goal the University should follow the following guidelines.

Water Demand Reductions

The first step of any net zero project is to reduce demand. Designers should first do a 

full analysis in order to maximize the following strategies.

•	 Install	efficient	water	fixtures,	appliances	and	HVAC	systems

•	 Recover	HVAC	condensate	and	other	process	water	for	reuse	

•	 Select	appropriate	landscape	plantings	and	use	of	xeriscaping	principles,	

including a grading plan to allow for optimal usage of rainfall

•	 If	irrigation	is	necessary,	provide	high	efficiency	systems	with	appropriate	leak	

detection and climate-responsiveness, coupled with best practices

•	 Water	use	restrictions	for	uses	that	do	not	require	potable	water.

•	 Integration	of	best	practices	for	water	use	on	a	building	level,	such	as	running	

full dishwasher loads, minimizing water used for cleaning, etc.

•	 Universal	building-level	metering	with	real-time	display	of	water	usage

A Step by Step Approach to Net Zero Water

2 Year Rainwater Harvesting Balance: Monthly Storage Method

Building Systems
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Water Supply Options

The University should recycle as much water as possible. The following strategies 

should be considered to relieve the region’s scarce water resources. In some cases 

this may require coordination with Public Utility board (PUB) to achieve a more 

economic and regionally sustainable outcome. Initial analysis has shown that all non-

potable uses can be met with reclaimed water but designers should do a complete 

analysis of the feasibility of these solutions and implement them whenever possible.

Rainwater Harvesting

There is an opportunity to use rooftops and other areas to collect rainwater, which 

can be stored in tanks and treated for use in irrigation, flushing toilets, cooling 

systems, fire demand and other non-potable uses. A form of treatment will be 

required based on the final end-use and expected exposure to human contact. 

Shown in the chart on the left pages is the potential rainwater balance that could be 

achieved over an annual basis for approximately 1,000,000 sf of buildings. Due to the 

constraints on water availability in the region, rainwater harvesting is required at each 

building on campus.

Recycled Blackwater

The City of Brownsville’s wastewater treatment centers at the Robindale Plant or the 

Southside Waste Water Treatment Plant have the potential to supply recycled water 

to the University to satisfy a significant percentage of its water needs. A tertiary 

treatment center would need to be built at the treatment center and the treated 

water would be piped and distributed to the campus. This recycled water would be 

for non-potable uses in buildings and for landscaping. Designers should investigate 

the potential for using this strategy to offset as much building water demands as 

possible. 
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Net Zero Guidelines 
and Standards: Energy

Building Envelope Performance Criteria

ASHRAE 90.1 2010 High Performance Targets

Wall Insulation R-13 R-19 + R-5 c.i.

Roof Insulation R-20 R- 40 +

Window to Wall Ratio 40% 30%

High Performance Glazing U-0.75 + SHGC -0.25 U-0.48 + SHGC -0.23

Infiltration 0.06 cfm/ft2/facade 0.03 cfm/ft2/facade 

Introduction

As the University expands, its goal is to be Net Zero Energy. A net zero campus or 

building is one that reduces its energy consumption as much as possible and offsets 

the remaining load with clean energy sources that produce zero carbon emissions. 

Achieving this ambitious goal requires the implementation of numerous strategies 

over multiple years.

The design proposals and standards described here represent a general framework 

to realize the University’s goals. There is no ‘one size fits all’ solution to net-zero 

energy as it will differ with site, building type and form. Net zero energy design 

solutions will also progress with evolving technologies and industry awareness. 

The design team, however, has conducted baseline modeling of different building 

typologies to test hypotheses and strategies in the South Texas climate and context. 

The empirical analysis showed that net zero could be achieved using various technical 

strategies highlighted on these pages.

Demand Reduction

Load reduction starts with building siting, orientation, form and massing. Following 

this, optimization of the building envelope is critical to reducing loads, particularly 

in this climate. A high performance envelope addresses three key issues to reduce 

building peak loads: thermal loads, solar heat gain and infiltration. Thermal loads 

due to heat transfer through the roof, walls, foundation etc. can be minimized with 

increased insulation levels in the opaque assemblies; energy efficient glazing and 

interior/exterior shading devices can reduce heat gain from the sun during the 

summer. A tight envelope ensures that the unintended infiltration and exfiltration 

is minimized ensuring a structurally sound envelope that doesn’t adversely affect 

occupant health. 

The table to the right lists the minimum ASHRAE 90.1 2010 code requirements for the 

envelope along with high performance options. Building design should achieve the 

high performance metrics. Savings can be maximized when one or more strategies 

are combined including:

•	Solar	radiation	transmitted	through	a	building’s	glass	façade	contributes	to	

perimeter zone heat loads and therefore impacts building cooling energy 

demand. In addition to improved glazing specifications, provide fenestration 

shading devices to reduce direct solar gain on all glazing surfaces. This reduces 

the heat conduction through windows bringing down the cooling peak load. 

Potential Savings can range from 2-5% when shading is provided.

•	Specify	a	cool	roof	or	green	roof	in	addition	to	roof	insulation	to	reduce	the	solar	

reflective index (SRI) of the roof

Plug Loads

Minimizing plug loads is also critical in order to meet net zero energy goals. Plug load 

types, potential usage patterns and occupant schedule analysis is critical to come up 

with energy conservation strategies. It is essential to achieve a plug load reduction 

of 40-50% to meet a net zero energy goal. This percentage varies with building type. 

The following strategies to reduce plug loads should be incorporated:

•	Invest	in	best-in-class	high	efficiency	equipment,	where	possible

•	Plug	load	control:	occupancy	or	power	sensing	controls	can	be	used	to	auto	shut-	

off plug loads when not in use.

•	Plug	load	monitoring:	though	doesn’t	save	energy	directly,	can	help	identify	and	

manage energy usage and tweak controls effectively

Building Systems
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Lighting Strategies

As a significant energy load and a large contributor to a building’s heat load, interior 

artificial lighting is a crucial area to address in order to achieve net zero energy. 

Effective daylighting of spaces depends on building enclosure design as well as the 

depth of floor plate. Potential savings from daylight harvesting controls are in the 

5-8% range and opportunities to incorporate daylighting without compromising on 

excess solar radiation should be incorporated into the design. Studies also show a 

high correlation between quality daylighting and effective learning, so design teams 

should do a full analysis to maximize the use of daylighting. 

LED lighting is also a critical solution to achieve required lighting levels at reduced 

energy usage. Advancing technology and increasing competitiveness will improve 

LED lighting performance over traditional incandescent and CFL lighting at a 

competitive price. According to the DOE, LEDs can reach 220 lumens/W performance 

levels by 2020, compared to current linear fluorescent performance of 90 lumens/W.

Thermal Comfort & Systems

HVAC systems represent a significant energy load on the campus and must be 

carefully designed in order to provide the highest standards of thermal comfort while 

consuming as little energy as possible. A psychrometric analysis was conducted and 

there are limited opportunities over the course of the year to incorporate natural 

ventilation as a cooling strategy in this climate zone. However there may be certain 

cases in which the building type or use may enable natural ventilation. Residential 

buildings should also incorporate windows with potential for cross ventilation where 

possible.

The University currently has a centralized chilled water loop serving the majority of 

the buildings. This strategy is more efficient than building by building strategies, 

improves campus environmental performance, simplifies maintenance, increases 

energy resilience and can offer substantial cost savings. The system will be expanded 

as the campus grows and will incorporate a tri-generation plant and renewable 

energy sources. Building designers therefore need to connect into this system in their 

building designs.

Chilled Beams are recommended to provide cooling in most academic buildings 

and office spaces. Chilled beam systems pump chilled (or hot) water, instead of air, 

directly into building spaces to provide cooling (or heating) to occupants. They can 

be broken down into two types - passive and active. Passive chilled beams consist of 

a small coil in a box that is recessed in, or hung from, the ceiling. Chilled water flows 

through the coil and the air around the coil is cooled and falls into the room, driven 

by convection. A separate ventilation system is used to bring in outdoor air.

Active chilled beams have primary (i.e. ventilation) air supplied directly to the 

beam and this air is induced over the coil. This allows for both fresh air and cooling 

to be taken care of at the same time. Chilled beams can greatly reduce energy 

consumption (especially fan energy) and plant sizing under the right conditions, but 

careful design is critical. Significant energy savings are achieved through decreased 

fan use, lower water cooling requirements (>57OF), less reheat and reduced mean 

radiant temperature. A considerable reduction in ducting, shaft sizes and AHU 

capacity lead to reduced costs and floor to floor height.

In high occupancy spaces like classrooms and auditoriums, displacement ventilation 

is a strategy that works well and should be considered. Ventilation air is delivered at a 

low level, at a higher temperature thus resulting in energy savings.

Enthalpy and air-to-air heat recovery can result in additional savings. An energy 

recovery system tied in with a dedicated outdoor air unit (for the chilled beams case) 

can result in energy savings. Their applicability should be considered.

Variable-speed drives for pumps, high-efficiency pump and fan motors coupled 

with low friction, low pressure drop air- and water-side distribution systems result in 

additional pump and fan energy. Their applicability should be considered.
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Lighting Loads 

Space Type ASHRAE 90.1 2010 
Lighting Power Density W/sf

High Performance Targets*
W/sf

Classroom/Lecture 1.24 0.74

Office 1.11 0.67

Corridor 0.66 0.40

Gym 0.72 0.43

Library 0.93 0.56

Dining Area 0.65 0.39

Restroom 0.98 0.59

Kitchen 0.99 0.59

*Indicates 40% reduction over ASHRAE 90.1 2010 LPDs

Sensors, Monitors & Schedules

In addition to the use of LED lighting, daylight and occupant sensors are an essential 

strategy to conserve energy by turning the lights off when a space is daylit to 

required levels or when a space is unoccupied. Therefore these should be specified 

throughout all building spaces.

Occupancy in each space determines the ventilation requirements of the space 

by monitoring the carbon dioxide levels. All heating, cooling and ventilation 

requirements can then be proportioned to occupant levels within each zone instead 

of at an arbitrary set point which is likely to be in excess of what is needed. Energy 

reductions will then be realized during partially or unoccupied room, zone or building 

hours.

Metering systems should be implemented across the campus in order to provide 

the University with the tools to effectively manage energy consuming systems. The 

metering system and data would be valuable with the following challenges:

•	Setting	baseline	energy	use	numbers	for	all	UTB	buildings	so	precedent	may	be	

established for the following:

o Charting improvement of efficiencies for the existing buildings, based upon 

the master plan recommendations 

o With new construction, comparing new building performance to existing 

building performance

o For capital projects that improve efficiency, the data will aid in the estimation 

of a return on investment and the validity of the upgrade or change

•	With	new	construction	of	renewable	energy	sources	on	campus,	granular	energy	

use data will aid in telling the story of the University to the community and the 

world

•	In	order	to	achieve	a	true	“net-zero”	or	“positive	energy”	future,	the	existing	

energy use of the systems needs to be understood on a building-by-building 

basis. The metering system would provide the data to establish these claims.

Building Systems
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Metering

In order for the plan to be as effective as possible, the following systems are 

recommended for metering:

•	Energy	Use:	By	building,	by	system	(HVAC,	Lighting,	Miscellaneous	Building	

Systems, Plug load, and Renewable generation [Solar power, Wind power])

•	Chilled	Water	Use:	By	building	from	plant,	By	system	(if	a	building-based	system)

•	Potable	water	use:	By	building,	Specific	large	requirements	(Kitchens	/	cafeterias	/	

Irrigation)

•	Existing	BMS	Points	on	current	system	–	Existing	system	devices	may	have	

reporting capabilities that are not currently being captured:

•	Sensors:	CO2, air temperature, humidity, occupancy, etc.

•	Pulse	Output	Devices:	energy	use,	water	use,	etc.

Energy Use Intensity (EUI) targets & Model Analysis

One of the ways that a building/campus can track its path to net zero energy is to 

set an Energy Use Intensity (EUI) target (measured in kBtu/sf/year). For this project, 

the ASHRAE 90.1 2010 baseline EUI was set at 90 kBtu/sf/yr. With passive design 

strategies, load reduction and active system strategies, the expected energy savings 

are in the range of 35-40% which brings the EUI down to 50-54 kBtu/sf/yr. District 

energy efficiency strategies contribute an additional 10-15% savings from the use 

of absorption chillers driven by heat from a Combine Heat and Power (CHP) plant 

and solar thermal. The EUI is further reduced to 46-49 kBtu/sf/yr. At this point, when 

energy demand is reduced substantially, renewable energy in the form of solar 

photovoltaics and wind turbines are used to generate electricity on and off site to 

meet the energy demands.  

Building Integrated Renewables

Analysis conducted during the master plan shows that to meet net zero at a building 

and campus level, a significant amount of renewable energy must be incorporated 

into the buildings, campus and potentially beyond it. It is anticipated that this will 

include building integrated photovoltaics and small scale wind turbines among 

others. Again, these technologies are continuously evolving and a full assessment, 

including a life cycle cost assessment, needs to be conducted on a project-by-project 

and ongoing basis.

Rooftop Wind Turbines Green Roof and Photovoltaic Panels
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Net Zero Guidelines 
and Standards: Waste

Introduction

Currently, the University of Texas at Brownsville (UTB) has a limited campus recycling 

program and does not have a comprehensive waste management plan. The existing 

recycling program consists of collecting plastic bottles from bins located throughout 

campus as well as collecting paper and cardboard from administrative offices; there 

is no source separation of recyclables beyond these measures. In addition to the 

existing recycling program, UTB instituted the ‘Skip Clean Program’ in the spring of 

2011 to reduce waste generation by decreasing the frequency of cleaning in certain 

areas of campus. These existing waste management and recycling programs do 

not fully align with the requirements established by the University of Texas System’s 

“Sustainability Practices Policy” (UTS169). This policy requires all UTS institutions “to 

record and monitor annual waste and recycling quantities, implement procedures to 

reduce campus waste, and set a goal to increase campus recycling each year.”

Waste Audit

Prior to implementing any waste reduction strategies, a campus-wide waste audit 

should be completed to better understand existing trends and performance. Results 

from the waste audit can be used to inform the development of a concrete action 

plan with more precise targets. This is also an excellent opportunity to engage 

students and start to build awareness on waste and other resource conservation 

issues.

Education and Outreach

At the campus level, there are several recommended strategies for reducing the 

amount of waste that is generated by the University community. Foremost of these 

strategies is establishing an education and outreach program for new and existing 

students and staff. Potential initiatives could include producing marketing materials 

such as a website and logo to give the recycling program an identity while housing 

waste and recycling information as well as FAQs in a central and easily accessible 

location. 

Expanding the use of bin labels and flyers to inform people how to appropriately 

discard their waste and recyclables can also play an important role in an education 

and outreach program. Furthermore, establishing “Recycling Champions” at both 

the staff and student levels will help facilitate the deployment of an education and 

outreach program. The “Recycling Champions” can be put in place to lead the 
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recycling education effort and ensure that the community is involved in the process. 

These efforts result in an average of 5% waste reductions but often more.

Generation Reduction

Waste generation reduction strategies include providing reusable bottles to students 

and staff as well as filtered water stations to minimize the amount of single-use plastic 

water bottles consumed on campus. Similarly, offering reusable dishware, cutlery, 

bags and to-go containers at dining halls and cafes can decrease the amount of waste 

generated by campus eateries. Internal and external recycling competitions, such 

as the national RecycleMania tournament, can be used to raise awareness, increase 

participation, and promote friendly competition within the campus. Waste audits 

have also shown these efforts to result in a 5% reduction of waste.

Source Separation

UT Brownsville only provides separate collection bins for plastic bottles on a campus-

wide basis while providing limited bins for paper and cardboard in staff office areas. 

The existing campus-wide collection system should be expanded into a four bin 

system where there is a separate bin for each of the following waste streams:

•	 organics	(food	waste)

•	 paper	and	cardboard

•	 glass,	metal	and	plastics

•	 trash

By providing separate collection bins, there is greater potential for recyclables and 

organics to be removed from the trash waste stream and diverted from landfill. 

Furthermore, source separation reduces the potential for organics and non-

recyclables to contaminate recyclable items. This increases the overall quality of the 

recycling waste streams, which results in more items being suitable for recycling. 

Solar-powered trash compactors can also be included as part of the four bin 

collection system to reduce pick-up frequency and save costs.

A successful source separation system is dependent on the effectiveness of 

educational programs and marketing. Without proper education and marketing 

materials, students and staff will be more likely to misunderstand the four bin system 

and place items in incorrect receptacles. If successfully implemented this strategy 

alone can result in a 40% reduction from landfill.
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UTB will grow organically and 
systematically with each step 
proceeding logically from the 
one before. The infrastructure, 
the landscape and the 
buildings must be developed in 
unison to create a campus that 
fully supports the academic 
vision.

Master Plan Stages

The campus currently supports an enrollment of 8,600 students with approximately 

400,000 gross square feet of academic space and 429 residential beds. An additional 

600,000 gsf of academic space are leased off campus.

Stage One of the master plan will alleviate existing spatial constraints and take the 

campus forward towards an enrollment around 9,000 by 2017. Following the current 

University of Texas system standard of 200 gross square feet per student, this 

enrollment equates to an academic campus of 1,980,000 gross square feet. In order 

to transform into a residential campus supporting all aspects of student life, the 

campus of 2017 will also require 500 additional student beds.

Transforming UTB from 400,000 to 1,980,000 gross square feet in just three years is 

a tall order. Meeting this challenge will resolve the current spatial constraints while 

driving the University’s transformation into an innovative, international trendsetter. 

Even assuming improved space utilization through innovative and efficient design, it 

is probable that approximately 1,000,000 gross square feet of additional space will 

still be necessary.

THE CAMPUS TODAY
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Existing Academic

Mixed Use Academic

Existing Residential

Campus Plant

Mixed Use Student Life
(Avenida Oriented)

Campus Logistics

Parking

The UTB campus is currently in a incredible period of change that provides an array 

of opportunities as well as challenges. In the progression of the campus from its 

current state towards one that enables the University vision and goals to become 

reality, Stage One development will be crucial in laying the foundations for the entire 

campus. The progression of Stage One must be carefully planned and systematically 

developed in order to meet short term demands as well as long term intentions. 

Essential energy, waste and water systems as well as landscape development should 

be planned cohesively as a framework and setting for the buildings.

Stage One development will occur alongside the existing UTB structures bringing 

the campus to a total of nearly 2,000,000 square feet. Development of Avenida of 

Las Americas begins, linking the initial two campus neighborhoods and laying the 

foundations of the future campus spine.

Regional accessibility via the Brownsville Multimodal Facility will be linked to a 

campus loop through the transit hub near the Plaza del Algodón. The parking that is 

supplanted from the Glorieta area will be replaced with parking gardens along the 

border fence and more extensive areas at the future center of campus. As the campus 

expands and the existing logistics facility reaches capacity, a new logistics facility 

should be developed at the intersection of the Interstate and University Boulevard. 

This accessible location will limit the amount of delivery trucks traversing campus. 

Additionally, the existing energy plant neat University Boulevard and the resaca can 

be enhanced to support a campus up to 1,000,000 square feet. Once that limit has 

been reached, it will be replaced with the first half of the campus Energy Center at 

the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas.

The phasing steps of Stage One are laid out in greater detail on the following pages.

Mixed Use Commercial
(Retail/Public Oriented)

Stage One (Today - 2016)

Transit Routes

City Bus Routes
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Stage Two brings the campus to a size that supports 15,000 students with a total 

building area of 3,580,000 square feet and approximately 2,000 residential beds.

A campus of this scale requires development into the academic mixed use 

neighborhoods of Casa Bella Center and Ocelot Sanctuary as well as the 

commercially focused mixed use district of Centro de las Culturas. This stage will 

include the completion of Avenida of Las Americas through to the existing Casa Bella 

Housing complex.

Campus transit routes connect all neighborhoods of the campus while a circulator 

on Avenida of Las Americas sets the groundwork for the future campus spine. 

The two large parking gardens at the center of the campus should be considered 

for structure parking to meet the campus demand during Stage Two. The second 

module of the campus Energy Center at the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas is 

completed to serve the full extents of this campus. As needed, sports facilities are to 

be constructed in Ocelot Sanctuary and Los Tomates Banco.

Stage Two (2016 - 2023)

Master Plan Stages
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Stage Three completes the full master plan of the campus, supporting 20,000 

students with 5,800,000 total square feet and nearly 6,000 residential beds. This 

stage will include the full development of Avenida of Las Americas and the addition 

of Los Tomates Banco and Tamaulipan neighborhoods.

A complete network of transit routes connect the campus, the city and the region. 

Extensive parking gardens in Los Tomates Banco bring the total campus parking to 

5,000 spaces, accommodating temporal influxes of visitors for cultural, academic and 

sporting events. A supplementary energy center within Los Tomates Banco serves the 

eastern portion of the campus.

Stage Three (2023 - 2026)

Existing Academic

Mixed Use Academic

Existing Residential

Campus Plant

Mixed Use Student Life
(Avenida Oriented)

Campus Logistics

ParkingMixed Use Commercial
(Retail/Public Oriented)

Transit Routes

City Bus Routes
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Step One
A. New Building

The first building of the new campus is located just east of the Main Building, 

continuing to form the civic space of the Glorieta and sitting in close proximity 

to the existing campus plant. The plot can accommodate a building of 

approximately 110,000 gsf.

B. Existing Central Plant

To accommodate the additional demands from the initial development of the 

master plan, the existing plant at University Boulevard will need to be enhanced 

with additional chiller capacity. The existing infrastructural lines run underneath 

the new building, therefore only a new connection will be required to service the 

new space.

C / D. Site Development

Improvement of the resaca edge will be crucial to developing the site in support 

of a complete education environment. The space of the Glorieta should be 

enhanced to create shared spaces for outdoor activities and gatherings. As the 

formal front door that welcomes the extended UTB community, the enhanced 

Glorieta will better serve as a public space for both the campus and the city. 

Existing parking on grade will remain.B
A

D

C

C A

B

D

Step Two

Implementing Stage One
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A / B. New Building

Two further spaces are developed- the plot south of the previous 

development and an addition to the north of the University Library that 

completes development between University Boulevard and the resaca

C / D. Site Development

Site development continues throughout the existing and new buildings. 

Additional parking along the border fence is added to supplement area 

taken over by the new building.

A

B

PARKING

C

Step Three
A. New Buildings

The remaining plots between University Boulevard and the border fence 

are built, completing all spaces within the Main neighborhood. Additional 

site development associated with this construction will be included.

B. Central Energy Center

In order to accommodate the growth of the campus in this step, the new 

central Energy Center at the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas will 

come online. The chillers added in previous steps to enhance the existing 

plant will be transferred to the new space. Embracing an open space at 

the terminus of Avenida of Las Americas and as a major component in the 

campus net zero strategy, the energy plaza is a place for demonstration 

and engagement with new sustainable technologies.

C. Ring Road

Parking connection and service access for all campus buildings will be 

achieved through the construction of the Ring Road parallel to the border 

fence.
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Step Four
A. Previous Plant Location

Once the central Energy Center comes online, the location of the previous campus 

plant can be replaces with a new building at the pivotal location between the resaca, 

Avenida of Las Americas and University Boulevard.

B. Avenida of Las Americas

The bridge over the resaca for Avenida of Las Americas is completed, connecting the 

Main neighborhood to new development north of the resaca. An infrastructural trunk 

line additionally utilizes this bridge.

C. New Buildings

Three building plots to the north of the resaca are completed, building upon the 

existing location of campus buildings and engaging with the resaca.

D. Bus and Vehicular Access

A transit stop will be constructed at Jackson Street and 24th Street to enable the 

continuous campus loop transit system. The regional bus connecting UTB to the other 

campuses of UT South Texas will also stop here until the transit hub in Centro de las 

Culturas is constructed in a later stage.

A

C

B

C
D

Implementing Stage One
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Step Five
The completion of Step Five concludes the development of Stage One and 

generates a campus that can support the 2017 campus of approximately 

9,000 students. The campus transformation will be well underway towards 

a campus that is regionally focused yet globally significant, owns the 

geography and acts as an environmental laboratory.

A. New Buildings

The remaining buildings within the neighborhood of Plaza del Algodón are 

completed. The plots along Avenida of Las Americas should incorporate 

residential space for up to 500 beds.

B. Gateway Building

A building including academic, student amenity and neighborhood 

outreach activities acts as a bridge, seamlessly integrating activities for the 

campus and the greater community.

C. Sports Fields

Throughout the steps of Stage One, sports fields are to be constructed 

on the east campus as needed. Avenida of Las Americas will serve as the 

access point between the core of the academic campus and these facilities.

D. Logistics Center

To replace the leased space on Ringgold Road and in anticipation of the 

future campus, a new campus logistics center will be constructed near the 

intersection of University Boulevard and the Interstate.

C

D

A

A

A

B
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Initially, the existing chilled water plant can be enhanced to serve 

approximately 1,000,000 square feet of existing and new development. 

Once development exceeds this threshold, the existing chilled water 

plant is decommissioned and the site reappropriated for a new building. 

The new central Energy Center is constructed to serve the entire future 

campus via Avenida of Las Americas trunk line.
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Implementing Stage One
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University Boulevard Ridgeline

North of the ridgeline of University Boulevard, all sites slope towards 

the resaca. Green infrastructure along pedestrian pathways directs 

stormwater towards the resacas. Sites south of the ridgeline are graded 

towards the border fence and the Rio Grande beyond.

Treated grey water supplied from the Brownsville South Wastewater 

Treatment Plant runs along University Boulevard destined for both 

campus and city locations. The reuse of this water along with 

conservation and efficiency strategies will supply approximately 60% of 

the campus demand, minimizing the demand on the public water supply.

Grading
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A Regenerative Campus

In order to successfully achieve the goal of a carbon neutral campus, UTB needs 

broad-based institutional support, a commitment from top decision makers, and a 

detailed climate action plan that ensures the goals set forth are met by the campus 

and every University building.

There are essentially three main strategies for slowing climate change and its 

associated risks: put a price on carbon and invest in resources that reduce carbon 

emissions, eliminate coal burning for energy, and commit to energy conserving 

techniques and renewable energy. Successful implementation through these three 

strategies on campus requires a plan that outlines the strategies necessary to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions and explains how they can be incorporated into the 

academic model of the University.

Scope of a Plan

Strategies included in a strategic plan fall into three scopes. Scope 1 is defined as 

all sources of carbon emissions on campus that are owned and controlled by the 

University, including emissions from University-owned equipment (boilers, furnaces, 

fleet vehicles, etc.), emissions from on site energy production, and fugitive emissions 

from leaking equipment. Scope 2 emissions result from the generation of electricity, 

heating, cooling or steam that is purchased by the University from a power generating 

facility. Finally, Scope 3 emissions are generated by sources not owned or directly 

controlled by the University, such as student and faculty commuting to campus, 

contracted waste disposal, campus purchasing, or wastewater treatment.

Campus Management and Implementation

Top-level commitment can be established by signing the American College & 

University Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC) and integrating its principles 

into the mission and planning of UTB. A committee should then be created to 

develop a plan that is unique and appropriate for UT Brownsville. This process is 

most successful when the committee includes representatives from all sectors, 

including the University President, members of the Board of Trustees, the Director of 

Sustainability, members of Vice Presidents’ offices, campus and building operations 

managers, energy officers, faculty and staff, faculty experts, student groups, alumni, 

and community representatives.

It is the committee’s responsibility to create a detailed course of action, hold people 

accountable, and ensure that targets are met. This task involves adopting clear 

building standards for all UTB buildings, establishing a maintenance plan so that 

buildings are run as planned, and ensuring that campus operations align with carbon 

reduction targets (i.e. implement a sustainable purchasing policy).

As UT Brownsville strives towards a net zero future, creative and 
positive transformation will enable the University to flourish, fuel 
economic growth in the region and provide a safe and valuable 
place for the entire community of the Rio Grande Valley.

Striving Towards a Regenerative Campus
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Developing a Plan

The plan for the campus should include policies and procedures for UTB to reduce 

its emissions, a target date for achieving carbon neutrality as rapidly as possible, 

interim targets to track overall progress, strategies for incorporating carbon neutrality 

and sustainability into the educational experience of UTB students and faculty, and 

opportunities for research in the field of climate neutrality.

The plan should focus on greenhouse gas inventory, energy, water, transportation, 

solid waste, purchasing and food.

The first step to developing a plan is to conduct a greenhouse gas inventory of the 

existing campus. This inventory will give UTB a general diagnosis of its emissions, 

and it will be the baseline to determine success in the University’s efforts to reduce 

emissions. A greenhouse gas inventory can be done by a consultant or in-house by a 

University energy manger, facilities engineer, or sustainability coordinator.

The following steps provide a guideline for conducting a greenhouse gas inventory:

•	 Classify University emissions according to Scopes 1, 2, and 3.

•	 Set a schedule for how many years will be inventoried and integrate it with the 

master plan implementation schedule.

•	 Determine how greenhouse gases will be inventoried. The tool most commonly 

used by campuses is the free Clean Air-Cool Planet’s Campus Carbon Calculator.

•	 Gather input data from all emission sources for the inventory.

•	 Analyze results and set targets for the University.

Engaging students in the inventory process could directly embed the student body 

with the campus’ sustainable initiatives. Once the greenhouse gas inventory is 

complete, the committee must determine what strategies will be implemented with 

regard to energy, water, transportation, solid waste, purchasing, and food in order to 

meet their targets.

The Importance of Education, Research, and Public Engagement

The curricular component of the challenges of climate change is a crucial part of 

ensuring the initiatives towards a regenerative campus are successful. The curriculum 

must be designed to introduce students to these concepts and give them the 

opportunity to study the topic of sustainability, test new technologies, and conduct 

research.

The process of teaching systems thinking and introducing students to the 

interdisciplinary concepts of sustainability and climate change can be achieved 

through student-led campus projects, partnerships with the local community and 

businesses, and experiential, inquiry-based learning.

Focusing campus research on sustainability and climate change mitigation will further 

the University’s mission to own their geography and operate in an environmental 

laboratory. The University already has faculty members dedicated to sustainability 

and environmental sciences, and their role in helping the program grow is crucial.

Research initiatives should also be connected to greenhouse gas emissions 

challenges in order to help the University achieve the goals set in the climate action 

plan. For example, a team could conduct research on different renewable energy 

technologies and test their efficiency on the UTB campus.

Finally, community engagement should occur both with the Brownsville community 

and other colleges or universities in the region. Together, these groups can work to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the region, leading to an overall larger impact. 

Such engagement also allows students to share their knowledge with their community 

and apply what they have learned and researched. It can also lead to future career 

opportunities.
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UTB can facilitate a more efficient response to climate change 
and bring value to the new University by proactively creating a 
resilient and adaptive campus.

Resiliency and Adaptability

A resilient campus has the ability to absorb disruptions placed on its social, economic, 

and technical systems and infrastructure in a manner that allows it to maintain its 

same functions, structures, systems, and identity. The future UTB will be designed in 

a manner that responds to the risks posed by climate change and ensures that the 

campus will withstand these potential changes both physically and socially.

An adaptive campus adjusts its structure, behavior, and resources based on demand 

and changes in climate, academics, research, student body, and faculty. With a 

detailed academic plan and a phased approach to the new campus, the UTB campus 

will progressively adapt in response to these changes in order to fulfil its mission and 

bring value to the students and staff of UTB.

The following strategies highlight how a campus should be designed in order to 

achieve both resiliency and adaptability. For more prescriptive design standards, 

refer to the Architectural Design and Building Systems section of the master plan 

document.

Strategies

Strategies for resilient and adaptive design can be categorized according to three 

main areas of focus: site, buildings, and operations and people. In all three cases, 

vulnerability must be assessed to identify potential hazards and associated losses. It 

is also crucial to plan for places of refuge should a hazardous event occur, especially 

since such a large portion of the Brownsville population is considered to have a 

high social vulnerability score. Given the risk of storm surge and flash flooding in 

Brownsville, certain areas of campus or sections of buildings will have be identified as 

shelters for both University members and the overall community.

Striving Towards a Regenerative Campus
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Site

Managing Precipitation

Resilient site design can greatly influence how an area will respond to natural 

disasters. Though the number of droughts in Texas will likely increase due to a rise in 

average temperatures, flash floods will become more of a risk as rainfall will come as 

downpours when it actually does rain. Consequently, the overall site of UTB will be 

designed for more rainflow with pervious pavement to promote ground infiltration, 

rain collection tanks to control stormwater runoff, and bioswales to slow the flow of 

stormwater and filter pollutants. These strategies are especially important for surface 

parking lots since these tend to produce large amounts of stormwater runoff. The 

use of retention ponds and the existing resacas can reduce the risk of flooding by 

collecting stormwater. The overall flat nature of the UTB site will help slow runoff and 

allow rainwater to infiltrate into the ground. If any grading work is necessary, it will be 

done in a manner that does not increase runoff. Finally, the University must conduct 

regular maintenance to clear debris and sediment and to improve drainage systems.

The campus should be designed to respond to the potential increase in flash floods in 

the area. Buildings should not be located in floodplain areas and service equipment 

should be properly protected or elevated. The levees already located near the 

resacas will also help mitigate the impacts of flash flooding.

Occupant Comfort

Another resilient site strategy involves reducing the heat island of the campus in 

order to address the issue of rising air temperatures. Light-colored or high-albedo 

paving materials reflect solar heat and reduce the possibility of heat island effect. 

New paving must have a solar reflectance index (SRI) of at least 29 to ensure that heat 

is not absorbed, and existing paving can be retrofitted with a high-albedo treatment. 

Open-grid or permeable pavement can also help create cooler ground surfaces by 

allowing water to drain through sublayers of the site. Some examples include block 

or grass pavers and pervious concrete. Finally, trees with adequate shade cover will 

further reduce the effects of heat island by protecting hard landscaping from direct 

sunlight and allowing for evapotranspiration to occur. These trees will also provide 

shade for buildings, increasing occupant comfort and reducing cooling loads.

Designing for Increased Winds

Increased winds are another concern associated with climate change, especially in 

an area like Brownsville that already has a relatively windy climate and is located in a 

hurricane-prone zone. Wind studies are necessary to determine proper placement 

on buildings on the site, and the use of strategically placed trees and plantings can 

further control strong winds. However, this wind should also be harnessed for power 

generation for the campus.

Buildings

With increased winds and the heightened risk of flash flooding and storm surge, both 

existing and new buildings must be retrofitted or designed with structural systems 

that can support these loads. Foundations will also have to withstand flood loads.

Managing Precipitation

Extreme weather events will affect water supply to the site and campus buildings. By 

collecting rainwater, the University not only reduces the amount of stormwater runoff 

during heavy rainfall, but it also provides a water reserve for campus irrigation in the 

event of droughts. Within residential buildings, showers, sinks, and toilets must be 

able to operate without power, have sensors with adequate battery life, or have a 

manual override option.

Occupant Comfort

Similarly to hardscape on the site, buildings also contribute to the heat island effect. 

Cool roof techniques include selecting light-colored surface treatments with an SRI 

value of at least 29 and extensive and intensive green roofs. Due to the hot climate 

in Brownsville, vegetated roof options should be carefully studied as an option for 

reducing the heat island effect. Shading the roof with photovoltaic panels or solar 

thermal panels can further reduce heat gain from direct sun exposure and generate 

power for the building.

Buildings will be designed with high-performance envelopes and integrated shading 

devices to withstand increasing temperatures. Given the hot southern climate and 

strong solar radiation in Brownsville, all-glass curtain walls will be avoided and 

openings on east and west walls must be minimized. Natural daylighting and views to 

the outside can still be achieved through properly insulated, punched windows that 

are set back and have 100% shading.

Proper heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) design is also important for 

resilient design. The passive techniques of cross and stack ventilation cool buildings 

without relying on energy-consuming mechanical systems and are especially useful 

in the event of power loss. With cross ventilation, wind-induced air pressure drives 

air through open windows and draws heat out from interior spaces. Stack ventilation 

is similar, but air is driven by vertical pressure as warm air is allowed to rise through 

a stack, and cooler, denser air enters at lower levels of the building. Ceiling fans can 

also help by creating air movement and providing thermal comfort for occupants. 

Finally, given the amount of sun and wind in Brownsville, energy can be generated 

with renewable technologies such as photovoltaic panels and wind turbines. For 

residential buildings, solar thermal panels allow the building to provide hot domestic 

water for residents, even in the event of power loss.

Designing resilient backup systems will help the University maintain its operations in 

the event of a natural disaster. Such resiliency is particularly important for residential 

buildings. Strategies include backup power sources, system redundancy, insulation of 

refrigeration equipment, and protecting and raising mechanical equipment, service 

panels, and IT services above anticipated flood levels. The University should also 

devise a maintenance plan that prioritizes critical buildings on campus.

Operations and People

Building operations play a role in resilient design too. Having an emergency 

communication plan ensures that the University has the method to alert students and 

staff and account for everyone on campus, especially in residential buildings. The 

plan should also have provisions for the emergency supply of energy, water, food, and 

transportation. Facility managers should properly inspect and maintain resilience-

related systems and equipment so that these can be operational whenever necessary. 

They must also be trained to operate backup systems, conduct emergency repairs, 

and assess upgrade requirements.

Planning a resilient site and buildings is instrumental in preparing UTB for the 

potential impacts of climate change, and the residents, students, and staff must also 

be prepared in order to have a fully resilient system.

Students - particularly those living on campus - should be educated on 

University protocols during emergency events. The University must have a way of 

communicating with everyone on campus in order to provide instructions and ensure 

everyone’s safety. Provisions must also be made to guarantee food and adequate 

shelters are available. For extreme events, an emergency evacuation plan will be 

implemented.

The University can also help residents of Brownsville by providing areas of refuge or 

heating/cooling centers on campus, particularly for vulnerable populations such as 

children and seniors.
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The University of Texas Brownsville is embarking on the most important 

transformation of its twenty-year history. In 2010, after a long and successful 

relationship with Texas Southmost College, UT Brownsville was established as a 

separate University within the University of Texas System and in December 2013 the 

University Board of Regents approved UT Brownsville’s merger with UT Pan American 

to create the University of the Rio Grande Valley. This report illustrates how, by 

building on its successful legacy of creating teachers, health professionals, scientists, 

artists and business leaders to serve its local economy and beyond, UT Brownsville 

can position itself as a leading edge University for the 21st century. 

This document consolidates the findings of a nine-month study into the opportunities 

for the transformation of UT Brownsville’s academic structure, the growth and change 

of its student population and the creation of a research enterprise that will position 

it in the upper quartile of UT System academic institutions within a fifteen-year 

period. This report was produced in parallel with a campus site selection process and 

will inform a physical master planning study for the new UT Brownsville downtown 

campus about to be undertaken by Cannon Design. 

Using the development of new Core Values and the context of its unique cultural 

heritage as a starting point, this report sets out the factors to be addressed in the 

establishment of a new university that is focused on taking responsibility for its 

important role in the regional economic ecosystem. The report also incorporates 

the recommended actions from important regional initiatives, including Chancellor 

Cigarroa’s “Framework for Advancing Excellence,” the Rio Grande Valley Initiative and 

the 21st Century Commission. This report illustrates how, by undertaking sustainable 

enrollment growth to a population of 20,000 students, through broadening its 

catchment area north and south of the border and by increasing faculty recruitment, 

UT Brownsville will move to being a high quality research institution with expenditures 

of around $70 m per annum. With a locally residential population, UT Brownsville 

will provide 80% of its students with meaningful work on campus. It will become a 

leading edge university that will use innovative learning and research methodologies 

to provide knowledge and services that will have an impact across Latin American 

communities worldwide.

This report is conceived at an intentionally high level, consolidating broad consensus 

across UT Brownsville faculty and administrators. The next step we recommend 

would be to create an overall timeline for transformation incorporating the following 

initiatives:

1. Establish a roadmap for change from a traditional departmental structure to a 

thematic, service based organization.

2. Develop a process for the integration of multi modal digital and hands on 

learning methods including the required IT and support infrastructure.

3. Develop detailed key performance targets for increased student success, growth 

in faculty recruitment, research income and regional economic impact.

4. Agree on targets that integrate enrollment growth and demographic change with 

the funding and facilities necessary to achieve them.

5. Develop facilities programs and capital budgets that achieve benchmarked 

targets for efficiency and productivity in relation to growth change targets. 

Vision and Core Values
The Core Values that form the foundation of UTB 2.0 evolved over a period of six 

months from October 2012 to April 2013. The first iteration began with the summit 

of US education thought leaders in Aspen on October 25th 2013 and continued in 

November at a site selection and academic planning workshop at Cannon Design’s 

office in Chicago. In February 2013 the Core Values were developed with the 

Academic Deans at a workshop on South Padre Island and the circle of consultation 

was widened to other UT Brownsville senior academics and administrators at 

workshops in March and April 2013. From the very beginning of this process a 

number of common themes quickly emerged and were developed into seven Core 

Values:

People Focused

Providing a student centered institution, serving them above all 

else with the very best faculty and administrators and optimized support systems 

will lead to increased success. Recognizing that education is an important personal 

investment, UT Brownsville will be a place that maximizes accessibility and 

affordability for students throughout the Americas. Fuelled by the relentless pursuit 

of a 100% graduation goal, UT Brownsville will prepare its students to successfully 

navigate the multicultural and global environment of the 21st Century.

Community Centered

Building on Brownsville and its region’s unique intercultural context, 

UT Brownsville will be a first class, multi lingual and multi literate institution that 

embraces diversity through service based learning. By being a national trendsetter in 

graduating first and second generation Latino leaders and undertaking service based 

learning and research, UT Brownsville will embrace its responsibility for 

the social and economic well being of its region. 

Tools And Methods

To be a successful state-of-the-art educational institution, UT Brownsville 

will embrace change and innovation in an environment of creative 

experimentation. Using the latest education and research technologies, UT 

Brownsville will use 

interdisciplinary methodologies to partner with local industry, 

government, healthcare and other educational institutions. It will produce and 

apply knowledge and solutions to the local and regional challenges of its unique 

borderlands context.

Culture 

UT Brownsville will be a place that develops citizens who nurture and sustain our 

American democracy. Students will be empowered to share their ideas in 

respectful, creative discourse with cultural and artistic freedom.

Using feedback from the academic planning workshops and consultations with 

Deans, administrators and advisors of UT Brownsville, Cannon Design developed five 

primary strategic initiatives designed to enable future institutional transformation. 

Each primary initiative incorporates sub-initiatives relating to each of the seven core 

values: 

Opportunities for Change
Success

By creating an enrollment plan that responds to market demand, and through a 

navigable competency-based admissions system, greater numbers of students 

will invest in affordable, innovative, service-focused programs led by institutionally 

supported, interdisciplinary faculty who nurture their charges to be lifelong 

supporters of their communities and UT Brownsville.

Living

A student demographic that balances local, national and international population will 

create the context for an innovative and affordable financial model for a residential 

UT Brownsville campus. Integrating campus living with interdisciplinary, efficient and 

productive learning and research facilities will lead to a vibrant campus culture that 

complements the city of Brownsville and its environs.

Academic Plan

Executive Summary
of the Academic Plan
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UT Brownsville wishes to take greater responsibility for its local and regional 

educational and economic ecosystem. Feedback from the academic planning 

workshops suggested that this would be most successfully achieved by moving to an 

academic structure based on the unique attributes and greatest opportunities for the 

region:

Culture: a vibrant Hispanic border conditioned culture

Community: a family oriented community with very distinct poverty, health 

and educational challenges

Economy: a regional economy with an established base, but with 

opportunities in specialist markets

Geography: a unique geography presenting environmental, ecological and 

extra terrestrial opportunities

Overlaying these attributes with UT Brownsville’s existing School and College 

structure and strengths, together with the “Framework for Excellence” initiatives 

lead to the identification of five themes, which would form the basis of a new 

interdisciplinary research and learning structure and focus research and learning 

programs on what matters most to the region:

Education

Raise standards of Hispanic centered education generally and teacher training in 

particular. Build on existing UTeach and College of Education initiatives to raise the 

quality of K- lifelong learning in a multi-lingual context. More particularly, focus on 

building success in STEM programs through the Math and Science Academy and 

health education programs.

Health

Develop bench-to-bedside translational programs focused on border area health 

challenges through partnerships with regional academic institutions, healthcare 

providers, government agencies, not-for-profits and industry. Particular areas include 

epidemiology and public health informatics; obesity, diabetes, heart disease; mental 

health and neurodegenerative disease.

Trade and Manufacturing

Develop programs that help foster entrepreneurs and businesses devoted to 

regional economic development that link the business of engineering and science to 

entrepreneurship in healthcare, space, specialist manufacturing, tourism, logistics and 

the environment.

Jobs

Creating an innovative system for providing accessible, service focused job 

opportunities for the majority of students on campus will lead to a strong culture 

of campus citizenry, responsibility and economic enhancement. By developing 

this system to enhance career focused internships and advising, post graduate 

employment rates will rise.

Learning

Developing a student centered, fully accessible kindergarten-through-life approach 

to learning will establish UT Brownsville as being fully invested in its local and 

regional economic ecosystem. By building on existing UT System and UT Brownsville 

initiatives, the new university will become a leader in creating regionally relevant 

interdisciplinary service focused programs that use innovative digital and personal 

learning methodologies and technologies to maximize student success. 

Research

Growing a successful interdisciplinary research capability focused on creating service 

based knowledge acquisition and technology transfer will enable UT Brownsville to 

become a leader in innovations related to its unique local and regional ecosystem. 

Owning its geography in this way will enable UT Brownsville to recruit and retain 

the very best faculty who in turn will plough their research innovations back into 

enhanced learning experiences for their students.

Thematic Organization
In parallel to developing the Core Values and the opportunities for change initiatives, 

Cannon Design investigated the creation of a new academic organizational structure 

for UT Brownsville. The Core Values set out a clear vision for a student-centered, 

accessible academic environment built on the unique local cultural heritage 

and focused on interdisciplinary innovation. Accomplishing this suggests a new 

organizational structure that builds on the existing strengths of UT Brownsville’s 

Colleges, Schools and Centers but which sets the scene for greater integration with 

the local economy. The following section outlines strategies for the transformation of 

UT Brownsville to a new thematic, mission focused structure. A structure that is both 

responsive and responsible– to a larger and diversified student enrollment; to the 

requirement to be an efficient and productive academic enterprise; to the need for 

programs that provide solutions to local challenges; and to a be a steward of lifelong 

learning. The development of a thematic based organization also has implications 

on the physical organization of the new downtown campus and on the format and 

structure of learning methods.

Earth and Space

Build on the geographical location and existing programs to develop programs and 

technology transfer opportunities. Build on the Gravitational Wave and other physics 

programs to develop specialist interdisciplinary programs with engineering and the 

Business School. 

Transnational

Develop trans-border legal, social justice, trade and security programs and 

governmental partnerships. Build on existing cross border programs in social justice 

and music to create an exportable Transnational Center of Excellence. 

Affordability

Moving to an enlarged and more diverse population presents opportunities to create 

an academic enterprise founded on efficiency, productivity and quality. Doing so 

will ultimately lead to lower costs and raised success rates for students. The key 

to the efficient and timely use of human resources and facilities is harnessing the 

power of organizational data to monitor and report against key performance factors. 

Monitoring can occur at a variety of scales, and provide responsive agility to changes 

in institutional, departmental, programmatic and personal situations. Synchronizing 

real-time data on enrollment volumes and success rates with highly scheduled, highly 

flexible multi-modal learning facilities and online learning will not only yield significant 

cost savings but also increase student success rates.

Academics and Technology

While significant cost savings are achievable through the use of new technologies, 

the exact extent of possible savings depends on the interaction between a number 

of physical, digital and personnel variables. In creating a financial model for a new 

program, administrators should investigate and balance the requirements of space, 

hardware, software and human resources together with an assessment of learning 

quality outcomes. The value of technology based learning initiatives varies according 

to the level of learning situation. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), on the 

one hand can be good for the development of core competencies, but have not 

been found effective for controlled assessment situations on the undergraduate and 

graduate levels. The higher the level of learning, the greater the effectiveness of work 

like lab and simulation environments. Hybrid learning environments appear to offer 

the greatest levels of value at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
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Twenty years ago, The University of Texas at Brownsville was created to increase access 

to higher education in a fast growing, minority serving region. Through the partnership 

formed with Texas Southmost College, the community university was a resounding 

success. For two decades the campus community has designed programs in education, 

chess, physics and music that have been lauded as among the best internationally. 

The number of degree programs offered has double, the number of degrees awarded 

annually has tripled, and more than 33,000 students have graduated and are becoming 

the teachers, physicians and business leaders needed in the Rio Grande Valley. In June 

2010, Senate Bill 1909 was signed into law, establishing UT Brownsville as a standalone 

university within the UT System. 

Building on its two-decade foundation, UT Brownsville emerges now resilient, 

experienced by its history and well positioned to meet the many challenges that lie 

ahead. Inspired by the hopes and spirit of the people it serves, the UT System Chancellor 

and Board of Regents have charged the university leadership to establish a university of 

the first class, with the 21st Century model in mind. 

Heading to a new future of partnership, Governor Perry signed Senate Bill 24 in June 

2013, legislation that now clears the path for a UT Brownsville, UT Pan American merger 

and the eventual creation of a medical school in the Rio Grande Valley.

Enrollment

In fall 2012 the overall student population at UT Brownsville was 13,601– 12,386 were 

undergraduates, 119 were Baccalaureate students, 1027 were master’s students and 69 

were enrolled in doctoral programs. Overall enrollment growth has been declining from 

a high of 17,214 in 2007. Enrollment is strongest in the School of Liberal Arts, closely 

followed by The College of Education. The College of Science, Math and Technology 

and the School of Business are the next largest schools, followed by the College of 

Biomedical Sciences and Health Professions and the College of Nursing. 

Programs 

Given the strength of its teacher training programs (ranked 14th nationally in education 

technology), and its growing capabilities in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

UT Brownsville is especially well positioned to assist in raising standards of education 

for future scientists and engineers. This could be expanded into service-oriented 

research focused on the growing regional fields of environment/sustainability, space and 

manufacturing. In addition, given its excellence in education technology, the College 

of Education is in a strong position to build on recent initiatives with Apple and the 

Kahn Foundation to become a center of excellence for Faculty training initiatives in new 

learning and research methodologies. Building on its excellence in Spanish language 

programs, and its unique location at the intersection of North and South America, UTB 

also has the opportunity to be a leader in bilingual learning across all of its programs. 

This unique location also provides the opportunity to expand business and social 

justice programs, creating UT Brownsville as a center of excellence in cross border trade 

initiatives and trans-national legal solutions. As a location with unique and large-scale 

health challenges, UTB is in an excellent position to expand health sciences programs 

across its colleges. This would enable it to provide interdisciplinary healthcare, education, 

research and technology transfer solutions not only across the region, but also across 

Latin American communities worldwide.

Demographics

UTB is ranked in the top twenty education institutions nationally for the number of 

bachelor’s degrees awarded to Hispanics and in the top fifty for Master’s degrees 
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University Context
awarded to Hispanics. It is second in the nation in mathematics degrees awarded to 

Hispanics. It is also one of only two institutions in the nation that offers a masters degree 

in translation and interpreting taught 100% online. However, the majority of its student 

population is from within the local Brownsville area. This level of excellence in Hispanic 

programs provides UT Brownsville with an opportunity to increase enrollment from 

Hispanic students, not just from within the United States, but also to increase its student 

recruitment from Mexico and Latin American states further south. 

Research Capability

UT Brownsville’s research expenditures have been growing steadily, from $1.3 m in 

2001 to a 2012 total of $8.3 m. Federal funding forms the majority of the source of this 

increase, but with funding from this source remaining static in the short to medium term, 

the opportunity is to access the Permanent University (PUF) and other private funding 

sources. The opportunity for UT Brownsville is also to increase grant revenue per Faculty 

FTE from around $17,900 up to around $132,000 in order to a place itself within the upper 

quartile of top performing UT academic institutions. UT Brownsville also has to attract 

larger individual grants with increased indirect cost recovery. 

Tuition, Fees and Cost

UT Brownsville is an extremely cost effective place to study, live and undertake research. 

An opportunity presents itself for UT Brownsville to build on its cost effective context to 

attract students and faculty.

Demographic Composition Tuition and Fees Total Cost
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Economic Outlook

The South Texas region’s economic outlook is strong. The region’s rate of job growth 

will outpace that of the state through 2015, with McAllen and Laredo experiencing 

the most growth. South Texas industries in the healthcare sector are expected 

to grow quickly and enjoy a regional competitive advantage. Service industries, 

particularly education, health care, and information technology services, also are 

important. The educational and health services sector is expected to experience the 

most significant employment growth from 2005 to 2015, with a final index value of 

152.7, representing a 52.7% employment increase over the 11-year time period. Other 

industry sectors expected to experience significant employment growth include 

financial activities and professional and business services, which are expected to post 

growth rates of 49.5% and 37.4%, respectively. Other regional industries expected to 

realize positive job growth rates by 2015 include the “other services” sector (18.3%) 

and the trade, transportation and utilities sector (29.2%). With a young and rapidly 

growing population, the South Texas region is poised to continue its economic 

growth, with job growth expected to outpace the state as a whole over the next four 

years. Healthcare and transportation are expected to be among the most competitive 

industries. The region’s young population will be poised to enter these new jobs.

Cross Border Business and Policy

The region’s geographic proximity to Mexico makes industries allied with 

international trade extremely important. Its transportation sector, particularly truck 

transportation, is an engine of local economic growth as well as a lifeline to the 

national economy. Maquiladoras, or manufacturing plants operated under U.S.-

Mexico free trade agreements to encourage the development of industry in Mexico, 

represent 3000 factories employing two million jobs. Cross border manufacturing, 

trade and employment are particular suggestions for areas of focus. These are 

globally significant export-oriented industries that depend on the regularity of 

imports are becoming more and more common throughout the world. With US 

imports from Mexico expected to surpass China by 2018, strategies for growth will 

help countries develop complementary policies to stabilize employment in sectors 

that depend on foreign trade.

Partnerships and Targeted Marketing

There are excellent institutions for technology transfer and partnership in Monterrey 

and Mexico City. Leveraging the UT brand, tech transfer should be market oriented, 

with a robust understanding of regional governmental, education, healthcare and 

business needs. Tech transfer strategy should actively engage private industry 

in support of partnerships. As well, Mexico’s extensive technical high school and 

technical professional school system represents a significant opportunity to target 

strategic marketing efforts to attract Mexican students. 
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SUCCESS LIVINGSUCCESS

Using feedback from the academic planning workshops and consultations with Deans, administrators 

and advisors of UT Brownsville, Cannon Design developed five primary strategic initiatives designed 

to enable future institutional transformation. Thought of as an additional overlay to the Core Values 

Matrix, each primary initiative incorporates sub initiatives relating to each of the seven Core Values. 

A Schedule for Change

Phase 1: 2014 to 2016: Achieve benchmarked performance that satisfies local demand.

Phase 2: 2016 to 2023:Achieve benchmarked performance equal to the average of UT System 

academic institutions, excluding UT Austin.

Phase 3: 2023 to 2028: Achieve benchmarked performance equal to the upper quartile of UT 

System academic institutions, excluding UT Austin.

Success

By creating an enrollment plan that responds to market demand, and through a navigable competency-

based admissions system, greater numbers of students will invest in affordable, innovative, service-

focused programs led by institutionally supported, interdisciplinary faculty who nurture their charges to 

be lifelong supporters of their communities and UT Brownsville.

Living

A student demographic that balances local, national and international population will create the context 

for an innovative and affordable financial model for a residential UT Brownsville campus. Integrating 

campus living with interdisciplinary, efficient and productive learning and research facilities will lead to 

a vibrant campus culture that complements the city of Brownsville and its environs.

Jobs

Creating an innovative system for providing accessible, service focused job opportunities for the 

majority of students on campus will lead to a strong culture of campus citizenry, responsibility and 

economic enhancement. By developing this system to enhance career focused internships and advising, 

post graduate employment rates will rise.

Learning

Developing a student centered, fully accessible kindergarten-through-life approach to learning will 

establish UT Brownsville as being fully invested in its local and regional economic ecosystem. By 

building on existing UT System and UT Brownsville initiatives, the new university will become a leader 

in creating regionally relevant interdisciplinary service focused programs that use innovative digital and 

personal learning methodologies and technologies to maximize student success. 

Research

Growing a successful interdisciplinary research capability focused on creating service based knowledge 

acquisition and technology transfer will enable UT Brownsville to become a leader in innovations 

related to its unique local and regional ecosystem. Owning its geography in this way will enable UT 

Brownsville to recruit and retain the very best faculty who in turn will plough their research innovations 

back into enhanced learning experiences for their students.

Student
Centered

Accessibility

Intercultural

Responsibility

Interdisciplinary

Innovation

Democracy

Enrollment:

Create enrollment plan that responds to immediate 

demand, targets growth, demographic change, and active 

marketing strategies.

Admissions:

Establish competency based admissions systems through 

partnership with the Kahn Academy. 

Affordability:

Address the cost of education through the reduction of 

student debt burden and the expansion of the competitive 

scholarship program. 

Advising:

With the EAB, use historical data to perform learning 

analytics. Develop an interactive monitoring portal for 

student advising, faculty, programs and schools.

Expand Leadership and Mentoring programs.

Create Family Centered Advising strategy akin to UT Austin 

model.

Establish targets for time to graduation and DFW rates.

Advancement:

Integrate faculty recruiting, development, performance and 

incentivization strategies.

Service:

Integrated Service Strategies: service part of student and 

faculty assessment; expand All In and other outreach 

coordination initiatives; develop long term scalable 

strategies for RGV.

Philanthropy:

Develop philanthropic business operations strategy.

Residential Financial:

Develop affordable and sustainable financial model for 

international and other targeted demographics. Ultimately, 

every student will have the opportunity to affordably reside 

on or near campus. 

Residential Allocation:

Develop housing types and programs based on identified 

demographic and social need. Integrate housing types into 

the local community. 

Campus Environmental:

Create infrastructure sustainability targets and incorporate 

regenerative targets into all capital projects. Achieve higher 

than national targets for environmental sustainability. The 

UTB Campus will be recognized as a leading regenerative 

environment. 

Campus Operations:

Develop facilities operations model to maximize efficiency 

and utilization across all campus facilities. The UTB campus 

should achieve above peer averages for space efficiency, 

utilization and productivity. UTB will be recognized as a 

leader in space efficiency, utilization and productivity. 

Campus Organization:

Regarding facility typologies, establish campus cores 

on the basis of vertical layers of functionality. Campus 

expansion maintains the commitment for intermixed 

functional typologies. UTB will be recognized for its cultural 

vibrancy and contribution to downtown Brownsville. 

Academic Plan

Strategic Initiatives
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an innovative model for an affordable 
and accessible, technologically 
enhanced education that accelerates 
time to graduation

an international center that resolves 
issues facing the borderlands and the 
Global South

an internationally renowned 
cultural and artistic center

an anchor institution for the 
educational ecosystem of the 
Rio Grande Valley that embraces 
responsibility for the social and 
economic well-being of the region

a national trendsetter in graduating 
1st/2nd generation Latino leaders with 
a focus on science and mathematics 
research and teaching

a national leader in attracting students 
from throughout the Americas 
to prepare them to successfully 
navigate the multicultural and global 
environment of the 21st Century

our relentless pursuit of a 100% 
graduation rate

Preparation:

UTeach Program: Develop and achieve growth targets 

in conjunction with demographic demand. Become 

a recognized leader in creating STEM teachers for 

disadvantaged Latin communities.

Math and Science Academy: Develop and achieve growth 

targets in conjunction with demographic demand. 

Expand MSA into engineering, arts, and business with 

transdisciplinary themes (STEAMB).

Development:

Structured Learning Assistance: Focus SLA on programs 

with highest need. Broaden into a tutoring initiative 

available for all. 

Structure:

Mission Focused Interdisciplinary Learning: Establish theme 

based flagship programs with cross disciplinary faculty in 

targeted new undergraduate and graduate programs.

Service Based Learning: Outcomes focused service based 

learning incorporated into select new undergraduate and 

graduate programs. 

Continuing Education and Executive Training: Develop 

interdisciplinary, service based, market targeted programs.

Delivery:

Apple/multi modal: Create effective strategies for online, 

blended, real life and large scale learning methodologies. 

Data Driven Faculty Utilization: Reassess teaching load 

versus class size, establish non-tenure track faculty support 

structure.

Language:

Multi lingual: Spanish/English will be embedded in all 

programs. 

Mission:

Research, UT System, UTB mission alignment: all research 

aligned with local and regional challenges. 

Strategy:

Research is established as part of targeted undergraduate 

and graduate courses. Establish clear academic calendar, 

faculty workload, development and incentivizations to 

develop increased research output. Develop partnerships 

with local universities, regional industry and national 

resources agencies. Establish criteria for review and 

continuation of Ph.D programs and a quality focused 

institutional review and editorial board. 

Administration:

For financial sustainability, establish sustainable grant size / 

types and DCR /IDCR thresholds. Regarding administrative 

assistance, establish improved center for grant application 

and research administration. Hold regular workshops and 

provide resources.

Recruitment:

In pursuit of faculty excellence, develop ValleySTARS and 

UT Starts program. Recruit faculty to flagship programs. 

Achieve national recognition for individual research faculty. 

Commercialization:

Establish technology transfer business capability, and 

achieve average benchmarked peer targets for consulting, 

service provision, patents, licensing and startups. 

Performance:

Create matrixed assessment system for arts, humanities 

and sciences based on research income, publications, and 

community benefit. 

Campus/Community Employment:

Employment Strategy: Create a Student Employment Office 

with promotional, contractual and training capabilities. 

Develop certification and recognition methods for on 

campus and community employment. 

Job Types: Establish metrics for career based, on-campus 

jobs versus non-career-based. All students will have the 

opportunity for employment on campus or with a local 

employer at some point in their study. Ultimately, every 

student undertakes meaningful employment on- or off-

campus related to their field during their education. 

Service Focused Employment: Establish service based 

employment strategies based on the UTB mission, local 

education and other needs in the Valley. Develop student 

businesses as part of employment and technology transfer 

initiatives. Become known as a center for providing 

employment with a direct impact on regional socio-

economic need. 

Internships: 

Career Focused Experience: Establish longer term, flexible, 

market focused internship initiatives and coordinate with 

rolling admissions. Develop alumni-student relationship 

networks both north and south of the border. Increase 

study abroad. Become a well developed local, national, 

international internship operation. 

Post Graduation Employment:

Career Services: Develop MyEDU portal initiative. 

Develop capability to relate market needs to programs 

provided. Have industry focused advisory boards in place 

to represent employers needs. Achieve above average 

graduate employment rates and employer satisfaction 

results.
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Enrollment Enrollment growth targets and demographic 

change

Implement targeted marketing for enrollment from 

US and Mexico. Achieve demographic demand 

targets

Unique Concentrated marketing and enrollment across 

souther hemisphere Latin demographics

Admissions Kahn Academy: Online competency based 

admissions system

Develop Kahn Academy competency based 

admissions system for selected programs

Competency based admissions used across all 

academic programs. SAT/ ACT phased out

Export competency based admissions expertise to 

other institutions

Affordability Cost of Education Identify and implement strategies to reduce student 

debt burden

Extend competitive scholarship program

Achieve peer average rates for student debt and cost 

to graduate

Exceed peer rates for student debt and cost to 

graduate

Advising EAB: Use historical data to perform learning 

analytics

Develop an interactive, predictive student advising 

portal

Develop portal into a UTB interactive monitoring 

system for students, faculty programs and schools

Nationally recognized institution for student 

advising in disadvantaged communities

Leadership and Mentoring Expand LAMP program

Family Advising Develop parent orientation, advising and networking

Construct Casita family center

Develop UTB portal for parent advising and early 

warning

Create student/ parent alumni network

Graduation Targets Establish and implement targets for time to 

graduation and DFW rates

Implement 4 year graduation incentivization

Improve time to graduation and DFW rates in line 

with peer averages

Implement 4 year graduation, post graduate and PhD 

incentivization

Exceed time to graduation and DFW rates above 

peer averages

Advancement Faculty Success Integrated faculty recruiting, onboarding, 

incentivization and development strategies

Establish, achieve and publish performance 

requirements for faculty integrated learning and 

research

Exceed peer averages for faculty learning/ research 

output

Service Integrated Service Strategies Service initiatives included in select programs and 

student/ faculty assessment

Service initiatives included in all programs and 

student/ faculty assessments

National recognized institution for service based 

learning and research initiatives

All In and other outreach coordination initiatives Develop long term, scalable service based strategies 

for RGV

UTB established as the service delivery broker for 

RGV and cross border in established thematic areas

UTB achieves measurable targets for local 

improvements in environment, poverty, health and 

education

Philanthropy Development business operations strategy Establish fully functioning development unit. 

Implement development strategies

Achieve development growth targets in relation to 

enrollment growth targets

UTB achieves better than peer average 

development/ endowment growth

SUCCESS Focused on the academic, fiscal and social needs of the institution, its students, and its employees. 

Stage One 
(2014-2016)Action Area Current and Proposed Initiatives 

Stage Two 
(2016-2023)

Stage Three 
(2023-2028)

Academic Plan

Opportunity Roadmap
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Campus / Community 

Employment

Employment Strategy Create Student Employment Office with promotional, 

contractual and training capabilities

Develop certification and recognition methods for 

on-campus and community employment

UTB is recognized as a national leader in on campus 

and community employment initiatives

Job Types Establish metrics for career based, on-campus jobs 

versus non-career based

All students have the opportunity for employment 

on campus or with a local employer at some point in 

their study

Every student undertakes meaningful employment 

on- or off-campus related to their field during their 

study period

Service Focused Employment Establish service based employment strategies 

based on university mission and local education and 

other needs

Develop student businesses as part of employment 

and technology transfer initiatives

Become known as a center for providing 

employment with a direct impact on regional 

socio-economic need

Internships Career Focused Experience Establish longer term, flexible, market focused 

internship initiatives and coordinate with rolling 

admissions

Develop alumni-student relationship networks both 

north and south of the border. Increase study abroad

A well developed local, national and international 

internship operation

Post Graduation Employment Career Services Develop MyEDU portal initiative. Develop capabilities 

to relate market needs to programs provided

Have industry focused advisory boards in place to 

represent employers’ needs

Above average graduate employment rates and 

employer satisfaction results

Residential Financial Create affordability model Develop and implement affordable, sustainable 

financial model

Every international student as well as other targeted 

demographics has a residential place on campus

Every student has the opportunity to affordably 

reside on campus

Residential Allocation Establish demographic and social need Develop housing types based on identified 

demographic and social need

Integrate housing types into the local community

Campus Environmental Infrastructure sustainability targets Incorporate regenerative targets into all capital 

projects

Achieve higher than national targets for 

environmental sustainability

Campus is nationally recognized as a leading 

regenerative environment

Campus Operations Utilization and efficiency Develop facilities operations model to maximize 

efficiency and utilization across all campus facilities

Campus achieves above peer averages for space 

efficiency, utilization and productivity

Campus is recognized as a leader in space 

efficiency, utilization and productivity

Campus Organization Facility Typologies Establish campus cores on basis of vertical layers of 

functionality

Campus expansion maintains the commitment for 

intermixed functional typologies

Campus is recognized for its cultural vibrancy and 

contribution to Downtown Brownsville

LIVING

JOBS

A high quality campus experience that leverages the unique environment of South Texas.

Every student will have the opportunity for employment on campus.

Stage One 
(2014-2016)

Stage Two 
(2016-2023)

Stage Three 
(2023-2028)Action Area Current and Proposed Initiatives 
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Preparation UTeach Program Develop and achieve growth targets in conjunction 

with demographic demand

A recognized leader in creating STEM teachers for 

disadvantaged Latin communities

Math and Science Academy Develop and achieve growth targets in conjunction 

with demographic demand

Expand Academy into engineering, arts and business 

with transdisciplinary themes (STEAMB)

A recognized leader in innovative learning 

methodologies for K-12 STEM

Development Structured Learning Assistance Focus structured learning in programs with highest 

need

Broaden structured learning into a tutoring initiative 

available for all

A recognized leader in developmental education 

strategies

Structure Mission Focused Interdisciplinary Learning Establish theme based flagship programs with cross 

disciplinary faculty in targeted new undergraduate 

and graduate programs

Develop interdisciplinary programs across all schools 

and colleges

A recognized leader in interdisciplinary learning 

methodologies and organizational structures

Service Based Learning Outcomes focused, service based learning 

incorporated into select new undergraduate and 

graduate programs

Outcomes focused, service based learning 

methodologies incorporated into all programs

A recognized leader in the incorporation of service 

based initiatives with real impact on underserved 

communities

Continuing Education and Executive Training Develop interdisciplinary, service based market 

targeted programs for continuing education and 

executive training

Delivery Apple: Multi modal learning in all programs Create effective strategies for online, blended, real 

life and large scale learning methodologies

Measure levels of engagement and use data to 

modify learning initiatives and adopt technology 

change strategies

A recognized leader in the provision of innovative 

learning methods

Data Driven Faculty Utilization Reassess teaching load versus class size, establish 

non tenure track faculty support structure

Achieve balance between faculty, non tenure track 

faculty and teaching assistant utilization, benefits and 

rewards structure

Establish center for teaching and learning, a resource 

focused on keeping faculty up to date with the latest 

trends

Architecture above average utilization that 

maximized instruction quality

Intercultural Multi Lingual Spanish / English will be embedded into all programs Other Latin languages embedded in all programs A recognized leader in multi lingual program 

methodologies

LEARNING Unique in the provision of innovative programs and learning methods.

Stage One 
(2014-2016)Action Area Current and Proposed Initiatives 

Stage Two 
(2016-2023)

Stage Three 
(2023-2028)

Academic Plan

Opportunity Roadmap
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Mission Research and UT system, UT Brownsville Mission 

Alignment

Identify flagship interdisciplinary research programs 

in education, health and technology that relate to 

local geography, environment and economy

All research aligned with local and regional 

challenges

Recognized as a leader in service based research 

programs that bring direct and measurable benefit 

to the community

Strategy Embed Research into the Learning Journey Research established as a part of targeted 

undergraduate and graduate courses

All research programs directly feed back into all 

undergraduate and graduate programs

Establish Center for Research that links 

undergraduates with faculty through paid research 

fellowships

Recognized as a leader in undergraduate and 

graduate research programs

Data Driven Balanced Research and Learning Establish clear academic calendar, faculty workload, 

development and incentivizations to develop 

increased research output

Data driven operations model measures performance 

and perceptions and allows emergence of research 

focused and learning focused faculty

An agile university that uses sophisticated data 

to allow faculty research/ learning to change 

depending on success and career path

Research Partnerships Develop partnerships with local university, regional 

industry and national resource agencies

Expand partnerships and funding sources to 

balanced national/ international platform

Recognized as a leader in southern hemisphere 

Latin focused research programs

Excellent Output Establish criteria for review and continuation of PhD 

programs

Establish quality focused institutional review and 

editorial board

Undertake rolling institutional review of research 

quality against targets

Recognized as a leader in high quality research 

assessment methodologies

Administration Financial Sustainability Establish sustainable grant size/ types and DCR/ 

IDCR thresholds

Achieve average benchmarked peer targets for 

research expenditures

Achieve above average benchmarked peer targets 

for research expenditures

Administrative Assistance Establish improved center for grant application and 

research administration. Hold regular workshops and 

provide resources

Recruitment Faculty Excellence Develop Valley STARS and UT STARS program. 

Recruit faculty to flagship programs

Achieve national recognition for individual research 

faculty

Achieve international recognition for individual 

research faculty

Commercialization Economic Impact Establish technology transfer business capability Achieve average benchmarked peer targets for 

consulting, service provision, patents, licensing and 

start ups

Performance Define Success Create matrixed assessment system for arts, 

humanities and sciences based on financial, 

publications and community benefit

Achieve average benchmarked peer research output, 

utilization and expenditures

RESEARCH Solutions focused discovery that responds to local challenges and informs innovative learning.

Stage One 
(2014-2016)Action Area Current and Proposed Initiatives 

Stage Two
(2016-2023)

Stage Three 
(2023-2028)
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In parallel to developing the Core Values and Opportunities for Change initiatives, 

Cannon Design investigated the creation of a new academic organizational structure 

for UT Brownsville. The Core Values set out a clear vision for a student-centered, 

accessible academic environment built on the unique local cultural heritage 

and focused on interdisciplinary innovation. Accomplishing this suggests a new 

organizational structure that builds on the existing strengths of UT Brownsville’s 

Colleges, Schools and Centers, but which sets the scene for greater integration with 

the local economy. 

These pages outline strategies for the transformation of UT Brownsville to a new 

thematic, mission focused structure. A structure that is both responsive and 

responsible– to a larger and diversified student enrollment; to the requirement to 

be an efficient and productive academic enterprise; to the need for programs that 

provide solutions to local challenges; and to a be a steward of lifelong learning. The 

development of a thematic based organization also has implications on the physical 

organization of the new Downtown campus and on the format and structure of 

learning methods.
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Enrollment: Affordability

Moving to an enlarged and more diverse population presents opportunities to create 

an academic enterprise founded on efficiency, productivity and quality. Doing so 

will ultimately lead to lower costs and raised success rates for students. The key to 

the efficient and timely use of human resources and facilities is in harnessing the 

power of organizational data to monitor and report against key performance factors. 

Monitoring can occur at a variety of scales, and provide responsive agility to changes 

in institutional, departmental, programmatic and personal situations. Synchronizing 

real-time data on enrollment volumes and success rates with highly scheduled, highly 

flexible multi-modal learning facilities and online learning will not only yield significant 

cost savings, but also increase student success rates.

Program: Criteria for Excellence

Further discussions with UT Brownsville into the unique strengths, attributes of and 

opportunities for the University and the region enabled the development a list of 

potential interdisciplinary research and learning focuses. These not only respond to the 

cultural, community, economy and geographic needs of the region and build on the 

current school and college structure, but also fall within the five interdisciplinary learning 

and research themes of Education, Health, Trade and Manufacturing, Earth and Space 

and Transnational. They build on existing UT Brownsville and UT System initiatives and 

complement the Chancellor’s “Framework for Excellence” initiatives. They also build on 

the Core Values in being interdisciplinary, service based programs that are focused on 

creating regionally oriented solutions:

Academic Plan

Strategies for Transformation

Enrollment Program
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Time: The Learning Journey

As a leading education provider, UT Brownsville is committed to stewardship of all aspects of 

the regional education ecosystem. By focusing on teacher training initiatives UT Brownsville 

will raise the standards of students entering further and higher education. By providing family 

centered, life learning programs alongside traditional academic programs it will increase 

student success and create the future leaders of the region. But this cannot be achieved 

without excellence in teaching. The success of Faculty is inextricably bound to the success of 

its students. Building on current Kahn Academy and Apple initiatives and by providing high 

quality Faculty development programs, UT Brownsville’s teachers will quickly move into a new 

range of skill sets. They will not just be highly adept at delivering new learning paradigms 

with new technologies, but will also take on community outreach, developed solution focused 

programs, undertake service-focused research and commercialize their discoveries with their 

internal and external partners. All of this will be undertaken within the context of a border 

crossing academic ecology, which is multi-lingual and has a 360 degree frame of reference. 
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Space: Crossing the Border

Ultimately, one could envision this theme of community integration leading to 

learning, research and technology transfer occurring seamlessly across the border. 

Starting with the use of cross border online learning, developing through the creation 

of partnerships with Mexican academic institutions and then with the development 

of UT facilities south of the border, the ultimate goal would be to an integrated cross 

border knowledge zone. Designed to benefit both countries and their respective 

communities this would be a world leading transnational knowledge center focused 

on education, research and the commercializing of solutions to academic, healthcare 

and environmental challenges. 

Knowledge 
Enterprise Zone

Academic
Industry

SpaceTime
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Understand Your Audience

Demographics + social need
Learning preferences

Investment profile1
Define Success

Every program is different
Raise quality, reduce failure

Increase efficiency, lower costs2
Define Your Digital Personality

Vision and mission aligned
Create your “voice”3

Blend Digital, Physical + Social

Solo to collaborative
Knowledge growth to critical thinking

Service focused, work ready, skill creation
Leadership and creativity4

Engage Leadership

At all levels
Administrators, Deans, Faculty

Train and retrain constantly5

The discussion surrounding new learning methods has become somewhat polarized 

between the digital and the physical– a dichotomy that treats all online models as 

similar, and that ignores the opportunities for improvements in efficiency, productivity 

and quality by using blended or hybrid approaches focused on the widely varying 

pedagogical needs of different types of programs. UT Brownsville has already taken 

the first steps towards a technology focused learning future through its Apple iPad 

and Khan Academy competency initiatives, but as the University develops its future 

academic plan, innovative strategies for wider technological inclusion will need to be 

developed in detail and embraced by all constituents.

The following section illustrates how technology can be used as a tool– rather than a 

driver– in order to improve access, increase affordability, and provide personalized, 

service based, interdisciplinary learning in relation to UTB’s vision and guiding 

the exact extent of possible savings depends on the interaction between a number of 

physical, digital and personnel variables. In creating a financial model for a new program, 

administrators should investigate and balance the requirements of space, hardware, 

software and human resources together with an assessment of learning quality outcomes.

Cost Versus Learning Quality

A number of different cost factors should be investigated and with the quality of learning 

outcomes when assessing different types of digital learning environments.

Class Size: Smaller and more costly classes are encountered in more highly simulated 

work like environments such as those found in Schools of Nursing and specialized labs. 

Online and MOOC classes are larger and more cost effective per student.

So
ftw

are            Staffi ng  

H
ardware  

  
 Build

in
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s

Investment

AV equipment requirements 
e.g. video capture

Special equipment e.g. mannequins required

Use of lab packs, online equipment

Extent of personal device provision by institution

Desirable / achievable staff – student ratio

Extent of interdisciplinary 
collaboration required

Extent of specialist content maintenance 
and management required by program

Undergraduate, graduate or 
post graduate program

Undergraduate, graduate or 
post graduate program

Extent of custom learning 
content versus off the shelf

Number and type of different programs

Extent of real life / social 
learning required by program

Size of program enrollment / 
classroom size

Level of achievable 
classroom schedule utilization

Level of achievable classroom efficiency

Academic Plan

Academics and Technology

principles. We will illustrate the landscape of available digital learning methods, the 

factors determining the appropriate use of technology, the strategies that should 

be considered when integrating them into an academic process, the implications of 

digital platforms on a community focused culture and the opportunities for lowering 

cost while raising success in relation to the programs offered by UT Brownsville. Pre-

qualified vendors have been selected to provide a complete menu of services and 

technologies from which U.T. System institutions may select and utilize to enhance 

student learning opportunities, for example, through hybrid instruction or online 

curricula.

Determining Variables

While significant cost savings are achievable through the use of new technologies, 

Cost Versus

Learning Quality

Determining Variables

Strategies for Implementation

Space

Equipment

Content

Human Resources

Class Size

Mooc

Sim / 
Lab

Traditional

Online

Hybrid
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Staff Appropriately

Web developers
Teaching assistants

Interdisciplinary Faculty and staff7
Realistically Budget

Space
Technology

Staff types / time6
Choose Your Tools

Hardware options (BYO)
Software and apps

Content Management8
Constantly Monitor

Detailed analytics
Perceptions / Expectations

Outcomes9
Embrace Change

Technologies
Learning Methods

Market Requirements10

Human Resources: Physically setting up flexible learning environments uses human 

resources to the greatest extent in simulated and hybrid environments. The greater 

the level of online learning, the lower the level of space preparation required.

Content Creation: Creating customized content can be very costly but will produce 

high quality knowledge acquisition in specialized subjects. Purchasing off-the-shelf 

information is more cost effective and can produced satisfactory results in more 

generalized learning situations.

Equipment Provision: The equipment required in specialized labs and simulated 

learning environments can be very expensive where mannequins, specialist 

instrumentation and audiovisual capture are required. Cost of equipment per student 

FTE drops rapidly in online and MOOC environments.

Space Requirements: The area required per student is greater in specialized labs 

and simulated learning environments. Online environments are obviously very cost 

effective per student because of the larger student populations served. The quality 

of learning provided in specialized labs and simulated learning environments can be 

extremely high where hands-on skills and collaborative leadership are developed 

in work-like situations. In traditional lecture based learning environments students 

generally retain as little as 30% of content.

Hybrid learning environments offer the opportunity for larger classes to undertake 

a variety of pedagogies in rapid succession and can provide high quality, hands-on, 

collaborative learning cost effectively. Fully online courses such as MOOCs have low 

facility costs per student served, however the quality of learning provided by MOOCs 

is very difficult to control.

Value of Technology Based Methodologies

The value of technology based learning initiatives varies according to the level of 

learning situation. For admissions situations online and hybrid situations offer the 

opportunity for the development and accurate assessment of core competencies. 

MOOCs, on the one hand can be good for the development of core competencies, 

but have not been found to effective for controlled assessment situations on the 

undergraduate and graduate levels. For continuing professional education MOOCs 

reemerge as effective. The higher the levels of learning the greater the effectiveness 

of work-like lab and simulation environments. Hybrid learning environments appear 

to offer the greatest levels of value at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Here 

multiple learning methods and styles can occur at a variety of scales in collaborative 

quasi-digital formats.
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Academic Plan

Academics and Technology: Case Studies

College of Nursing

In the fall of 2010 Pilot the College expanded a previously successful mobile device 
pilot study in the School of Nursing across the Health Science department. 30 
Dental Health students and 135 Nursing students along with 12 Faculty were given 

an iPod touch and 28 Dental Health students 7, Dental Health faculty 27 Nursing students and 
12 Nursing faculty were given an iPad. The devices were loaded with Lexi-Comp Dental Select 
for dental hygiene and Nursing Central for nursing students and faculty All were provided with 
the Turning Technologies Responseware polling App. Faculty and students undertook training 
in how to use the device, how to create and manage Podcasts, how to use the Apps provided 
by vendors and how the Pilot would be Conducted and assessed.

Course Outcomes: Compared to the traditional students: In the 
1921-fundamentals nursing course: More A’s and less C’s in the 
pilot group. No academic failures. Interestingly, less B’s and more 
D’s (D’s were due to non –academic failures). In the 2928-Advanced 
nursing course: No change in the group. Same percentage number 
of B’s and C’s. No failures of any kind in the group.

Advantages: Rapid Accessibility of information in learning and 
clinical settings; Instant review of podcasts; Greater Faculty 
accountability. Podcasts can be used to flip the classroom and in 
hybrid or online courses. Disadvantages: Costs of content creation, 
management and maintenance, annual renewals/updates of apps; 
Learning curve for Faculty and students.

Sources: 
Wakita R. Bradford Nursing Community Outreach Educational Technology Coordinator; Susan 
Buchholz Associate Professor Georgia Perimeter College Educause South East Regional 
Conference: Connectivity 24/7 for 21st-Century Success: Going Mobile in Health Science 
Education

Georgia Perimeter College

Health Science Mobile Device Pilot

The four-story, 80,000 sq ft, $30 m science center contains a 280 seat open plan 
teaching lab with 12 teaching stations incorporating advanced AV technology as a 

central part of learning and teaching. Alongside the super lab, it also houses a multi-purpose 
gymnasium, a mother and baby clinic and fitness center, BSL2 and 3 research labs as well as a 
nuclear-magnetic resonance room.

The $900,000 super lab fit out enables 12 
learning sessions, from undergraduate to 
PhD level, to take place simultaneously. 
Each learning station is equipped with its 
own touch screen and cameras. The ability 
to relay live and pre-recorded sessions, 
together with access to the internet and 
adjacent lab equipment enables large 
numbers of students to be taught at the 
same time but it also enables individuals 
to progress at their own pace and revisit teaching sessions if they need to. The advanced 
technology enables academics to sit at hubs checking students’ work or move around the 
space, tuned in to the students via headsets. Tutors can digitally record science experiments 
undertaken by their classes and store them on a central database, which can then be made 
available via online streaming. In surveys 71% of students have reported a positive view of the 
super lab citing positive factors such as the way science is taught, the quality of the facilities 
and their view of science as a career.

College of Biomedical Sciences

and Health Professions

London Metropolitan University

Super Lab

College of Liberal Arts

The most significant problem in Spanish courses is that about 85 percent of in-class 
time is spent explaining and practicing grammar and vocabulary instead of the 

expressive skills of speaking and writing. 

In the Introductory Spanish course, UTK has reduced class meeting times from three to two per 
week and moved grammar, vocabulary, listening exercises, testing, writing, as well as small-
group activities focused on oral communication on line. Students receive immediate feedback 
and detailed explanations in response to their online work, and class time is freed for interactive 
and collaborative learning experiences. Online grading has given the instructors more time 
to prepare their classes and to focus on meaningful communicative and collaborative tasks in 
class.

By making these changes, UTK has been able to increase the number of students who can 
be served. The redesign will produce cost savings by offering one-third more sections of 
the course with significantly reduced labor costs. The cost-per-student will be reduced from 
$109 to $28. Labor costs will decrease as a result of graduate assistants assuming teaching 
responsibility for more sections and the elimination of one in-class meeting per week for each 
section. The university will be able to serve 513 additional students in this model while saving 
approximately $110,236 annually.

University of Tennessee - Knoxville

Introductory Spanish

The course is a critical component of the business core curriculum and a foundation 
for subsequent upper-level business courses. ASUP replaced its dual lectures 

based program with one face-to-face meeting and one online meeting per week. Class sections 
were reduced from six to four and section size was increased from 45 to 90. The professors 
responsible for teaching the course worked closely to coordinate content and delivery. This 
enabled efficient use of GTA and UGA hours. Using an appropriate standard textbook with a 
variety of off the shelf online learning activities, quizzes and video clips, the team was able to 
offer the course without 
incurring additional 
content creation costs. The 
course redesign relied on 
the Blackboard system. 
Groups of three students 
collaborated online and 
submitted their group 
report electronically. 

The Blackboard system also facilitated the handling of a large volume of individual documents 
and was an efficient method for recording and tracking grades. Larger classrooms, particularly 
those suitable for allowing students to meet in groups, were a necessary component of the 
redesign allowing up to 150 students to gather at once. An equally important consideration was 
that the classroom be multimedia with large screens easily viewed from all parts of the room. 
Cost-per-student was reduced 59% from $373 to $154.

College of Business Arizona State University

Organizational Management and Leadership

This was a master’s-level course offered online with 14 adult part-time students 
who were also working as teachers, instructional designers, or Web developers. 

Interaction took place through a scheduled chat room, email and discussion forums. Students 
developed a conceptual design of a three-week learning project and implemented a prototype 
within a learning management system. Because they worked individually, students frequently 
shared the status of their tasks because they wanted to know whether they were falling behind. 
Students reported that the tasks in this online course were more demanding than typical class 
activities such as lectures, reading, and exams. They believed the authentic tasks also fostered 
feelings of learning and achievement. One student reported difficulty at the beginning because 
she had to adjust to both the online system and a new learning style. Students not only felt a 
sense of achievement, but they also created a real, applicable product which encouraged them 
to conclude that all the interaction processes that occurred in the course, although demanding, 
were meaningful. 

The instructor thought the task-based approach was more effective in prompting students to 
think deeply about the complexities of network-based learning than if she had simply presented 
content on a weekly basis. She concluded that the students came to “own” the products they 
created and that through this ownership, they became much more engaged with the content 
than they would have in a teacher-centered course.

Sources:
Implementing Authentic Tasks in Web-Based
Learning Environments by Younghee Woo, , Shirley Agostinho, and Thomas C. Reeves. 
Educause on Line Published on Monday, July 30, 2007
http://www.authentictasks.uow.edu.au/framework.html

College of Education University of Wollongong

Online Learning Courses
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Serving 400 students, the remediation course had a DFW rate ranging from 
34% to 45%. 12% of students were repeating. One large section of 270 students 
replaced the original 12 small sections. Two full-time faculty plan and prepare the 

course, four Reading Center assistants and four peer tutors monitor student learning progress 
and provide individual assistance and remediation. Adjunct instructors have been eliminated. 
Modularized course content, using MyReadingLab, coupled with diagnostic assessment, 
supports individual learning plans and flexible progress through the material. It provides 
automated and immediate feedback to focus student attention on required skills. Online 
learning materials are continuously accessible to students. Students are required to spend at 
least two hours each week in the Center. These actions decreased the cost-per-student from 
$197 to $101, a savings of 49%.

Analysis of pre-test and post-test Nelson Denny scores revealed that students in the redesigned 
course obtained a greater gain in their learning and reading skills. In the traditional course, the 
average gain was 11, in the redesigned course it rose to 21 points.

Source: NCAT Pew-funded Program in Academic Course Redesign

University College Northeast State Technical Community College

Basic and Developmental Reading

Institutions typically use three types of online labs:

- Remotely operated lab equipment provides access to real equipment via an online 
interface. 

- Virtual lab simulations: students to conduct scientific inquiry in a virtual environment. 
- Laboratory packs provide the equipment necessary to conduct experiments at home.

All types of online labs have proven affordable, but long-term costs vary. Larger initial 
investments are required to support the creation of virtual lab simulations than remotely 
operated equipment, but virtual labs minimize the need for continued investment in materials/ 
maintenance. Online lab equipment, on the other hand, is relatively cheap to create, but has 
higher maintenance costs because labs using online equipment still require actual materials. 
Lab packs are the most cost effective approach because students purchase the pack.

The effectiveness of an online lab depends on the clearly stated learning outcomes. Most 
universities do not recommend online labs for higher level courses that focus on complex 
experiments or manipulating equipment. Lab packs are only effective in lower-level science 
courses, because the equipment required in higher-level courses is too expensive to make 
the course appealing to students. Higher level lab packs can be prohibitively expensive for 
students.

Virtual lab simulations provide students with more opportunities for free exploration because 
they eliminate time and resource constraints. Failed experimentation is an important aspect of 
scientific education, and online labs provide more opportunities to learn from mistakes because 
they can easily reattempt an experiment if they encounter problems. Virtual labs allow students 
to experiment with dangerous materials that might pose safety threats in an actual lab, such as 
at iLabs the award winning remote online lab network at Northwestern University. 

The iLab is also an exemplar for how partnerships between universities can save money by 
sharing on line equipment and course material.

All types of online labs have proven affordable, but long-term costs vary. Larger initial 
investments are required to support the creation of virtual lab simulations than remotely 
operated 

Online laboratories provide faculty members with control over the variables that students 
perceive and professors can limit or expand students’ information to make the experiment 
simpler or more complex. Engineering and physics laboratories can easily be recorded or 
simulated to provide students with sensory inputs. Additionally, these laboratories typically use 
computer-operated equipment, so the laboratory technique is similar whether the experiment 
is conducted online or in a physical laboratory. Ecology and earth sciences are particularly 
conducive to online labs because they involve significant fieldwork that can be completed 
anywhere and equipment can be substituted with household goods. In biology, Virtual genetics 
allows experimentation with a wider variety of factors because there is no waiting for plants or 
animals to grow in order to observe results.

Sources:
Education Advisory Board: Developing Online Science Laboratories Custom Research Brief. 
Dec 6, 2011 
New Project Promotes Virtual Science Labs, Despite Skepticism Chronicle of Higher Education 
Dec 10, 2009

Designed and lead by a small number of faculty members, MOOCs replicate a typical face-to-
face classroom experience by leveraging the natural scaling power of online tools. MOOCs had 
their foundations in 2007-2008, however, it is the Stanford branch of MOOCs, also known as 
xMOOCs, that has experienced the most success. The Stanford branch of MOOCs includes a 
course web home, typically on a homegrown customized learning management system hosting 
course lectures, homework, and assessments. The success of this course enabled the launch of 
several private ventures, most notably Udacity and Coursera. Soon afterward, MIT and Harvard 
announced their creation of, and $60 million investment in, edX with UC Berkeley. 

Analysis of important attributes such as revenue models, dropout rates, and instructional 
design from Udacity, Coursera, and edX is in its infancy and only serves to illustrate that while 
the current generation of MOOCs provide proof-of-concept they do not provide significant 
experiential, cultural and skills centered educational solutions. For MOOCs to become truly 
transformative for mainstream higher education, developers will need to create revenue models 
to make the concept self-sustaining, deliver valuable signifiers of completion, receive acceptance 
from accreditation bodies, provide an experience and perceived value that enables higher 
course-completion rates and authenticate students so that accrediting institutions or employers 
can verify a student’s identity. The University of Washington is developing these aspects by not 
merely putting courses online with Coursera, but is experimenting with changes that lead to 
real credits. In doing so, however, students would have to pay a fee, do extra assignments and 
work directly with an instructor. Apart from residing online and on the Coursera platform, these 
enhancements take these courses out of the realm of a MOOC and back into the world of the 
traditional online course. MOOC facilitating organization Udacity has announced that Colorado 
State University’s Global Campus will award transfer credits for one of its computer science 
classes.

Nine MOOCs will be offered by The University of Texas at Austin during the 2013-14 academic 
year. The courses will be deployed on the edX platform. In October the University of Texas 
System became the fourth partner in the edX consortium of leading colleges, universities and 
university systems. UT Austin plans to deploy the first four MOOCs in fall 2013 at a cost of $5 m, 
followed by the additional five in spring 2014. Courses will include liberal arts, humanities, health 
sciences, engineering, music and math. To date, the UT system already offers more than 1760 
courses online to its students. 

Virginia Tech redesigned its Linear Algebra course to improve learning-success 
rates and increase retention of material for later use by offering more options 

for self-directed study than traditional lecture-based courses. Enrolling about 1500 students 
in the fall term and 500 in the spring term, the course redesign involved replacing the 40 
student section model with one large course structure in VT’s Math Emporium, a 500 work 
station computer lab, staffed by faculty, teaching assistants and undergraduate peer tutors 
who provide one-to-one on-site help. A Web-based resource system (interactive tutorials, 
computation examples, an electronic textbook, and online quizzes) increased student feedback 
and allowed 24 x 7 access to course materials. The university will save $140,000 annually. 
Instructors’ time was reduced to 366 hours a year, a reduction of 73% from the traditional 
model.

Total time for teaching assistants in 
the redesigned model is 420 hours, a 
decrease of 73%. Altogether, the cost-
per-student in the new format declined 
$70, from $91 in the traditional format 
to $21 in the redesigned model.

Sources:
NCAT’s Pew-funded Program in 
Academic Course Redesign 

College of Science, Mathematics 

and Technology

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Math Emporium

Massive Open Online CoursesOnline Laboratories
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STAGE ONE STAGE TWO STAGE THREE

Current 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Success

Enrollment

Undergraduates  6,132  6,945  7,759  8,396  9,193  9,990  10,786  11,583 12,380  13,176  12,589  13,307  14,024  14,742  15,460 

Master  798  904  1,010  1,145  1,254  1,362  1,471  1,579  1,688  1,797  3,192  3,374  3,556  3,738  3,920 

Doctoral  70  79  89  245  268  291  314  337  361  384  505  534  562  591  620 

Total  7,000  7,929  8,857  9,786  10,714  11,643  12,571  13,500 14,429  15,357  16,286  17,214  18,143  19,071  20,000 

Demographics

Local  5,075  5,748  6,421  7,095  7,768  7,277  7,857  8,437  9,018  9,598  8,143  8,607  9,071  9,536  10,000 

National  1,050  1,189  1,329  1,468  1,607  2,329  2,514  2,700  2,886  3,071  4,071  4,304  4,536  4,768  5,000 

Mexico  525  595  664  734  804  1,164  1,257  1,350  1,443  1,536  2,443  2,582  2,721  2,861  3,000 

International  350  396  443  489  536  873  943  1,012  1,082  1,152  1,629  1,721  1,814  1,907  2,000 

Total  7,000  7,929  8,857  9,786  10,714  11,643  12,571  13,500 14,429  15,357  16,286  17,214  18,143  19,071  20,000 

Degree Ratio

Undergraduates 11.55 13.22 14.89 16.56 18.23 19.9 20.72 21.54 22.36 23.18 24 24.55 25.09 25.64 26.18 26.725

Philanthropy

Endowment Value (in Millions) $8.60  $21.90  $35.20  $48.50  $61.80  $75.10  $76.31  $77.52  $78.73 $79.94  $81.15  $90.60  $100.05  $109.50  $118.95  $128.40 

Living

Residential Beds By Type  2,436  4,366  4,714  5,062 5411  8,607  10,000 

All Freshmen Out of State 66%  609 76%  1,092  1,179  1,266 1,353 70% 89%  2,152 85%  2,500 

25 % of OOS Sophomores 16%  152 19%  273  295  316 338 18% 11%  277 15%  429 

Faculty 1%  5 0.5%  7  14  21 29 1.5%

Graduates 5%  50 3%  48  74  79 84 4%

Post Graduates 0%  4 1%  12  16  17 18 1%

Local 12%  108 100%  -  20  63 107 6%

Total Achieved  929  1,430  1,430  1,596  1,762 1,929  1,929  2,429  2,929 

Total Required 429 929  1,429  1,596  1,762 1,929  2,429 2929

Employment

Employment By Type

Undergraduates 10,071 10,645 11,220 11,794 12,368

Total 80% 80% 80% 80% 80%

Academic Plan

Metrics for Success
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Living

Assuming an optimum size of development at five hundred beds and a three-year 

frequency of development funding determined the approach to on campus housing 

provision. Assuming five campus developments take place over a fifteen-year period, 

plus the existing four hundred and twenty nine unit housing at Casa Bella, this will 

yield approximately three thousand beds, fifteen percent of the twenty thousand total 

enrollments at that point.

The calculations assume the following priorities for unit allocation:

1.100% of undergraduates freshmen from out of state universities;

2. 25% undergraduates sophomores from out of state universities;

3. 1-2 Faculty per development, and 10% of all graduate and doctoral students 

4. The balance allocated Local students. 

Student Success

We have assume the following breakdown of the student population:

50% Local 

25% National

15% Mexico

10% International

Employment

We have assumed that 80% of all students will have a job on campus; 20% will receive 

employment from off campus none university sources.

STAGE ONE STAGE TWO STAGE THREE

Current 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Learning
Staff Student Ratio 19.5 20.5 23.5

% Programs in Spanish 7 14 21 28 35 41 47 53 59 65 72 79 86 93 100

% Programs other languages 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Research
Research Income

Research Expenditure Federal  $3,933,080  $32,671,584  $34,222,240 

Research Expenditure State  $1,286,864  $10,188,052  $12,328,761 

Research Expenditure Private  $694,577  $4,448,074  $9,347,350 

Research Expenditure Local  $818,709  $6,478,571  $13,711,772 

Research Expenditure Total  $6,733,229  $53,786,281  $69,610,122 

Research Expenditure per T/TT 
Faculty FTE (in thousands)

 $17.25  $ 83.50  $132.50 

Technology Transfer

Grant Revenue from IP  $65,669  $159,701 $1,519,516 

US patents Issued 3.5 7.5 15.25

New Invention Disclosures 26 26 57.5

Licenses and options executed 1.5 4 8.75

Startup Companies Formed 2 2.5 3

Metrics for Success

For the purposes of the study we have assumed that UT Brownsville will achieve the 

following target thresholds:

Phase 1, 2014 to 2016: Achieve benchmarked performance that satisfies local 

demand

Phase 2, 2016 to 2023: Achieve benchmarked performance equal to the average of 

UT System academic institutions, excluding UT Austin

Phase 3, 2023 to 2028: Achieve benchmarked performance equal to the upper 

quartile of UT System academic institutions, excluding UT Austin.

Data in this report was sourced from the UT System Portal with supplemental 

information from the Educational Advisory Board and directly from UT Brownsville 

academic leadership.
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